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JDeginning with this number
*—* and continuing for several

more numbers, the HAVERFORDIAN will

shoulder the white mans burden and publish

"Uncle Bob's Kiddies' Page," by Harris Shane,

author of "Two Gun Sam," "Blood on the

Desert," "The Maverick Murderers" and "WOO
Dainty Desserts for Summertime."

Dear Mr. Heilman:

Well, here I am back at Haverford for another year's hard work,

and I should not need to add, hard play. I've been intending to

write to you for several weeks now, and as the time is drawing pretty

close I thought I'd better get what I have to say off my chest.

You know, Wes—you don't mind my calling you "Wes", do you?

Rhinie year I had just been at college a month—things were

still strange to me (as indeed they still are)—when I walked into my
little old room 'way up in the third floor of Barclay and found a

square, stiff, white envelope in with the rest of my mail. I thought

"Oh joy, an invitation to a dance, I've always wanted to go to a

dance." So I saved the envelope till last and then I took it over

to one corner of that litle old room o'mine ("Bide-a-wee," I used to

call it) and opened it. Well, it wasn't an invitation to a dance, but

it was a handsome engraved birthday card, from you, yes, you, Wes.

I hadn't heard of you then—and of the wonderful work you are

doing among young fellows of College age—but just the thought

that someone was interested in me,—someone knew when my birth-

day was, and someone took enough trouble to send me a card (and

that someone was you) cheered me and made me go through the day

with a light step (I was skipping that week, I believe, for I hadn't

tipped my hat to a senior). I don't mind telling you that I took that

card home and showed it to the folks with tears in my young eyes.

I have gotten a card every year since then, Wes, and I can't tell

you what they've meant to me. Sometimes even we college men

—
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392 THE HAVERFORDIAN

hardboiled and rough and tough as we are—get feeling a little

"blue" and it certainly is mighty fine to know that good ol* Wes
I lei 1man is still thinking of us, watching us blossom into young

manhood.

But here I am dawdling along, Wes, without saying what I started

out to. You may not know it, Wes, but in less than a week now,

I'll have attained my majority, as the saying is. I'll be twenty-one

years old. And I'm telling you that that's a big day in a fellow's life.

Now cards are all right, Wes (and it sure was mighty fine of you to

send me them, as I say) for ordinary birthdays but you know a boy's

twenty-first birthday is something special. You see what I mean

—

something special—something special . . . Well, so long, Wes, hope

I see you soon and we can smoke a Lucky together. Boy, I sure do

like those old Lucky Strike cigarettes. Never can get enough of

them.

Well, be seeing you, Wes.

Yrs..

Harris.

We have had the last summer vacation we'll ever have

—unless of course, the unemployment problem next sum-

mer is as bad as it was this—and in many ways it was a

peculiar one. During the entire month of June we looked

for a job and it is quite probable that it was all valuable

experience. Certainly we met enough secretaries, office

boys, and officious third vice-presidents to do us for

quite a while, thank you.

Giving up the idea of a job, we took to sitting in Rit-

tenhouse Square, waiting for one of the children of a

wealthy family to fall into the pond. Approximately

four hundred other members of the army of unemployed

were waiting for the same thing. When a five-year-old

girl threw her rubber ball in the water and then leaned

perilously over the edge to retrieve it, there was a near

riot before we had finished rolling up our trousers.
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While every bench was filled with down and outers

—

some of them with no work for months—the children and

their nurses strolled around pushing English perambu-

lators with $20 dolls inside. It was enough to make one

turn Socialist or something like that.

The undergraduate brand of Socialism or Communism
or whatever it is always seems a bit ridiculous to us.

Everyone is so frightfully serious about it, without quite

knowing what they're serious about. And many of the

country's future capitalists and wives of capitalists are at

present denouncing capitalism from the front seat of a

LaSalle roadster.

Philadelphia—along with the rest of the nation—went

in for endurance in a big way. Most of the population

was either perched on various trees or serving the perchers.

There were a few, however, in more worthwhile occupa-

tions. Four boys alternately rode a bicycle around the

block for several weeks; a twelve-year-old boy sat on a

fire plug for 23 hours; two small girls stared at a police-

man for an hour and a half; a fifteen-year-old girl pushed

another one to Atlantic City in a baby carriage, etc., etc.

Seized with the desire to do something along those lines,

we gathered a few friends together, went outside the

city limits, and sang the "Maine Stein Song" forty-eight

times without stopping. This, we might add, was not a

stunt but of inestimable value to Science.

The book trade in America suffered an exciting sum-

mer, from all indications. What with publishers cutting

books down to a dollar apiece—which is about 98 cents

more than most of them are worth—and the United Cigar
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Stores going literary, it was enough to give Mr. Scribner

a few more gray hairs. We stood in front of a United

Cigar Store window the other night and gaped at the

display. The heading "Publishers' Overstocks" was prob-

ably perfectly true—ten copies of most of those books

would be an overstock; but the thought that, after all, it

was entirely fitting that tobacco and books should be

sold by the same people stole over us. The alarm clocks

and the safety razors in the same window we could not

explain.

The variety of titles was amazing. Some roguish

windowdresser had placed "On theTrailof Chief Buffalo,"

"On the Make," "Preparing for Motherhood" and

"Without Kin," next to each other. All of which may be

woven into a very touching story if you go about it in the

right way.

#| CUV** O tau*ja

—

Editor s Note—This is the first of a series of articles by Mr. Shane,

on "Important Phases of the Failure of the Tomato Crop in Jugo-

slavia". The next will appear in an early issue.



A. S. T.

Oh, comme j admire ta beaute blonde;

Oh, comme je t'aime, S. T.I

Se peut-il que de tout le monde

A moi tu es restee?

Ah non, je sais ta beaute pure

N' appartient qua toi;

Je voudrais bien,—ceci je jure,—
Quelle appartienne a moi.

Mais comment done te faire comprendre

Mon admiration folle

?

Je voudrais bien te voir te rendre

A moi, passive et molle!

A quoi bon te presenter meme
Ces vers qui disent ma plainte?

Tu n'pourrais pas lire ce poeme:

Cela, chere, est ma crainte.

J. M. de G.
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Mss. Found Near a Suicide

I

L'APRES-MIDI D'UNE FAUNE

Valhalla Cabin,

Fair Haven, N. Y.,

May 27, 1858.

To my goodfriend Professor Timothy Lowell

of Harvard College,

I am writing this, my dear Timothy, that you may
understand the more clearly why I take the course upon

which I am now about to embark. It has been nigh ten

years since we have seen each other. It might well have

been ten centuries, for you, Tim, are yet of this world;

my heart and body are now but the unclaimed property

of the next. At this moment our thoughts can have but

little in common, but as these are the last words I expect

to pen, I pray you, old friend, bear with me in patience,

remembering that my mind and hand are tottering (if

you will pardon the mixed metaphor) on the verge of the

unknown.

It is difficult, nay impossible, for me to analyze the

state of my feelings. Perhaps I am merely suffering from

a temporary nervous dementia—perhaps I am stark

raving mad—or again perhaps I am quite sane and the

thing really did happen. I don't know. I don't very

much care; as a matter of fact I shall never know, for

old Hans, the only other person within five miles' radius,

is both deaf and dumb. So here we are, we two, perched

half-way up Mount Green in a cabin several thousand

feet above the waters of a charming little lake—Wee-

quaket they call it. A far cry from our university days,

nicht Wahr? But to return, I trust that you will not
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doubt my story, whether I be mad or no. To me it is the

only vivid, breathing event in an empty life, and, through

it, Tim, I have found the essence of happiness!

You know me well enough to be aware that I am a theo-

rist as well as a creature of impulse. Perhaps you remember

how vigorously I threw myself into the service of my
whims—the debate with Cabot over this Shakespeare-

Bacon business, the expedition to the Sargasso Sea, the

founding of the Baltimore and Richmond Steam Packet

Company—and I always believed implicitly in the

particular object of my championing, whatever my fancy

chose it to be. Twenty-five years of life have not changed

me one iota. I am still the impressionistic fool of Cam-
bridge. And thereby hangs my tale.

About eight years ago I became a devotee of the

wilderness, a seeker after the open, natural life. Ergo

this cabin in the wilds of the Adirondacks. Nature, it

seemed to me, must have a generating force, a unity, a

life-giving principle which moves and shifts the scenery

upon her vast and flimsy stage. Do not misunderstand

me; I do not speak of God, I mean the genius that under-

lies all wild life, the God of Nature, Sylvanus, Pan if you

choose. I found myself wondering why the pines outside

my window were so fragrant, why the mountain brook

babbled so cheerily to itself, why the woodbirds chatted

so comfortingly of an early morning, what made the

autumn sunlight fleck the burnished leaves of the elder

bush with such color as would put even haughty Chartres

to shame, what made the forest sounds at night seem so

marvelously like the panting of one great heart; what
made me content to lie face down upon a mossy bank
and listen to a symphony from another world in the

faintest rustlings of the summer breeze? On all sides

Nature was speaking—but in a language that I could

not understand. I felt confident there was a hidden

meaning, a translation, an ultimate explanation—and so,
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out of a vague but loving curiosity I built my cabin

here and entered into long communion with the wilder-

ness. Every day for twelve years I lay beside the little

brook in the valley, listening. Every day I shared in

nature's breath-taking, holy rites. For my delight tree,

grass, and flower have grown—to blossom, fade, and die,

and grow again. For twelve years, day in, day out, win-

ter and summer, I have tracked Nature to her lair. I

pride myself that I have become initiate to her mysteries.

They tell me at the village that I look scarce twenty

though I am past fifty as you well know. And so the

years have gone—slow, plodding years for me and yet

years of unspeakable delight.

A month ago today I lay as usual beside my little

brook, listening. That moment was my crux of life; it

was dusk and the brook was chuckling quietly as if tell-

ing stories to himself. . Far, far in the distance I

heard it, the sound of reed pipes, piping a rustic music so

sweet and faint and altogether ineffable, that I lay like

one entranced. Then for a brief moment I saw the gates

of Heaven; the liquid notes carried me away from my
little stream to the real Arcady I had been searching for

—that holy land of nymphs and satyrs and the Dance of

the Cloven Hoof! Suddenly the Song of the Pipe ceased

in a last long-drawn note that echoed and reechoed down
the leafy corridors of my forest. Then it was that the

something that was mortal in me burst its bonds. I felt

stiff and strange, and my legs ached. But the joy I had

been hoping for was there; the joy of it was there! I

looked about me. The trees were talking quietly and the

brook was singing its little song, now quite recognizable

to me. I knew now how Siegfried felt when the wood-

bird first sang to him. I, too, understood! I had my
heart's desire; I was one with Nature at last!

The month that has followed has been the happiest of

my life. Every day I am wont to go to my resting place
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beside the little brook and listen to the words of Nature

that I can understand. And just at dusk there come the

sweet clear notes of Pan's pipe floating and echoing and

bounding about my ears. And then it is, Tim, that I

fling aside mortality to dance and revel like any satyr

under the Evening Star till the moon comes up or the

dew spreads its silent cape of mist. Oh, Tim! I have

just begun to live; all else is death beside it!

I have counted myself the happiest of men and so I

was until this evening's dusk. The Song of the Pipe

sounded faintly in my ear as I lay laughing a little bal-

lade to myself beside my friend the brook . . Sud-

denly I became aware of fiercely stabbing and unearthly

pain coursing through my limbs. A vague, nameless

fear froze the empty gurglings on my lips, and my heart

began to pound frantically like the hurried hoof-beat of a

runaway horse. By dint of great effort I forced my brain

to take stock of itself. There could be no doubt about

it: those sharp stinging pains meant just one thing—my
tissues were hardening. I tried to rise but only succeeded

in getting to my knees. Slowly, slowly, and with the

most excruciating effort, I dragged the thing that was I

through the glade and up the half-beaten path to the

cabin. I had a premonition of what was happening so I

went directly to the cupboard and fetched out a knife.

Gritting my teeth, I plunged it into my left arm. As I

had thought ... no pain! Not even blood—only a

sticky oozing of sap! As I stood with the knife hanging in

my listless hand, I heard a weird crackling rising from the

floor beneath me. I let my eyes drop slowly . . . God!

my shoes had burst asunder, and there beneath

the frayed leather was the cruel gleam of cloven hoofs!

That was perhaps an hour ago. My body has stiffened

much since then. I can not have long to remain a man,
for before God, Timothy Lowell, I am slowly metamor-
phizing into an animal—a plant—a very creature of Pan
—anything you like save a human thing.
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And so, you see, my course is clear. Either I am mad
as a hatter or this cloven-footed god has actually got me
in his ruthless grasp. When I look at my feet I can

believe anything. In the end, don't you see, one or the

other of these forces is bound to stamp me out, crushing

me with a torture worse than any death. Your doctors,

of course, will say that I suffer from hallucinations. But

what do I care for them? I have been supremely happy;

I have stumbled upon the secret of life and now I am
paying for my audacity. You see, don't you, Tim, that

the road to Life is closed ? I have yet enough perception

to see that clearly. For me, what lies beyond the trigger

of this pistol is the only exit—the only meaning. Tim

—

I drink to you! . Skoal!

j. t. a



M
The Japanese Dagger

Y SISTER Susan and I had lived together for the

last twenty years in a state of amicable warfare

which was entirely satisfactory to us both. She

was a maiden lady of some five decades and I was a

bachelor enjoying a comfortable income in my forty-

second year. Susan being one of those women with a

quick tongue, a good head, a large bust, and a faculty

for speaking her mind, was an excellent example of the

strong-minded Anglo-Saxon female. She had, however,

the sense to leave me alone, and as she was a most

excellent housekeeper, we lived in a state of comparative

bliss.

The house was of the small seven-rooms-and-bath type

so common in the suburbs of our larger cities. On enter-

ing one found nothing unusual unless taken to one of the

bedrooms of its two sole occupants. For my part, my
room was a mass of assorted objects. In one corner was

a desk littered with stamps of all descriptions, for I had

a mania for collecting things. I also had a drawer full of

tiny samples: soap, perfume, shaving materials, and

what not. In another corner were hundreds of match

boxes, all different. I was also one of those benighted

persons who, though they will never admit it publicly,

derive much joy from answering weird advertisements.

My latest weakness was a mail order course in being a

finger-print expert. All the materials were on a little

table and, though I scarcely intended to "make a hundred

dollars a week in my spare time," I must confess that the

subject had appealed to me as extremely fascinating.

The generous agency in Kansas City, Mo., having sup-

plied me with untold quantities of blank white paper, I

401
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had a room full of my own finger-prints and found great

joy in sneaking up to some table, where I was accustomed

to sit, and painting it with "liquid No. 1" until the tell-

tale print would unmistakably reveal itself as my own.

I knew every one of my ten marks by heart.

Susan scorned all this "boy-scout play," as she termed

it, but was not wholly guiltless herself. Her particular

weakness was the collection of arms of all kinds, with a lean-

ing toward the ancient and oriental. Her room was a veri-

table storehouse, and the welcoming muzzle of a huge

blunderbuss greeted the unwary guest who ventured into

her chamber. The walls were covered with spears of all

lengths, converging like a fan. Here and there, in spaces

left by the shorter weapons, were hung old flint-lock pistols,

revolutionary rifles, or perhaps an ivory-handled Hawaiian

dagger. The place was scarcely one in which levity could

be looked upon as suitable, but then Susan was a long

way from being the type of woman with whom one

indulged lightly in the more subtle forms of jocularity.

My sister and I had no interest whatever in each other's

collections. When we talked it was on other subjects,

and when we argued it was usually about the benefits of

Mr. Volstead's "noble experiment", prohibition, of which

she, along with the rest of the local needle-work guild,

was a staunch supporter; or else about the advisability

of my getting over my unfortunate habit of sleep-walking.

This last was a subject on which I was particularly

touchy, for it impressed me that, since I had no desire

whatsoever to leave my downy bed, after having once

got into it, I was more to be pitied than censured. After

the incident in which I had very nearly wrecked our car

in a somnambulant drive, Susan had suggested that I

take measures to cure my ailment. She was unquestion-

ably right in theory—but it becomes increasingly diffi-

cult "to take measures" with one's self as sleep deepens.
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Of late, however, having spent my nights prone, the

subject had been dropped.

One evening I was seated comfortably before the fire

reading a delightful story about murders, bodies, and

other amusing topics by that twentieth century humorist,

Edgar Wallace, when a special messenger arrived with a

parcel for Susan. She opened it eagerly, for the stamps

were Japanese, and, after filling the room with rice-pods

and cardboard, produced a very large carved knife. It

was a beautiful weapon in reality, and for the first time I

began to be interested in one of her specimens. The
handle was perfectly smooth, pure white ivory, carved at

both ends. The blade was perhaps eighteen inches long

and of wrought steel.

I reached toward Susan for it, but she drew back, say-

ing she wanted to read the note. In reality she was

annoyed at some of the quips I had taken at her collec-

tion that very evening at dinner, and, seeing me inter-

ested for once, felt this was an excellent opportunity to

take revenge. The note said the dagger was poisoned

and to be careful with it. Flinging a tart good-night, she

sauntered off upstairs with her new treasure, and I knew
that in a few minutes it would be nestling in the place of

honor which had been reserved for it.

Smallness in any woman I considered deplorable, but

in an only sister living with me and, above all, at my
expense, I felt that it was utterly inexcusable. I had

really wanted to examine the weapon, and she knew it,

—

and I found myself becoming more and more annoyed

until I was in a positive fury. Bringing myself back to

my narrative, I reached the point where the body is

identified, the culprit hanged, and the hero reaches for

his love over the remains of the unfortunate victim; this

signifies the end, with Edgar Wallace at least.

As I mounted the stairs I was still brooding, and my
reading had done little to alleviate my state of mind, but
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after all it was bed-time and by nine the next morning I

would be again one of the workers of the world. I went

to bed decidedly sulky and fell asleep almost immediately.

I have no idea what caused me to wake, but I sud-

denly found myself listening intently for a sound I could

not hear. The intensity of the darkness told me that the

night was not yet spent. I had a strange feeling that

something was amiss. I lay perfectly still in my bed,

trying to catch the slightest foreign sound, but the house

could not have been more quiet. The trees rustled

gently, in the distance a hound bayed, the church clock

struck three; but all of these noises but magnified the

dread silence which reigned.

I turned over, determined to sleep, but my feeling of

alarm grew constantly until I knew it was useless. Had
I perhaps been right? Was it not possible that all was

not well? At last, unable to cope with my inexplicable

and, as I felt, unjustifiable fears, I put on my wrapper

and slippers, and taking a .38 automatic in case of emer-

gency, set out to run the matter to earth.

I moved like a shadow, traversing the hall and descend-

ing the stairs without so much as creaking a board. The
dining-room was inspected, then the lounge, and last the

kitchen, all to no avail. I had thought myself very clever

in my approach to each successive doorway, those centers

of peril, for I had crawled through them on my hands

and knees to baffle my adversaries, who would be pre-

pared to strike much higher. Having searched the

entire lower floor and found everything precisely as

usual, I began to feel rather like a man who is appre-

hended in ringing a false fire alarm. My dread was

obviously the result of some forgotten nightmare, and

was now replaced by a consuming fear that my sister would

catch me playing watch-dog and laugh at me the rest of
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her life. Being laughed at is one of the few trials which

the self-respecting bachelor cannot endure, so it was with

redoubled caution that I made my way slowly back to

my chamber.

Sleep was out of the question and I endeavored to

occupy myself with my usual pastimes. It was of no use.

I had that overpowering sensation of alarm which seldom

finds itself mistaken. Suddenly a new thought occurred

to me. Perhaps Susan had suffered harm. Preposterous

as the idea seemed, I knew I could not rest until I had

reassured myself. Again arming myself, I stole noise-

lessly along the passage to her door. All was silent with-

in. Very, very slowly I turned the knob of the door and

pushed it gently in. "Susan," I called in a husky whisper.

No answer. "Susan, wake up!" This time in as loud a

voice as I could muster. No answer. Thoroughly terri-

fied I switched on the light and there, to my unspeakable

horror, I saw my sister, lying in a pool of blood, with the

handle of the Japanese knife protruding from her left

breast.

My feelings would be impossible to describe, but the

heart-sickening nausea which came to me in my first

contact with sudden death in all its reality may well be

imagined. After the first shock of the ghastly sight had

worn off, I found myself overcome with curiosity. Who
would want to murder Susan? And if indeed a motive

had been found, the cold-bloodedness of the act would

seem to indicate a hate beyond ordinary human compre-

hension. Susan was scarcely the type of woman to com-

mand affection, but a murder like this

—

The amateur detective instinct is always very strong,

and mine had been accentuated by my recent study of

fingerprinting. Swearing that the culprit should be

awarded his just deserts and that I would do my utmost

to aid the police in achieving that end, I hurried to my
room for my apparatus. Carrying a desk lamp to the
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bedside, I began to apply "liquid No. 1 " to the handle

of the knife with a small brush. Slowly lines began to

appear on the clear ivory. They gained in intensity and

finally stood out clear and black against the white back-

ground.

Leaning forward, I looked at them carefully, and then

my heart seemed to stop beating as the ghastliness of the

horrible drama was suddenly brought home to me; for

there, as clear as crystal, and as accusing as the finger of

God on his judgment seat, were depicted the five marks of

my own right hand on the handle of the dagger which I

believed I had never touched.

J. Hoag.



Wind at Evening

The wind Was a weaver at evening

When I came from the empty wood.

I saw her weave, with just the slightest scratching,

The long, crisp grasses in the field.

I asf^ed with quiet words

What she Was weaving.

She blew dim words along the grass to me:

"The dead are shivering, man, I cover them."

H. J. Nichol.
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Winter Night Magic

When the door was opened

And a golden tune

Slippedfrom the warm house,

Out on the dune,

To dance on the clean snow

Under the moon,

Then my mind was wrought

To pieces of gold,

And pieces of silver,

And pieces of cold;

And white in my eyes

Burned the flame of the moon;

And warm at their core

Glowed the gold of the tune.

And I felt like a £mg,

Come naked to dine,

With only a crown

On his head as a sign

408



That his flesh is royal,

And his heritage fine;

Who finds the hall empty,

And sunk '" night,

Except for the radiance

Of one hanging light;

And the long cloth snowy,

And the table bare,

Except in the center,

And a gold urn there.

And naked by the board,

While his dark eifes burn

With the lamp's white flame,

And the gold of the urn,

By shame's swift heat,

And daring's cold,

His flesh is wrought

To silver and gold.

H. J. Nichol.
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The Scientific Method

THE bull session in the room down the hall had solved

several of the usual weighty problems, and, since it

was now eleven-thirty, had taken up the usual sub-

ject of sex. An upper class sophisticate was holding forth

on his pet theory to all who cared to listen "... and if

men turned blue after . .
." Someone passed a remark

about blue paint and burlesque skits, and there was a

half-hearted laugh. Bill Stewart had drifted into the room

to listen to the radio more than anything else, but the

trend of conversation made him think, in a drowsy,

late-at-night way. It stirred up vague desires in his

mind, and the blue haze of cigarette smoke seemed

rather symbolical to him—why, he could not say. He
decided to go to bed, and think things over in the morning.

He slept through breakfast, and was barely on time for

Dr. Hamilton's eight-thirty class. In his short time at

college, Bill Stewart had learned to laugh whenever Dr.

Hamilton snickered at one of his own hoasy jokes, and to

burst into artificial hysterics at the more risque ones.

Aside from watching for a cue to laugh, Old Ham's
classes did not require much attention; therefore one

could work on something else, think, or merely drowse.

Bill elected to think. His thoughts ranged over last

night's session, and he realized that he was woefully

ignorant about women. He had taken a few to dances,

had told them the usual things . . . and that was

about all. Of course, he knew the Facts of Life—thanks

to a required course in biology and earlier outside sources

of information, but he wanted to know how the wheels

went around inside some of the pretty heads he saw pass

by occasionally. He wondered if they had the same

sensations he sometimes had.

At this point, his budding scientific training asserted

itself. For the first time in his life, he was away from the
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aegis of his family, and no one around the college seemed to

be very concerned about what he did, as long as the dean

(who was held in awe as a mythical power, rather than

considered a human being) didn't discover too much.

Introspection revealed to Bill Stewart that he had a mania

for experiment, and that he really enjoyed his feeble

attempts at magic in the evil-smelling chem lab. Something

about life being a continual experiment—the chem-

prof's pet phrase—was buzzing around the corners of his

sub-conscious. Before Dr. Hamilton had droned the

period away to a close, Bill decided to make an experi-

ment, with an obscure mental reference to the scientific

method. The girls about town were always willing to be

picked up by the students—he would pick one up the

next time he had a chance, and use her as a subject. Then
later, if he should ever become seriously attached to some-

one (God forbid!) he would have some experience to fall

back on. Making a rather neat phrase to himself about

"nothing serious" and "complete scientific detachment,"

he filed away his project until he had the opportunity to

carry it out.

Sunday afternoons were deadly dull at the college for

the simple reason that the local authorities, in their

wisdom, enforced strict blue laws. A number of the

students broke the Sabbath by studying, greatly relieving

their burden for the rest of the week; others had become

expert at getting themselves invited places, some merely

vegetated; and a few took hikes in the surrounding

country, not altogether from a love of natural scenery.

Now, wise old Mother Nature had seemingly provided

for the extra four hundred young men in the town by a

supply of young ladies of all shapes, sizes, mentalities,

and degrees of beauty. These were rather unconvention-

ally, but quite harmlessly available to the students.

At least, so Bill Stewart had been told by a well-mean-

ing and slightly flattered upperclassman, to whom he
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had applied for advice. One of these, Bill decided,

would suit his purpose well enough. Next Sunday, if it

was clear, he would take a hike.

It was clear. Bill took a shower, and put on a suit that

still had some creases in it. His roommate made the usual

unoriginal clever remarks, which Bill endured in silence.

When he was ready, he started. In a short time, he was

out of the village, and had turned down a likely-looking

dirt road. It was a glorious day, and the air had a tang

to it, like cider. Bill walked by a few farms. A small

group of girls going in the opposite direction passed him.

One of them giggled. He blushed. Then he overtook a

party of successful students, and followed the road for

nearly half an hour without meeting any other walkers.

He was just about to turn back in disgust when he came
around a bend in the road, and discovered he was following

three girls who were enjoying the natural scenery. He
was a fast walker, and was overtaking the group when one

of them stopped to fix her shoe lace. The others walked on

—they probably knew what they were doing. The girl

was just finishing some little business with her shoe as

Bill came up.

"Hello," he said. "Er, going my way?"
"I don't know. Which way are you going?"

She wasn't very attractive, but Bill thought that one of

the others might be, so he answered, "The way you are."

"Oh," she said. "This is a bit sudden. Let's catch up

with my friends. My name's Alice. What's yours?"

"Bill." He wondered if he should use a fictitious last

name, as a certain upperclassman had told him to.

"Glad to know you, Bill. Oh, girls, look what I got.

His name's Bill. Bill, the red-head is Kitty, and the

peroxide is Helen . .

"Er, hello. Do you all live around here?"

"Oh, yes ..."
Alice was a bit plump, Kitty looked a bit dangerous with
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her red hair, but Bill thought that Helen would answer,

as a laboratory animal. She had on scarcely any make-up,

and Bill deduced from that that she had intelligence

enough to know she didn't need much. She didn't giggle

as much as the others did, either. She would do. Bill

paid especial attention to her, and managed to walk home
with her when the trio finally thought supper time was

approaching. One of Bill's classmates recognized him

from afar, outwalking (oh, shameful!) with three girls, and

made a noise like a cornet player makes when he's lost his

instrument, but Bill didn't care. He returned to college

in a slight rosy fog, with a movie date on Thursday. And
only remembered his "cold scientific detachment" later.

Bill arrived at college just in time for supper. The
news of his scandalous conduct had preceded him, in the

person of the would-be cornetist, and he was subjected to

some envious joshing. Some one asked for her telephone

number. He gave Alice's. Further enjoyable embarrass-

ment was spared him when "Jesus Loves Me" was sung

by the students. The refectory walls shook with the

secular rendition of this old hymn. When it was finished,

a sophomore ventured to suggest another.

"Sing, 'I Am Jesus' Little Lamb', fellows." No one

paid any attention to him. He tried again.

"/ Am Jesus' Little Lamb!"

"Oh, yeah? Since when?" The sophomore was sat

upon.

Bill thought that Thursday would never come. He lived

through a most unscientific daze of anticipation, which

sometimes gave rise to ecstatic fits of absent-mindedness.

On Tuesday, when asked in math what a determinant

was, he gave the right answer—for biology. The class

was greatly amused, and the prof had a new story to tell.

The same afternoon, it was his bad luck to have the

annual explosion with the sodium and hydrogen, and
received the chemistry professor's annual rebuke. Since
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it was obviously meant to be funny, the others in the

lab laughed at it. But, Bill still continued in his haze of

anticipation.

Thursday evening finally came. Bill shaved himself,

took a shower, and helped himself to his roommate's

various beautifiers. He put on clean underwear, clean

socks, a clean shirt, and his Sunday suit, and set off on the

great experiment, primed with facetious advice from his

upperclassman.

Helen, being rather unsophisticated, was waiting for

him at the promised corner. The nearest movie was in the

next town, about a mile down the pike. Bill rather wished

he had a car, but Helen didn't seem to care. She seemed

quite used to the walk. Bill wondered just how far she

would allow him to go, conversationally. He told her

the one ending with, "Yes, lady, but who'll hold the

horses?" She had heard it before, but laughed to be

polite. He tried the one about the Irishman's new car.

She was amused. He told her the one about the guy

smoking a cigar, and the guy spitting tobacco juice. She

did not speak to him again for all of five minutes, but she

kept it on file to amuse her girl-friends with. Bill Stewart

had finished experiment number one, just as they arrived

at the movies.

The show was a romantic piece of slush, but it had

quite an amatory effect on the pair, and they were much
better friends when it was over. They went to the Wop's,

sat down at a table in a corner, and had a long, serious

talk while eating one of the Wop's horrible concoctions.

Helen asked Bill if he would ever get married, and he

ventured a cynical reply modeled on a naughty book he

had seen in some one's room. Helen did not agree. She

ventured the opinion (probably correct) that in ten years

he would have a wife and family, and would have for-

gotten all about poor little Helen, etc. He said he never
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would forget her. There was a slight pause, and several

other things were left unsaid.

Then, "May I see that ring of yours a minute?" he

asked. The pause was broken, and Helen took off the

ring and handed it to him.

"It's a funny ring."

"It's a signet ring, my grandmother's seal. She gave

it to me before she died."

"May I keep it—to remember you?"

"I should say not! Give it right back."

They left the Wop's and walked back arm in arm, dis-

cussing those trivial things that seem so important at the

time. At her gate, she turned to him, tilted her head

back a bit, looked mischievously into his eyes for a minute,

then, disappointed, dashed into the house. When Bill

got back to college, he discovered what she had meant.

What an ass he had been! She had wanted to be kissed

good-night. Oh, well, he wouldn't miss the next chance.

Bill could not see Helen the next Sunday, since he went

home on a week-end. His father and mother were proud

of their college man, and paraded him before some visitors,

Mr. and Mrs. Blake, and their daughter Mary. Mary
seemed quite quiet and demure, but Bill had an intuitive

suspicion that those traits were assumed. He was right.

Their families, either by design or accident, left them

playing cards, and went out for a drive. Mary seemed

relieved.

She said, "Your first name's William, isn't it? Well,

you don't look like a conqueror to me. My name's

Mary." When Bill saw the point he was slightly shocked.

He decided that she had heard of the scientific method,

too. After she had dazzled him with a pyrotechnical

exhibition of useless knowledge she had acquired at her

school, they began comparing the chances of the various

football teams, and the afternoon passed quite pleasantly.
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When she left she told him to write her a letter if he ever

got two cents for a stamp.

That night, as he lay in bed before going to sleep, Bill

compared the two girls. Mary was easy to look at. She

had dark hair, blue eyes, a porcelain complexion, was
well built, and was a good talker. Helen had light hair,

blue eyes, a nice tan left over from the summer, was
also well built, and was a good listener. He quite forgot

that Mary had the advantage over Helen in education

and culture, perhaps in intelligence too, and came to the

conclusion that Helen was more amusing—and would

be cheaper to maintain.

When Bill got back to college, he called up Helen, and

made a date for Friday night. He also remembered
Mary, and wrote her on Wednesday night, when he

should have been studying. The profane senior in the

room next door was working on his math, which inspired

him to a continual stream of fervently religious profanity,

blasphemy, and obscenity. This filtered through the thin

partition while Bill Stewart was writing his letter, but he

was so thoroughly accustomed to it that he did not even

notice two or three new phrases. With his tongue sticking

out one corner of his mouth, and with the thought in his

mind that writing a letter to a girl for the first time is one

Hell of a job, Bill pushed his duofold over the paper.

He had been glad to meet her Sunday, and would she

write him the next time she could swipe her roommate's swell

paper, etc., etc. In about an hour the thing was finished,

Bill was exhausted, and there were six or seven abortive

letters in his waste-basket. Bill's mind was too fagged

to study. He drifted into a bull session down the hall,

and finally ended up in a game of bridge. The next day,

Dr. Hamilton caught Bill totally unprepared, and asked,

"Who is she, Stewart?" Bill, befogged in a delicious

day-dream answered, "Which one, sir?" The class

laughed so hard that Bill got an A for his recitation.
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Friday night, Bill was able to borrow an old Ford from

one of his affluent classmates. As he drove toward Helen's

he tried to analyze his feelings toward her. He decided,

after much thought, that his libidinous (he didn't know
exactly what the word meant, but he liked the sound of it)

instincts had been aroused. Decidedly, the experiment

was becoming interesting. He looked at the rising full

moon, felt the keen chill in the air, and realized that the

forces of nature were favorable. He wondered, idly, if

anything had happened to Diana, the moon-goddess,

since she had last been heard from, three thousand years

ago.

He called for Helen, and they drove to the Friday even-

ing dance in the next town, a mildly iniquitous orgy

somewhat deplored by the college authorities. As usual,

in the presence of Helen, Bill rather forgot his aloof

scientific attitude, and as it grew later, it slipped

entirely from his grasp. Helen surrendered herself to

the garish music. She knew that she had fallen in love

again, and she couldn't do anything to save herself,

even if she wanted to. After they had been dancing about

an hour, the need for ventilation sent them out to Bill's

Ford. Bill cranked it up, and they went for a drive

along the road where they had met less than two weeks

before.

"Let's stop under those trees," said Helen.

"Sure," said Bill. And they stopped. Helen snuggled

over a bit closer. Bill felt a bit like an octopus. There

was a long mutual stimulation of the labial erogenous

zones. Then another. However, during the third or

fourth long embrace, some imp in the back of Bill's head

sang a snatch of a ribald college song, a parody:

"... and the things that you learn from the girls

about town

Will help you along with your wife."

Bill pushed the quotation into his subconscious with all
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the force he could muster. There was a contented silence.

Then,

"Helen, I don't see very much of you at college. Will

you let me have your ring? I'll be very careful of it, and

every time I look at it . .

"No, I don't think I should. If it was ever lost . . .

Yes, take it, but please don't lose it."

"I won't sweetheart.'' Bill forced the signet ring on his

little finger, hardly realizing what, and how much it meant

to Helen, or that she had really given him more than

just a ring. He drove her home, was careful to kiss her

good-night, and returned to college. Some one had care-

fully removed the furniture from his room, and had set

it up in the chamber of ablutions. Bill didn't care.

Ita amor. Ita scientia.

Next Sunday, it rained all day. Bill called for Helen,

and they went over to Alice's place, where there was a

bunch of boys and girls. Since Alice's family was out, the

bunch was raising the devil. Two or three were out in

the kitchen, watching a concoction on the stove that was

alleged to be fudge, and others were horsing around in the

parlor. Bill had not been there five minutes before Kitty

jumped on his lap and mussed his hair. He turned her

over his knee, and spanked her, gently, but firmly.

"Why don't you take her panties down?" one of the

other girls suggested. "We always do when we spank

Kitty. It hurts more." Kitty wriggled off Bill's knees,

and flew at the throat of the speaker with a pillow. The
pillow fight became general, and was continued most of

the afternoon, until one of the best sofa pillows burst,

and shed stuffing over everything. It took half an hour

to clean up. In the meantime, the fudge spoilt. Bill

heaved a sigh of relief when he and Helen escaped.

Helen invited him to supper. Bill found a positive awe

in watching her father eat. He had never, even at college,

seen any one who could put so much food in his mouth at
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once. Helen's mother was taken with a concentrated

crush on Bill, and talked to him continuously. She was

dazzled and fascinated by the college students—or else

she would have taken better care of her daughter. Bill

was sorry he had to leave so soon, but he was having

a quiz the next day. He made the usual Thursday

evening movie date with Helen before he left.

Monday morning, Bill received a (scented) letter from

his new friend, Mary. Considering that she had only

seen him once, it was a very nice letter indeed, and con-

tained three naughty words, all misspelled. A keener

mind than Bill's would have seen the motive in the

following

:

"I just know you're going to have a hard time getting

somebody for the next dance, so I've decided that you're

going to take me."

Bill wrote the reply to this letter in the astrology

class, under the very nose (albeit a rather long one) of the

professor. He looked forward to seeing Helen in the

Christmas vacation.

Somehow, Bill didn't enjoy his date with Helen on

Thursday. Circumstances were against it. The movie

wasn't very good, and Helen acted a bit childish. She

also said something that she meant quite seriously, which

shocked him a little. Finally, he had been off his feed for

the last few days, since he had taken several extra helpings

of the stewed corn that camouflaged the students' weekly

physic. He kissed Helen good-night at her gate, as usual,

but didn't make a date for Sunday—he was leaving on

his vacation in a week, and he had a pile of work to do.

Helen was worried. When he left for home on Wednesday,

he almost forgot to call her up to say good-bye and Merry

Christmas.

Bill thoroughly enjoyed himself during the Christmas

holidays. He looked up all his classmates within fifty

miles, and saw Mary Blake again. He took her to a dance.

Outside, in the automobile after the dance, the perverse
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little subconscious imp began to sing, "The things that

you learn from the girls about town ..." Bill was
ashamed and disgusted, but he realized the charge was

true.

Mary invited him to her home for a week-end. Bill

could not help noticing that her father had good table

manners, and that her mother had some sense. Besides,

Mary made Bill think that she liked him as much as Helen

did. He realized that the great experiment was almost

finished.

When Bill got back to college, he discovered that he was

a little behind in his work, and would have to exert him-

self if he wanted to pass his exams. There would be no

dates with Helen until the examinations were over. He
called her up on the phone once, though.

Bill squeezed through the exams. On the night after

the last one, he sat in his room, writing a letter to Mary
Blake. Bill's pen scratched hesitantly over the paper on

the difficult, but not disagreeable task. He was inviting

Mary to the first dance of the winter season, and there

was two weeks' news to tell. Most of the windows of

Memorial Hall had been broken in an epic snow-fight.

Twenty fellows had received notices that they had

flunked. He had won two bucks at penny ante, and had

lost them again at crap (he used the word "dicing",

because it sounded better). His roommate was rather a

dumb sort of a chap, etc., etc.

Bill finished the letter, folded it, and put it in the

envelope. As a last final touch, he decided to seal it with

some of his roommate's sealing wax. He had nothing to

form the seal with—he wasn't going to use a dime. Then
he noticed Helen's ring on his finger. He used that.

"Hm," he said to himself, "Helen was a good kid.

I'll have to look her up some time and return her ring."

He put the ring away in his top bureau drawer. The
next time he looked for it, two weeks later, he couldn't

find it. —BS2.
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MAURICE GUEST
Henry Handel Richardson

When one finishes reading Maurice Guest he has the

feeling that for a long time he has been in the presence of

something which deserves to be called "great". Why he

feels this, he does not know unless he is accustomed to be

dogmatic about such things. But he knows that he has

been shown the soul-workings of two people by an author,

the richness of whose life is astoundingly evident in every

paragraph. He recognized as true, even though he has

never yet experienced it, the crisis of Maurice Guest and

Louise Dufrayer, and he decides that this is as near to

real life as the printed word can come. This, perhaps, is

the most sure test of greatness.

Maurice Guest is of a rather esoteric genre. It is a

"musical novel," which means that music is the chief

occupation or interest of both of the principal characters.

The scene of this one is in Leipzig, and much of the atmos-

phere of the town and conservatory reminds one of that

old favorite which delighted so many of us long ago, The

First Violin. You will remember that in The First

Violin music is used only as the background. The
primary interest is the love story. So it is in Maurice
Guest, but how different the two become here! The
love story of the more recent novel is a tragedy, sordid

and ugly in nearly all its details. This tragedy is not due

to a capricious or oblivious fate, but rather to the utter

inability of Maurice and Louise to use their brains in

their relations with each other, and for those who incor-
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porate their reading into their lives the ghastliness of this

picture of two people needlessly and stupidly torturing

each other will be an excellent example of how not to

manage a love affair.

As for Leipzig and its people, they are shown to us so

well that we should know where we were if suddenly the

lamp and its genie were to set us down in their midst. All

the types of a musical capital are there: Schilsky, the

genius, Krafft, the spiller of words, Dove, the enthusiastic

and superficial self-appointed critic, Madeleine, the capa-

ble and level-headed girl with whom Maurice should have

fallen in love, and Maurice himself, the man with little

talent but with great, ill-founded ambitions, nourished

by the sympathetic though ignorant well-wishers at home.

Maurice Guest, for me at least, is not a book to

read and re-read. It is a book to read and remember.

CASTLE GAY
John Buchan

To one who has a fondness for really good adventure

stories and to one who finds Sabatini and the rest of his

ilk a bore, a new book of John Buchan is extremely

welcome. I think that Mr. Buchan's publishers have

not, as is their wont, exaggerated his talents when they

say that he has never written a book which is not well

worth reading. I have read all I could get my hands on

and they are all first-rate.

The characters in these novels are living people who
very considerately realize that when we turn to them, we
are fed up with love-making and psychological discursive-

ness, and they behave accordingly. Not that they

merely do exciting things without stopping to give reasons,

for everything in a Buchan novel is credible and ac-
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countable, but they spare us the more subtle analyses of

their emotions and hark us back to the times when we
enjoyed Treasure Island and Kidnapped. They all

enjoy life immensely and in so intelligent a way that we
ourselves are infected with their enthusiasm. Who would

want a more charming companion on a walking trip, the

best of all vacations, than Jaikie who comes to us once

again, this time in Castle Gay? Even Thomas Carlyle

Craw, the William Randolph Hearst of Great Britain,

steeped in his freely flowing platitudes and accustomed to

the prison-like shelter of his Scottish Castle Gay, found

this young Rugger star to be the one thing his loneliness

needed. And who could help loving Dickson McCunn
who conducts Prince John, a descendant of his adored

Prince Charlie, to safety from the desperately plotting

Communists of Evallonia?

There is no need to expand more fully on this or upon

those other fine tales of the real Scotland and its people

which are so different from those we read about in the

comic magazines. But I can't pass over the very fine

account, in the first chapter, of an international Rugby
match, in which Mr. Buchan demonstrates to those who
write sports news and to those who read it that this sort

of thing can be done in lucid and dignified English.

A NOTE IN MUSIC
Rosamund Lehman

It should be counted a capital offense that such a novel

as this be written, let alone published. It is the long

awaited successor to Dusty Answer, but so much worse

in every respect that only by the most strict self-discipline

does one finish it.

The theme of the book is the over-worked one of
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frustrated pursuit of happiness. We see stupid and color-

less people sighing after a vague chimera and doing noth-

ing more about it. Frustration, unpleasant as it is in real

life, can be made beautiful in fiction. Often in Thomas
Hardy we feel that Fate is the cause of the unhappiness

and failure which is the lot of the characters. In Maurice

Guest it seems to be the lack of intelligence. But in A
Note of Music all we find is a very bad impressionistic

delineation of females running after a happiness they

never attain and would not recognize if they did.

Miss Lehmann's style is one of the most unfortunate

parts of the book. She is evidently trying to be impres-

sionistic, but the effect is that of an unpenitent Picasso.

Perhaps if the author had had a clear idea of what she

wanted to say instead of feeling a vague and hazy pity

for the situation she tries to show, she may have had more

success. But I found the book to be a long stringing out

of irrelevancies, shiftings of scenes and thoughts with no

more connection than the musings of a high-school teacher.

I think this book is as good a proof as any (not that one

was ever needed for it) of a maxim of a distinguished

Haverfordian, namely, that women should be suppressed.

ANGEL PAVEMENT
J. B. Priestley

Our novelist sketches out a series of figures that we
quickly recognize as belonging to the very people with

whom we rub shoulders every day in streets, buses and

movie houses and embrace in subways. He tracks them

to their houses and sympathetically describes their joys

and sorrows. Those of us who like our stories framed in

Mayfair or prefer to follow the trail of some yellow-haired,

virile Yale graduate must reject Angel Pavement at the
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very outset. But if one can enjoy the genial chronicle of

changing light and shadow in the lives of stenographers,

clerks and small business men and their kin, then for the

love of everything that is delightful, pick up this book and

prepare for hours of clear delectation. Mr. Priestley has

been called "Dickensian", a term in itself both a compli-

ment and a handicap, but we feel sure that he will survive

the adjective. He has his Victorian predecessor's gift for

witty and characteristic narrative in the third person and

he improves on Dickens when he is realistic without slip-

ping into sentimental comment. There is little plot or

focus in the book though Mr. Golspie might be called the

central figure. The narrative follows on the lines of Point

Counterpoint and countless others for it consists of the

interplay of clearly drawn characters on each other. Mr.

Priestley turns for us his brilliant searchlight on a few

scurrying creatures in the vast catacomb of London, we
follow their movements through a crisis or two and then

the light fails, leaving us with a picture not easily forgotten

especially when we consider that it was ourselves that we
were looking at through an artist's eye.
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THE EDITORIAL POLICY OF THE

"HAVERFORDIAN"

TO CRITICIZE the "Haverfordian" Editorial policy

in the past was an impossibility, and the people
who tried to do so rendered themselves ridiculous.

This was because no editorial policy existed. But

everyone likes to enjoy himself picking something to

pieces. And it is a sad state of affairs indeed, when
there is no concrete object for this desire. It is the

Philanthropic purpose of the editors, then, to fill this

gap, to supply what has been lacking in the past,

and to provide a definite object for criticism by the

creation of a "Haverfordian" Editorial Policy. What
this policy will undertake may be read below.

It is the purpose of the "Haverfordian" board to

do what has seemed up till now to be the impossible

—that is, to popularize the "Haverfordian". The
means by which this may be done are not particu-

larly apparent; but, acting on the advice of various

consultants, the Board has taken the following

measures: (1 ) The color of the cover and the style of

its design have been and will be further altered to

appeal to the eye; (2) The type used in the magazine

has been changed, and a greater variety of type-

forms are being and will be used. (3) Topics of

campus interest will be featured. (4) Articles by
prominent campus figures are being solicited. (5)

Editorials, of a controversial nature are being run.

(6) A greater variety of material is being published.

(7) Printable correspondence is solicited. (8) An
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attempt to lighten the general vein of the magazine

is being made. (9) Alumni contributions and
matters of alumni interest will be featured.

The furtherance of this policy in every way will

be the aim of

Lockhart Amerman J. T. Golding

J. B. Appasamy H. P. Shane

Douglas Borgstedt W. M. Teller

Donald Clements F. R. Walton

The "Haverfordian" Editorial Board.



Why I Don't Read the Haverfordian

By H. TATNALL BROWN
Dean of the College

1
HAVE always subscribed to the HAVERFORDIAN,
and quite honestly I would not like to see it leave the

campus. But I never read it. I have just thrown out

the eight issues which accumulated at my house during

the last year. And I never opened them. Sometimes

they run very good stuff; I think that very often it is

exceptionally good stuff for a "lit" in a college of this

size. But if I want good essays I can do better than the

HAVERFORDIAN by pulling down a volume of Steven-

son. If I want to read a light short story or two, I can

usually find what I'm after in the Saturday Evening Post.

Poetry I don't know much about, but if I have a desire to

enjoy some, Keats or Poe would probably prove more

satisfactory than the college monthly.

Neither the men in college nor the alumni read the

HAVERFORDIAN; and I think that on the whole the

same type of stuff would appeal to them both. I under-

stand that in its new editorial policy, the magazine

intends to feature articles on topics of campus interest

and to emphasize a rather lighter style than that which

it has employed in the past. If this program is carried

out, I am of the opinion that the HAVERFORDIAN
would be a much more popular publication.
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Why I Don't Read the Haverfordian

By A. JARDINE WILLIAMSON

Why don't I read the HAVERFORDIAN? One reads

either for pleasure or to increase one's knowledge. Frankly

I haven't time to read a publication from which the

returns have proved so problematical. There have been

times when I have been amused and even entertained

by clever stories in the HAVERFORDIAN—not the

Chapbook—but these pleasant moments have been

very occasional. There are rarely any articles which

have the avowed intention of increasing one's knowledge

or stimulating the mind. Is there to be a change—for the

better?
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Why I Don't Read the Haverfordian

BY K. RAY KATZ

I'm tempted to say that I do read the HAVER-
FORDIAN, because then I wouldn't have to answer this

question. But it would more closely approach the truth

to say that I read it—well, only on occasion. It is

usually glanced through, but not read through. Why?
Lack of interest, to be frank. It might console you to

know, though, that I save them—they're not thrown

away. I have a whole boxful of HAVERFORDIANS,
accumulated for three years, just waiting for some one

to sweep off the dust. But to be constructive: A sort of

rejuvenation, with a view toward attracting the eye as

well as the intellect, might prove helpful if you would

like to increase the reading subscribers. I have in mind

such things as a new cover design, whose color is varied

with each issue; illustrations or cartoons of campus life;

the continuation of features in the vein of Mr. Harris

Palmer (Lucky Strike) Shane; and perhaps contests or

questionnaires to keep attention focused on the magazine.

Plus, of course, articles of literary merit and general

interest.

In short, use every legitimate means to get the

HAVERFORDIAN talked about, either favorably or

critically, and you'll have no further occasion to ask

anyone this question.

Editor's note: It will be observed that several of the above

suggestions have already been followed in this month's HAVER-
FORDIAN. An attempt will be made to adopt all others that may
be made in so far as is consistent with the HAVERFORDIAN
editorial policy.
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Artes D urae

LINTON'S or Horn and Hardart's—this is the

question that has perplexed me more as my ac-

quaintance with old Philadelphia has become more

intimate. A New Yorker by education, it was natural

for me to choose Horn and Hardart's for my earliest

meals in the city. I say meals though as we commonly

use the word, I never had a meal there. What I have

so often had was something similar to high tea—without

tea—odd assortments of various foods while waiting for

the next Paoli local or something to while away the time

until I was decently late for an appointment. Horn and

Hardart's was conservative—there was the home touch

to guide me.

Many a time have I regretted the day I yielded to the

pioneering spirit and forsook old friends for new. Linton's

seemed attractive to me. Perhaps the subtle poison was

already working in my veins for Linton's appealed to

me as Philadelphian. It is that. I enjoyed my first

introduction to Linton's— I have enjoyed many moments
there since then. But this is the question that I have so

often asked myself, "Do I prefer Linton's to Horn and

Hardart's?" "No," I say. "Well, then, do I prefer Horn
and Hardart's to Linton's?" "No," again. How often

have I vainly endeavored to solve this problem.

Recently, now that both are equally familiar to me,

I have come to think that on each occasion when I am
confronted with this dilemma, my choice has been de-

pendent on my mood. Long experience has taught me
that the food is quite the same, the patronage the same.

But I have noticed that when in a lively mood I choose

Horn and Hardart's, when in a weary mood it is Linton's.

To the energetic man or woman Horn and Hardart's

makes a strong appeal. There one experiences all the joys

of self-control, leadership, initiative, competition and
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victory. From entrance to exit—unless one is a novice

—

one's stay at an Automat is fraught with satisfaction.

As in any undertaking, the inexperienced man should

not attempt to emulate the more difficult feats of hardened

Hardartians. Many a frequenter can balance three dishes

on top of his cup cf coffee while carrying a suitcase in the

other hand and safely come to some little haven where

there is a vacant chair. But it is a bit of balancing and

broken field running that requires practice. A common
error that the newcomer often makes is that of opening

the trap door and with one hand reaching in for the

dish containing the pie or sandwich or another dish on it.

The newcomer often grasps this bottom dish and pulls

it out without holding up the door. The result of this

negligence is distressing. The door slamming to swipes

the food or dish from the lower plate and often, before

the foolish owner can retrieve his loss, the man behind

the guns has turned the tube, leaving the luckless wight

to stand the loss. But even though the food be recovered,

the procedure is most undignified.

There is one point about which I have often meant to

consult Mr. Horn. How long should one be permitted to

hold his cup or glass under the lion's mouth to catch

the last drops of coffee, or tea or milk? There should

certainly be some uniform procedure in this matter as I

have seen thoughtless, perhaps greedy persons hold up

long lines of thirsty patrons. Though I have no authority

for this suggestion, I have observed that the majority

of people will take the droppings of cream only. The
coffee is likely to drip on through the day and night.

Another mistake that is often made by tender Homers
is that of leaving a course on a table while they leisurely

wander about, window shopping in search of another.

Could anything be more foolhardy? Is not this a direct

provocation, even an invitation to some of our hungrier

and less scrupulous brethren? If you do not want a
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particular item enough to eat it when you place it on the

table, you will generally have no difficulty in finding

someone who wants it more than you do—even if you

aren't looking for someone. No doubt there are those so

constituted that they get a great thrill out of these un-

canny disappearing acts. If you are hungry the thrill

is not likely to be very satisfying. Eat while you may.

Of course the main requisite of an old-timer is his

easy ability to convey numerous portions of solids and

liquids to the position of his choice—all at one swell foop.

When you are able to accomplish this without spilling

anything of your own or of anyone else's and all within

the noon-day hour, you are ready to enter the master's

class. I might add that the use of a tray is not considered

good form. There is rare satisfaction in those numerous

hairbreadth escapes from certain disaster; there is a

distinct poise that comes to one who is able simultane-

ously to watch his food and the right of way.

If at Linton's the dangers are less, so are the satis-

factions less. But perish the thought that Linton's is

less exciting than Horn and Hardart's—it is different.

One must always remember, though it is quite impossible

to forget, that Linton's is Philadelphian. Horn and

Hardart's is not. The basic idea in both organizations is

the same, viz., to dispense food as neatly and quickly

as possible. In Horn and Hardart's, the motif is the

automat, at Linton's it is the endless belt gliding silently

and swiftly just beyond the counter.

At Linton's your food is placed before you. You do
not have to find it but neither can you see it before you

buy it. Physical work is reduced to the minimum here

but one must on no account think that Linton's is less

perilous for the novice. For here the mental hazards are

terrific.

The fundamental rule is not to watch the belt while

you are eating. Few things are as dangerous. This is
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easier said than done for the endless belt exercises a

powerful fascination over the beholder, particularly if he

has not beheld it many times before. Many horrible

tales are on record of disasters that befell those who
heeded not this warning.

For the adventurous spirit who has never before

entered the green and white magnificence of one of Mr.

Linton's community centers, a few suggestions would be

well. If you like hot coffee, it is inadvisable to ask the

counterman "to draw one" until you see your food

moving on the horizon. This is sometimes difficult due

to misleading descriptions on the menu cards. You
know the principle—don't fire until you see the whites

of their eggs. The end seat at Linton's is safe if all others

are taken—you will not get the food in your lap if the

counter men pass it by. On no account remove your food,

or what you hope is your food, from the belt. Arms do

get broken. And don't become frantic if your food passes

you by. Somebody else will enjoy it and you can give

someone the opportunity to shout your order through

the speaking tube again—all regrettable if you must make
that train.

Finally Linton's provides entertainment in the form of

conversation—wanted or unwanted—from the counter-

men. The latest news in the realm of business conditions,

sports, world diplomacy and dietetics are spread out

before you in amazing panorama. It isn't even necessary

for you to be conversational. At Linton's monologue

passes for spirited debate.

Linton's or Horn and Hardart's—service or self-service,

calm or adventure, conversation or solitude, green and

white, or brown and gold. Ah but, which?

Walter M. Teller.



Sic Principes

The sun that sank at Stirling

Has risen on the sea,

And Charles Edward Stuart

Is sailing home to Scotland;

Charles Edward Stuart

Returns to set us free!

Fair France is far away

And he is on the main,

And Scotland is calling

To the gay young Stuart—
Charles Edward Stuart

Is sailing home again.

He has landed at the Leithside

And is come to Arthur s Seat;

He is riding like his father,

Like the old James Stuart,

Charles Edward Stuart

Is riding up the street.

Clans at the castle

Have gatheredfrom afar,

For he calls from the Walls

Of the grim gray castle:
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Charles Edward Stuart

Has called the clans to War.

They are marching into England;

They hold Carlisle;

There's a rampant lion

On the broad red ramparts

That Charles Edward Stuart

Captured with a smile;

They have marched through England

To Derby town;

But they go no further,

For the young prince Charming,

Charles Edward Stuart,

Has laid his claymore down,

And Prince Charles' forehead

Is furrowed with a frown.

(Scotland is pleading to the men who are his

friends:

"We are bleeding, bleeding, bleeding; but the

battle never ends!")

(Bonnie Prince Charlie

Had a dream that night:

That the stars were shining

On his father, dining
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With a fine delight

And appreciative eye

For the beauty of Versailles.)

Charles Edward Stuart

Met the British on a moor,

And he darted into tartan

For he felt quite sure

He would beat the British,

—Ay, the Young Pretender,

Charles Edward Stuart—
He Would meet the British army

And beat the British army

In a battle on Culloden Muir.

They have fought them at Culloden,

They are running to the Tweed,

And Bonnie Prince Charlie,

The Young Pretender,

Charles Edward Stuart

Has seen his people bleed.

Charles Edward Stuart

Has seen his people die;

But Charles Edward Stuart

Is dining in Versailles.

L.A.
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Ending

IT
WOULD be no use now to break her habit of silence

which had been her defense during most of their

married life. Talk to him had been so great a pleasure

that response was unnecessary, rather annoyed him in

fact. He sat still by the bed in the little white room

talking, talking. Perhaps beyond there would be respite

from her husband's constant talk; she felt she deserved

that much of a reward or recompense or whatever it was

awaiting her there.

"You're looking better already, dear. They told me
you were in a pretty bad way, but I know you better than

they do, I guess. After ten years, well I ought to, oughtn't

I ? I know that look on your face. You've got your jaws

clenched and your eyes narrowed. That means you're

going to pull through. Stiff upper lip, eh? I know my
own little wife, I guess. I don't believe much in doctors.

Not that I ever held much stock in these Christian

Science people. Doctors have their place all right and

we need them pretty bad sometimes, but they think they

know too much. When they tell me I don't know my own
wife and what she can stand, well. . .

!"

Talk, talk, talk; words, words, words. For a year or

so she had thought it amusing. But that was while the

passion and the hero-worship still were new and before

she had begun to suspect that they might not last for-

ever. That was before she had had it forced upon her

that her idol had feet of clay. Suddenly she had seen that

this constant patter was not the charming, almost naive,

self-revealing conversation she had thought it at first,

that it was not even conversation at all, but only selfish

and thoughtless effusion. The change in her he had not

noticed at all. A few indifferent words, perhaps even a

question would set him off again happily on his way.

Had he no eyes? Couldn't he realize that just this once. . .
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"And you remember what he said then? That she would

have to be the last, and that you couldn't stand another?

I thought for awhile he might be right at that, but then

I said to myself, Have you no eyes, can't you see that

she's a big strong woman? Why the very idea! My
big healthy wife not able! Do you remember when he

said that?. ..."

Of course she remembered. How could she help re-

membering? How glad she had been! Glad to think that

she would have rest from that at least. First Mary.

No, Mary had been no trouble. Just as easy as you

please and not at all what she had feared. But Sarah

hadn't been as easy, not at all like the first. Maybe she

had been expecting it to be that way and hadn't put

herself in the right frame of mind and hadn't kept her-

self as fit as she had for Mary. After Sarah she had

been so worn and tired. But she hadn't shown it. What
would have been the use? Amy and Marjorie. It had

been worse after each one. She shouldn't have had

either. She had managed to keep herself well-looking

even after Marjorie. She couldn't bear to have him
seem anxious about her. It was bad enough to have

to listen to his talk about himself and his doings. No,

thank God, she had managed to see that she should

be spared his empty concern.

"What'll we name her? I like plain ordinary common
names. Remember George calling his kid Deirdre just

because he'd read some fool novel about some Irisher by

that name? Poor kid! Think of having a name like

that! Not for me! How about this one being your name-

sake? Helen. Helen's a nice name. I ought to know.

I hoped I could call this one John for me. The boys

told me 'Better luck next time' when I was passing round

cigars. ..."

Next time? Never any next time for her. He hadn't

believed the doctor after Marjorie had come, hadn't
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wanted to. He had always wanted a boy. He had al-

ways said that a houseful of women wasn't his idea of

a home. The girls were nice and he loved them all. Sure.

But he had wanted a boy he could call after himself. . . .

Helen! She wished he had had a son. Then he would

have seen. Didn't he know that sons nearly always

despised their fathers anyway? Hadn't he told her

time and time again how he had hated his? So much
like his father. That was the real reason. Did he suppose

he was any better than anyone else and that a son could

have loved him the way he seemed to think he ought to

be loved? She knew better, but what was the use?

"Even the boss came down off his high horse today

when I offered him a cigar. 'How many is this for you?'

he says. 'Five? Well. That's a nice-sized family. All

girls?' he says. 'Better luck next time,' he says.. .

Next time? Never any next time for her. Never

any more children on the way, never any more children

being born. Her next time was a far different one from

that he imagined. She didn't know what it was to be,

but she knew it was to come soon, soon, and she hoped

that she should find it quiet there where she was going.

Yes, here it was. Darkness falling from the ceiling. The
bed falling, falling, but still. Would there be peace?

Would it be granted that she be alone, quiet and alone?

Falling, falling. . . .

Donald Clements.



Carmen LI

Ille mi par esse deo videtur,

ille, si fas est, superare dittos,

qui sedens adversus identidem te

spectat et audit

dulce ridentem, misero quod omnis

eripit sensus mihi: nam simul te,

Lesbia, aspexi, nihil est super mi

vocis in ore;

lingua sed torpet, tenuis sub artus

flamma demanat, sonitu suopte

tintinant aures, gemina teguntur

lumina node.

—Catullus.

Sapphics

Peer of gods, indeed, is that favored mortal,

Peer, nay more, more god than the very gods, he,

Who, by Venus blessed, at thy side reposes,

Gazes and listens,

Hears thy laughter tinkling about his heart-strings!

Hears what I, poor wretch, only hear with fainting.

When I see thee, Lesbia, all deserts me,

Naught dare I tell thee.

Would I speak, rny tongue in my parched throat fastens;

All my senses flee me when in thy presence;

Ringing stops my ears, and my eyes too fail me,

Wreathed all in darkness.

Francis Walton.
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Stev Fra Telemark

Ingjen fuglen flyg'e so haagt

som graagaasi med sine ungar,

og ingjen ormen sting'e so saart

som jals^e mannetunga.

—Folksong.

Stave from Telemark

There are no birds that fly so high

As the gray geese with their young;

And there is no serpent-sting so sore

As that of a false mans tongue.

F. G. N.
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Stev Fra Setesdal

Kor sk.a eg gjere av live mitt,

fysst dagane er for lange?

Gauge at sfyogje aa brjote law)

og lye paa fugle-songji.

Kor ska eg gjere av live mitt,

fysst dagane vil inkje trjote ?

Gauge at skogje aa brjote lauv

og lye paa fuglc-ljoe.

-Folksong.

Stave from Setesdal

What shall I do with this life of mine

If the days become too long ?

I'll go to the Woods where the green leaves grow,

And I'll hear the Wild birds' song.

What shall I do with this life of mine

If the days wear on in pain?

I'll go to the woods where the green leaves grow

To hear the birds' song again.

F. G. N.
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Training For Dinner

HAROLD was already late for his dinner engagement

in Germantown. His entire day had been one mad
scramble and this was the climax. He was per-

spiring freely under his winged collar—which was a bit

tight anyhow—as he rushed up the steps of the West
Philadelphia Station and onto the platform. His mind

was a whirl of agonizing mental pictures of his late

arrival—the dinner delayed—the roast overdone—his

hostess politely frigid and his dinner partner dismayed.

Harold knew all about Paoli and Wawa locals but

Chestnut Hill was a closed timetable to him. However

he did know that one was due at either this minute

or the minute that had just stumbled into eternity. He
looked wildly about him and saw a train—now beginning

to gain speed—moving down the platform. "Is that the

Chestnut Hill local?" he gasped to a sleepy porter bracing

one of the posts of the shed roof. The porter nodded.

With the desperation of a maddened man, Harold dashed

down the platform and jumped onto the rear steps of

the end car as it passed beyond the last flagstones.

The train now began its swift ten-minute run to North

Philadelphia. Harold's flying coat gradually became

heavier. In vain he sought to raise the trap door over the

stairs and thus enter the car. The door was closed and

the trap fastened. He must hold himself very close to the

side of the train as they whizzed by semaphores and

through short tunnels. The flying cinders were biting

his face; his hat threatened to fly back to West Phila-

delphia. Worst of all his arms were now beginning to

ache. An idea came to Harold. He would crouch in under

the trap door. As he lowered himself to do so, the train

shot across a bridge. The railing came perilously close

to the seat of his trousers. He resumed his former position.

Hours seemed to pass. Harold wondered if he could

hold on any longer. His mind wandered to possibilities
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of a violent death. Would he awaken in heaven or hell or

a hospital. What would his father do—how would the

world go on.

A gradual slowing down now began. North Phila-

delphia at last. The train stopped; luckily Harold was on

the side of the train facing the opposite row of track.

He jumped off and quickly climbed over the chains across

the back of the end car. A few moments with his hand-

erchief and his face and clothes were brushed off. He
readjusted his tie and hat. He was quite cooled off

now.

Trembling slightly from the long muscular exertion,

he walked into the car and wearily sat down. It had

been a ghastly experience but he had triumphed. He
had not let go—he had hung on. As he thought about it,

the adventure became less ghastly and more dashing—it

was beginning to become romantic. Risking one's life

for the sake of an engagement—gallant, debonair. His

face relaxed—a studiedly careless smile of satisfaction and

relief appeared.

"Tickets on at North Philadelphia," sang the conductor.

Harold had no ticket—he would pay cash. "One to

Queen Lane," he said.

"You want the Chestnut Hill local. This train goes

to New York," was the reply.

Harold got off the train at Trenton.

He was late for dinner.

Walter M. Teller.



Mental Melange

THIS season, according to the News, has been hard

on the football men. But it's been even harder on

the spectators. The players get letters for their

hard work, and all we get is some pink pills and a spraying

out twice a day.

We followed the team to Baltimore and caught the

cold that we got at Ursinus over again. The next week we
plowed through four inches of snow to watch the Geiges-

men trounce the Continentals in a contest replete with

thrills. But we were so sleepy we might just as well

have stayed home and read a book. For the night before

we slept in what a hotel man assured us was a full-sized

cot. Well, anyhow, we know now where Singers' midgets

stay when they're up that way. We woke up after an

hour's sleep and realized that three of our ribs were

missing. We finally found them over by the telephone

stand, and discovered our feet in the bottom bureau

drawer. And besides all that there was a large iron ridge

across the middle of the affair, and the mattress was

just two and a half inches thick. People are still asking

us if we fought at the siege of Vicksburg.

We got to thinking over our remark of last month
about books being sold in a United Cigar Store, and

realized that tobacco shouldn't be sold in a place like

that, let alone books. What America needs is some good

tobacco divans and if you don't know what a tobacco

divan is read Robert Louis Stevenson's description of one

in his New Arabian Nights. You can't read it in the

library copy because the first nine pages are missing, but

a tobacco divan is a tobacco shop with a large club room

in the back. You go in and buy your cheroot and then

retire to the back room to sit on the leather divan and

bull with the other patrons. In other words it fills the
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same need a saloon once did. "The poor man's club"

is the idea.

This "poor man's club" aspect of the saloon has been

sentimentalized over a great deal; but we're inclined to

believe that if saloons were alive as such today they would

be in national chains just like everything else. A yellow-

fronted atrocity (we know, because we worked in one)

has supplanted the cracker-barrel club; a glistening and

impersonal junk-shop, bearing the legend, "You're always

welcome at such and such" has replaced the drug store

with the colored globes and the vanilly soda with two

straws—and in a 1930 saloon you'd probably have to

buy your checks from the cashier, present them to a neat

but hurried bartender, gulp your drink and get out.

* * *

Now that all this to-do over the 1930 Record has died

down a bit, we'd like to present a few ideas; A Record

Book, as we see it, involves three elements (1) literary;

(2) artistic; (3) photographic. The News damned the

1931 Record as "the worst in the history of the College"

because the News did not like the literary content or style.

It completely overlooked the fact that from the artistic

and photographic standpoint the 1 930 Record was one of

the best and most tasteful in the United States.

Unfortunately the 1930 Record was the originator of its

particular literary approach to individual write-ups.

We liked the idea but this year's Record will not carry it

out to such lengths for the simple reason that 1930 beat

us to it.

Of one thing, however, you may be certain. There will

be little or no profanity in this year's Record. The editor

has to take it home and show it to his family!

* * *

Never have we seen an organization so upset and per-

turbed as the Pennsylvania Railroad is at the present time.
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The new stations have thrown the personnel into a com-

plete fog. A train rushes in on track Number 6 at the

moment when the announcer is shouting that it will

appear on track Number 4; no one bothers to open more

than one door to every six cars and commuters rush

frantically about trying to find some way to get onto the

darned train; announcers are faced continually with the

problem of hordes of young children who insist on trying

to walk down the up escalator, and old ladies keep com-

ing up and asking if this is all there will be to the new
station. All in all, it's rather a sorry mess.

You may call us a sentimental old fool if you like, but

we'll maintain for some time that we liked good old

Broad Street and no glistening rabbit-burrow can ever

take its place.

Types of popular songs change from month to month.

Mammies are always more or less in fashion but their

popularity seems to take a sudden leap upward every

now and then. Likewise with little homes or cosy nests.

It is an astounding fact however, that in the past year

of depression and general hard times the number of

songs using the "happy" motif has broken other previous

records. (Cf. J. W. M. "The Paradox of Tragedy",

HAVERFORDIAN, June, 1930.)

During the crash of last autumn thousands of people

were lifting up their fingers and saying "Tweet! Tweet!"

The world had just started painting the clouds with sun-

shine and "Singing in the Rain," introduced a few months

before, enjoyed its greatest popularity. "Great Day"
came along then, and when we settled down to hard times

radios started blaring "Sing, You Sinners" and "Happy
Days Are Here Again." In the spring one of the earliest

of the paper records introduced "Give Yourself a Pat on

the Back." Although the vogue was waning this summer
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we were still exhorted to "Get Happy" and "Cheer Up and

Smile"—and of course there was "Bye Bye Blues."

But we seem to have turned the corner and to be

getting back to the "Lonesome and Sorry" period of pros-

perity. For "Gee, But I'd Like to Make You Happy" has

already grown old and we know of nothing to take its

place. "I'm Yours," "Give Me Something to Remember
You By," "Body and Soul" are being warbled in showers

from Maine to Agua Caliente, and the nation is picking

up.

And this, we believe, is just as sound a comment on the

depression as the stuff Coolidge turns out for two dollars

a word—and we hope it's a little more original!

When we got back to the room the other day we found

a carton of Luckies with Wes Heilman's card enclosed.

It actually knocked us speechless, but it did show us

the power of the printed word (no matter whose printed

word it is) and we're going to publish a series of letters

to other alumni in the near future!

/
|
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Sonnet

Would I Were ki^i of such an ivory isle

Where heaven binds the boundless sea with bars—
Only the Warm Waves' half-hushed washing mars

The silver silence, streaming mile on mile.

The palm trees standing in a solemn file

Are long dead warriors in titanic Wars,

Sighing beneath an azimuth of stars—
A slightly shifting pensile peristyle.

In such a spot would I be past content

To rest upon its languor and to lie

Caressed of such seduction as was sent

From southern constellations in the sky,

And dream beneath the far-flung firmament,

And softly smile . . . and close my eyes . . . and die.

L.A.
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CORRESPONDENCE

Editor S note: The following pages are left blank as a suggestion

to the reader that the HAVERFORDIAN is solicitingcorrespond-

ence of a critical or controversial nature. Furthermore, if you

don't like this month's contents, you can fill up these pages yourself

and thus become satisfied with the issue.
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BOOKS
MOSAIC
G. B. Stern

THIS is my first G. B. Stern novel, and, if I can help

it, it is not to be my last. This is the sort of book

one so rarely finds to which he can wholly surrender

himself for a short while and feel that he is really ex-

isting in another locale surrounded by people hitherto

unknown to him. It is not a novel to be read in little

in-between snatches but rather one to take in as big

doses as possible. It is not merely a cold analysis of the

characters and personalities of men and women of the

Czelovar and Rakonitz families. It is an opportunity

to spend several hours of your time in observing, with the

help of a singularly astute guide, most of these people at

certain high spots in their lives, and in following at least

two of them from almost the beginning to almost the end

of theirs. Bertha Czelovar and Letti Levine stand out in

one's mind as clearly as do Constance and Sophia of

"The Old Wives' Tale." With these they take their

places in the mend's gallery of living characters of fiction

that we revisit time and again to renew old and cherished

acquaintanceships. There, we know that Letti will

charm everyone, she who is the more genuine and ador-

able of the two. As for Berthe, who is of Matriarchal

mould but to whom has been denied even one child of

her own, who would have, for this reason, ruled every

one else's sons had they let her, to whom her niece once

said, "People can't live with you, so you'll be left alone,"

as for this Berthe, we are not so sure how she will fit
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into that pleasant place. But we will tolerate her along

with her less fortunate qualities for the sake of Letti, for

the sake of Letti who alone of all the family loves her, who
has always been overshadowed by the more glamorous

Berthe, but who knows herself and her sister, and whose

will it was that really ruled their menage.

Miss Stern treats her characters as Barrie his. Not that

any of these grand people are at all like any of our Barrie

friends, but they are given free rein in just the same
way. By that I mean that Berthe and Letti and the rest

are not puppets operated by the author, but real people,

living their own lives in their own ways, and shown to

us by Miss Stern who doesn't at all try to influence them
one way or the other. She laughs at these people of hers,

often pities them, always loves them. She never lets

them or us know that they really are hers. She is a

delightful mistress of ceremonies who draws back a curtain

for us, saying more sincerely than her Berthe, "Dans la

vie, tu sais.

In other words, this is a fine novel, and not of the

ordinary run. Don't miss it.

THE LIVES OF A BENGAL LANCER
Francis Yeats Brown

Here is a strange thing. An English officer in the

Lancers serves on the Northwest Frontier of India,

plays polo in the blazing sun, excels in spearing the

boar,—and takes to mysticism as to the manner born.

At the outbreak of the war, he joins the Air Force (with-

out any notion of aeronautics) and after an exploit or

two in Mesopotamia is captured and imprisoned in

terrible Stamboul. Behind the bars he practices Yoga
(the scientific exercises of the mystic), makes an escape,

and is recaptured only to escape again.
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A brief interval in England and then he sails East once

more. This time he soon throws away the picturesque

array of the Bengal Lancer and donning common Indian

garb goes forth to find his soul. This is the strangest

adventure of all and he tells it in inimitable prose. It is

enough to say that if all army officers were like this

man there would be no Army problem in India, that for

an Occidental to throw himself as impulsively as this

man did into the heart of an Oriental country is almost

incredible, and that he tells his fascinating story in

English which will make many a self-conscious writer

sick with envy.
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Snorre

A Boyhood Adventure

WELL, here it is," my aunt sighed patiently as she

handed me Snorre from the topmost shelf of the

old bookcase. "But what on earth you're always

wanting with that old Norwegian book of your great-

grandmother's is more than I can see. You can't read

Norwegian."

Poor, dull-souled creature! As if one had to be able to

read Norwegian in order to enjoy Snorre! Had she no

imagination? Why, to me the very cover of the book,

with its conventionalized longships and its shower of

flying arrows, was an invitation to adventure, a summons
to go a-viking over the wild seas, tasting the salt spray

as I sailed westward to Iceland, and to Greenland, and

far, far beyond them to Markland, and Helluland, and

on to the very shores of Vinland the Good.

And the title, Snorre, baffled me. It was an unfathom-

able mystery in those days, though I racked my brain

for a possible meaning for it. (In after years I learned

that Snorre was not the name of the book at all, but was

the name of the thirteenth century Icelandic historian,

Snorre Sturlasson, who had written the sagas of the old

Norwegian kings.)

But not because of the title, nor yet because of the

cover, fascinating though they both were, did I spend

hours sprawled on the floor in front of the stove, scornful

of the blizzard outside, though the wind howled around

the corners of the house and blew puffs of smoke down the

chimney and sifted fine snow under the window sill. I

was held by the hundreds of spirited woodcuts that
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enlivened the barren wastes of Norwegian print with

pictures of battle, of shipwreck, of murder and of intrigue,

and made the yellowed pages of Snorre an open door to

the far-flung land of adventure.

Sometimes I would fit the pictures to stories I already

knew, such as Heroes of Iceland or the Skeleton in Armor,

but more often I made up stories of my own around the

pictures and the proper names which I could recognize

in the titles. Snorre was the only book in which I was

privileged to makemy own beginning and ending for every

story—even the grim illustrated Dante's Inferno, which I

had early named the Satan Book, had a gloss that explained

something of the story and of the pictures, though the

sonorous verse made little or no sense. In Snorre I

didn't read the stories, I lived them, and that is why I

preferred it to even my loved Treasure Island.

With my long-forgotten forefathers I drove my Long

Serpent over the home of the whale, and laughed in the

face of the storm. Wherever my sail hove into view the

folk scurried into their churches and prayed "From the

fury of the Northmen, Good Lord, deliver us." But

their God was not with the women-souled landsmen, and

I harried the coast and even sailed with King Olaf up to

London Bridge. When the English soldiers were crowded

on the bridge we hitched our ships to the piers and pulled

bridge and soldiers and all down into the water. All

summer long I wandered, breaking down strong walls

and plundering rich towns. Behind me I left nothing but

smouldering ashes and food for the ravens, as I sailed

back to Norway in the harvest season, my ship rich with

booty.

And when winter came and my neighboring sea-kings,

jealous of my good fortune, planned to plunder my hall, I

mounted my gray charger and rode across the frozen

fiord, my horse's hoofs striking sparks from the flinty ice.

I heard a shout behind me that made the crags ring like
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iron in the cold clear air. I looked back and saw a sledge

drawn by two great black horses plunge through the ice.

But not an instant did I stop. Up the steep mountain

trail I rode, through the snow and the night, bearing a

flaming torch to show me the way. I lit the great beacon

on the summit to call my henchmen together. Then I

bound on my skis and with my torch in one hand and my
naked sword in the other I skimmed down the mountain

side like a shooting star, leaping right into the midst of

my foes, who fled before me like rats before a fire.

Or I was shipwrecked on a hostile shore, and swam to

land on a floating spar with my sword between my teeth.

Or I was baptized by some warrior-bishop, and became a

good Christian. Then I bound a white cross upon my
arm and went off to Palestine, where I slew many men
and took much rich treasure from the heathen, to the

greater glory of God. Or with King Sigurd I rode in

triumph through the gates of Miklegaard with our good

chaplains singing "quare fremerunt gentes."

And then, when I was tired of wandering, I came home
once more and claimed the proud-eyed maiden with the

golden hair who had waited for me in her father's hall.

But first I must fight for her with some niddering stay-

at-home. My spurs dug into my horse's flanks. My
fingers itched and reached for the sword-hilt. He raised

his axe. I whipped out my brand . . .

And then my aunt snatched Snorre from under my nose

and sent me off to bed with the warning that if my
mother ever found out how late I was sitting up she'd

never allow me to stay out there again. Snorre was put

back on the shelf, but as I drifted off to sleep the foot of

the bed narrowed and grew taller, and curved upwards
like a dragon's head. I was a Viking, a companion of

Harald Haarfagre and of Olaf Trygvesson.

F. G. Nelson.



Alcaics

Vides ut alia siei nice candidum

Soracle . . .

Horace, Bk- I. Ode 9.

see, how gleaming white with the high-piled snow

Soracte looms; how feebly the groaning woods

Their burdens bear; while rapid rivers,

Numbed by the frost and the cold, grow silent.

Why dread we cold? Pile logs on the flaming hearth,

And stint not; come, pour forth with a kindlier hand

From out yon age-incrusted beaker,

Thaliarchus, a wine more warming.

Cease now to fret; leave now to the gods all cares.

For in due time the winds and the struggling waves

Will calmer grow, mild Spring will come, and

Elms of the forest no more be wind-tossed.

Cease now to seek what Fortune the morrow bears.

Whatever of life the Fates in their dark course bring

As gain inscribe; but now, I pray you,

Spurn not the dance nor the charms of beauty.

spurn them not, while gloomy old age as yet

Mars not your strength: now, now is the time to haunt

The woods and fields; to seek by moonlight

Whispering words at the hour of trysting;

To trace the tell-tale laughter which soon betrays

The secret nook concealing your mockm8 maid;

To gain the pledge of love—a token

Stol'n from a finger but half-resisting.

Francis Walton.
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"Hamlet" Reviewed

Presented by the English Club, December 6, 1930

BEFORE giving my opinion of the performance of

the Quarto version of Shakespeare's "Hamlet" pre-

sented by the English Club, I must ask you to bear

with me for a moment while I delve into the past. Some
thirty-five years ago I made my first appearance, on the

stage of the Opera House at Rich Hill, Mo., in the part

of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark. According to the pro-

gram, the youngest and smallest Hamlet on any stage.

Only the so-called Ghost scene was given, but as I was

five years of age, that was probably quite enough.

That started me on a stage career which has been prac-

tically continuous up to the present time, but, strange to

say, until last Friday I had never witnessed a performance

of "Hamlet".

I can't tell you what a thrill I got when Hamlet met

the Ghost and the almost forgotten text was heard again.

This, added to the fact that one of my sons played Laertes

and also the First Player, was almost enough to reduce

me to a maudlin state.

Being a true Thespian I have always rather disliked

critics and hope that I shall never be guilty of writing a

criticism. This review, as I stated at the beginning, is to

be my opinion.

I found the Quarto version most interesting and very

playable. Most of Shakespeare's plays are quite freely

edited and condensed when they are played by profes-

sionals. I know that Sir Johnstone Forbes Robertson,

our own John Barrymore and others all had their own
acting versions of "Hamlet" and the Quarto version is

what we call "good Theatre." There is rapidity of action

and a splendid culminative effect.

The admirable teamwork displayed by the English

Club Players, including Miss Nuckols and Miss Young of
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Bryn Mawr College, was one of the outstanding virtues

of the performance. 1 felt that each and every one was

giving his or her all and if there was any let-down here

and there it was never because they were not trying.

For this reason alone it would have been a good object les-

son for some of our professional players.

Someone had instilled a spirit in the production which,

in back-stage parlance, undoubtedly "got over." I have

seen a number of school and college plays both here and

abroad and I must say that the choice of the Quarto ver-

sion of "Hamlet" was a brave and happy inspiration and

that the production and acting worked together to make
a harmonious whole, which reflects great credit on this

branch of activity at Haverford.

Ernest Truex.

Cinquains

Sometimes,

Rest-wearied gods

Come gliding down to earth.

And watch blind man his mad course run;

And weep.

A shot!

Then all is quiet.

Save where within some clump

Of tangled brush a feathered mass

Still writhes.

Francis Walton



Victory

!

Now in the setting sun

See we the saga done.

Now, with the last fight won,

Go they rejoicing.

What of the ones who sleep,

Fodder the cannon reap.

What of the ones who weep

, For a lost brother?

Shadows that come and go,

Loved ones they used to kfiow,

Gone as the winter snow

In sunny April.

What if they Heroes be,

What if our history

Leaves to posterity

Tales of their valor?

Men shout the war is won,

Now is true peace begun.

Battle forever done.

Oh the believers!

What can repay one life,

Lost in that useless strife?

Peace cannot cleanse the hnife

Stained with their heart's blood.

Lopez.
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Hammers of Harris

MR. CRAWFORD in his inimitable and hilarious

column (we're even now, Albie!) has suggested

that we be compelled to write "something serious"

—as if this series of articles on the drastic failure of the

Jugo-Slavian tomato crop wasn't serious!

We didn't know quite how to take this suggestion

though. Did he mean, "For God's Sake, make him quit

this stuff, and if he has to write let him set out to be

serious"? Or does he really want us to get weighty?

Anyhow we'll try to suit and the rest of this column will

be pretty deep stuff, fellows.

At least the HAVERFORDIAN got itself talked about.

In answer to the letter of Mr. C. B., '33, may we state

that, although, as he says, the old policy of the magazine

was to foster the literary spirit among the undergraduates,

it succeeded only in fostering the literary spirit of the

editor—and one or two of his cronies, perhaps. In dis-

carding the usual analytical stories by Sophomores (and

Seniors) who don't know quite what they're analyzing,

the HAVERFORDIAN Board hopes to foster the good

old literary spirit among a larger crowd. More people,

we hope, will try to write for it and that in itself is help-

ing the Muse along. We're sorry we said we wanted the

magazine read, probably C. B. is right in assuming that

anything which amuses the masses isn't literature.

C. B. is evidently one of those romantic souls who
consider that an article about anything close at home
isn't literary. Love and Death are the things that make
literature, after all, and no one could possibly turn out

decent stuff on a topic of campus interest.

But Lord, we never could argue, and maybe C. B. is
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right—anyhow he certainly read the HAVERFORDIAN
carefully!

* * *

We liked last month's issue—including the Scandi-

navian. But we'll bet a hat that F. G. N. wrote the

English Stave first and then translated it into his Stev.

For "too long" rimes with "birds' song" all right, but

"trjote" doesn't seem to fit in very well with "fugle-ljoe."

For rhythm and for pure verse you've got to hand it to

the Scandinavians, though. Could anything be more

rhythmical, more mellifluous, more delicately sensitive—so

sensitive it approaches the sensuousness of the Great

Keats—than Mr. F. G. N.'s magnificent closing line of

his little gem "Stev Fra Setesdal," "og lye paa fugle-

ljoe." Exquisite, that's what it is!

* * *

This idea of a place for correspondence is a good one,

and we've decided to adopt it. If you have any criti-

cisms to make on this column please write them here

Then if you'll hand us the maga-

zine at dinner—or better still at breakfast—we'll take it

back with us and consider it very carefully.

* * *

Writing for any college publication is a bit confusing

for you never know whom you're working for. You wake
the editor up and hand him your copy and he looks at

you fishily and says, "I'm not the editor, I was last

month's editor." No one seems to know who the editor

really is, so you have to wander around until you see

someone reading the HAVERFORDIAN. You can be

assured then that he is "it" (we boys on the HAVER-
FORDIAN always call the editor "it") and you tap him

on the shoulder and say "Copy, sir!" and then someone

else is "it" and it starts all over again. It's really heaps

and heaps of fun!
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We don't want to be mean about this, but it does seem

as if the meals around here are getting worse and worse.

(This is a topic of campus interest so you'd better skip

it, C. B.!) Statistically speaking, we'd like to point out

that in the last six days canned stewed corn has been

served four times. Assuming that stewed corn isn't

served for breakfast in the best circles this leaves twelve

meals. At one-third of the possible meals, then, we have

had it set before us, gooey as ever. And the other night

it came to us in the guise of pickle! We know the names

of lots of other vegetables and if anyone doesn't realize

there are any others, drop over sometime and we'll tell

them to you. Spinach is one we can think of offhand.

Dear Mr. Alexander,—
Thanks so much for your cheery little note, and for the gay

Christmas Greetings. Merry Christmas yourself, B. F. Dewees,

and you must come and see us sometime.

But really we did appreciate your suggestion about "dealing

with the femininities on your Christmas list," We do like to get

to grips with the femininities on our Christmas list, and we're glad

to know that we'll see "plenty of other men right here, doing the

same thing!"

We must admit, though, that we don't "know what she wants"

in spite of your sly little insinuation that "she usually finds a way

to let you know." Either we're awfully dumb or she is. Perhaps

you could suggest a few ways for her to let us know?

And the added attraction of University men to pilot us around

thrills us to the core. All the University men we've seen had to be

piloted around themselves by the time the party was half started.

But perhaps N. Y. U. has changed.

Why on earth do you ask us, "How about the smartest new per-

fume out of Paris?" You ought to know for you say "We have it"

with considerable enthusiasm. And we're really surprised at you,

naughty old Mr. Alexander, "How about lovely lingerie for a lovely

lady?" . . . "and the 1931 way to wear it?" Out here at Haver-

ford we don't talk about lingerie, much less write about it!
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In spite of your Bohemian tendencies we appreciate your interest

and it is quite probable that we'll be needing a party bag in the

near future. And if we ever need to be piloted around we'll give the

high sign to any man on the floor, or ask for you. By the way, what

is the high sign in this brotherhood?

Yrs.,

Harris.

P. S.—Do you know Wes Heilman?

* * *

General Atterbury evidently didn't read our scathing

comment on the service at his new stations, for the

other night we went and asked an announcer when the

next train to Chestnut Hill was. He said 7.54 unhesi-

tatingly. Mindful of past experience we asked another

announcer and he said "8.12." When we pointed out

that the other bird said 7.54 he deputized us to go down
and tell him he was wrong. But he was bigger than we
are and he had a uniform, so we kept quiet.

* * *

It's always a surprise to see what the editor has titled

our stuff. We gave him two titles, viz.: "Uncle Bob's

Kiddies' Page," and"The Tomato Crop," but he, being a

man that never does get enough, added two more
—

"Con-

temporary Comments," and "Mental Melange." Wonder
what it will be called this month.

rT Oi/vM^ O tauvua
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Fear

You wear a stone mask now;

You are like a face

Carved in rock,

Ruddy and silent,

In the desert.

Your smile is sandy.

I too am stone:

I am a face

Of creamy marble.

I fear

You and I

Have entered silences:

You the silence

Of stone in the desert,

I the silence

Of a marble bust

At night

In a museum.

Sand
Scratches you.

There is dust

On the creamy marble.

I think.

Each in his silence,

We shall remember

We were once clay

Together,

And loved the sun,

And felt the rain,

And looked at stars.

H. J. Nichol.
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To C. M.

/ have often thought that I

Would eventually try

To invade the sacred region

Of the literary legion.

I should like to go to Flanders on

TK advice of Sherwood Anderson,

And chit-chat in the Fleming way
With good old Ernest Hemingway.

To swill beer in the pays-baugh

With Mr. Evelyn Waugh
Would be ever so much neiser

Than to dine with Theodore Dreiser

Or to guzzle orange jewis

With noble Sinclair Lewis.

When it's very very Waugham
Mr. W. Somerset Maugham
At tennis oft perspeyers

With the two young Untermeyers!

But I 'd lik.e to play some sarlier

With acidulous Dot Parker.

If Mr. Arnold Bennett

Were log-rolling in the senett
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They could make New York <* grand burg

Fit for poetry by Sandburg.

And suppose the girls at Harkham
Read the works of Edwin Markham!
There is nothing I would rather

Then indite like Willa Cather.

Many's the friendly tussel

I have had with A. E. Russell.

And I dote on putting studs on

The shirts of W. H. Hudson.

I would rather like to sell a c-

An of Chesterfields to Belloc.

0, to ride upon a horris

Every morn with Charles G. Norris!

I would surely ne'er disturber

If my wife were Edna Ferber.

But my actions would be beastly

If I looked like J. B. Priestly.

I'd be driven sure to drencken,

If I met with H. L. Mencken
And I'd even smoke a Helmar

To escape Miss Vina Delmar.

But 'twould grieve me very sorley

To have alienated Morley.

L.A.andF. W.L.
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Making the Grade

THE trouble was not that Adolph lacked the brain

power necessary to see him through the seventh

grade of grammar school; rather it was a per-

sistent and successful laziness that hindered his promo-

tion. For two years now he had remained in a stationary

position in the eternal flux of life in a large public school.

Four semesters of schoolmates had toiled steadily upward

and onward. Still Adolph remained faithful to the seventh

grade. It was not that he was stupid. Oh no. He often

voiced his confidence in himself as the brightest boy in

the school and somehow after a few moments' conversa-

tion with him you found yourself inclining to the same

opinion. The fact remained that Adolph was a perfect

leviathan of laziness; here indeed was the very white

whale of laziness. For two years Adolph had failed of

promotion; for two years reduced to a minimum the

wear and tear on the books that the Board of Education

loaned to him.

And though Adolph was by no means dissatisfied with

this life of leisure, the undeniable fact remained that he

was getting older and the distress of his family was

becoming greater. Adolph was one of those unfortunate

persons who have brilliant older brothers—he had the

family record to uphold. But it was no consideration of

ambition or honor that was moving him with the desire

to enter the magic land of high school. The simple fact

was that the remonstrances of his family were becoming

unbearable to him. By day and by night they dinned his

heinous crime into his weary ears and being the bright

boy that he was Adolph realized that if he was to have

any peace at all, by fair means or foul, he must matricu-

late at high school at the expiration of the current semester.

Thus it happened that on a brisk February morning,

a boy quite indistinguishable from hundreds of other boys

ready for high school, was demanding admittance to the
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principal's office in one of the better known schools of

the city. This bold and unusual request was peremptorily

granted and Adolph found himself face to face with the

dynamic personality of which principals are made. And
unlike hundreds of other boys he did not quake nor stam-

mer but with calm, even dignity, made known his request.

He wished to apply for admittance to the second year

high school. A routine matter at this busy season in

schools. An examiner was summoned and the prodigal

Adolph led to the examination.

The result of this appraisal of Adolph's preparation

was not surprising. He failed miserably. When the

examination was concluded the examiner reported to the

principal. Adolph was summoned before that dignitary

and the results made known to him.

"We find," pursued the principal, "that you are not

sufficiently prepared to enter the second year of high

school. I am sorry but we shall have to put you in the

first class."

Adolph began his higher education on Monday morning

Walter M. Teller.



Sonnet

The crickets sing, and one by one the doors

Of neighboring gossips slam a swift good-night.

I sit alone upon the porch, and light

Another cigarette. The tingling pours

Adown my throat its quick relief, restores

Again my calm. I find a short respite

From wandering in vexatious, aimless plight,

And floundering in a nebulous remorse.

The cigarette burns down. Once more I feel

The weight of boring days, and speculate

Upon the vast untowardness of Fate,

And on defeating cards she yet may deal.

When something changes in the cold night air,

And your sweet presence holds me everywhere.

D.C.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Apropos of the "Haverfordian"

Mr. Editor: Please don't give this any other title of

your own choosing. My thoughts have no particular unity,

and I don't want a false unity to be given to them by an

ex parte title. I note that you claim to have adopted an

editorial policy. Robbed of its references to color of cover

and fonts of type, which have nothing to do with the case,

the policy seems to boil down to a "brighter and busier

HAVERFORDIAN". That doesn't particularly interest

me. If it goes too far, it will wreck the whole business.

What I am chiefly interested in is the undergraduate mind,

as revealed in the best creative work of the college. It is

inevitable that this should be uneven—sometimes flippant,

sometimes dull, sometimes very good. I am always fas-

cinated by the HAVERFORDIAN and have always read

it. In reading the HAVERFORDIAN one always has a

thrill which never comes to one in reading the "magazines"

of the big outside world. I mean the thrill of knowing

every author personally. After reading each article,

poem, or book-review, one registers a "well, well, didn't

know he could do it!" or a "humpf!" or a "gosh!" For

this reason I do not see how the undergraduate literary

magazine can ever mean to alumni what it means to those

on the Campus. Its world is small, but very intimate. Do
your best, therefore, to bring out and use undergraduate

talent.

DEAN P. LOCKWOOD.
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HYPNOTIC POETRY
Edward D. Snyder

CERTAINLY every reader of the HAVERFORDIAN
has at one time or another experienced the slight

state of trance induced by what Dr. Snyder calls

"hypnotic poetry." But never were we quite aware of

our condition until we read "Hypnotic Poetry." By
convincing evidence and a lucid style Dr. Snyder has

pointed out the spell-weaving qualities of many well known
poems, e.g. Kubla Khan or Gray's Elegy, and has shown

that the poet has employed a hypnosis-inducing technique

analogous to that of the professional hypnotist. Dr.

Snyder's evidence is of the most convincing kind—every

person able to read English poetry can himself verify the

author's experiments.

This novel and intriguing theory is fully analyzed in

the first five chapters of this little volume. Dr. Snyder

has not followed the all too prevalent custom of popular-

izing a technical subject but has dexterously managed to

combine a scholarly study with a mode of expression

that any careful reader can appreciate. One can well

afford to linger over these first ninety pages.

Following this analysis Dr. Snyder gives us a timely

chapter on free verse in America. Good free verse will

retain its place in American literature but the notion
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that any poor prose makes good free verse must be

exploded. "Is poetry an escape from reality?" is a con-

troversial topic of interest to all lovers of poetry. Dr.

Snyder ably defends poetry against this charge. We
particularly recommend this chapter to all "realists."

Two chapters on criticism of poetry conclude this stimu-

lating book. Our guess is that these two chapters are the

most outstanding. Every reader of poetry must surely

feel himself en rapport with the author in his brilliant

plea for a sounder criticism and better critics of hypnotic

poems. We must have different standards of criticism

than those we employ for our "intellectualist" poems.

Our critics must be lovers of poetry—they must read it

aloud, and they must not be disappointed would-be

poets. The critic must descend from "the seat of the

scornful." Hypnotic poetry must be judged by its own
criteria but first of all it must be recognized as "hypnotic"

poetry.

Read "Hypnotic Poetry"—read it carefully but do not

let it rob the spell-weaving poem of its spell. If while

we are reading a hypnotic poem, we are aware of its

hypnotic effect, the hypnosis is gone. It is the case of

"where ignorance is bliss
—

" We must not be too wise

nor too sophisticated if we are to get the fullest joy out of

some of the greatest English poems. Read "Hypnotic

Poetry" but forget it when you are reading hypnotic

poetry.

This book is an important contribution to the study of

poetry. The HAVERFORDIAN takes pride in review-

ing this work of a Haverford professor.

University of Pa. Press ($2.00). W. M. T.
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ON FORSYTE 'CHANGE

John Galsworthy

R. GALSWORTHY offers two excuses for sub-M mitting once more a group of stories about the

Forsytes. First, he says that he cannot bring

himself to part with them after so long an acquaintance,

and second, that he believes that these short tales round

out the accounts of the lives of the various members of

the family. They are two very good reasons, but there is

no necessity to make excuses for further chronicles.

Those of us who are Forsyte enthusiasts (and who
must admit that he is not?) can well appreciate Mr.

Galsworthy's reluctance to part company with these old

friends. All the stories are about one Forsyte or the other,

some who play important parts in the Saga and the

Comedy, and others who die early in the former or are

mere incidental background figures. We see in "Timothy's

Narrow Squeak" how that undemonstrative Forsyte was

luckily spared from an unfortunate marriage, in "The
Hondekoeter," how James bought a painting which he

would never have acquired if he had had his son Soames

along at the auction, in "The Dromios" how Ciles and

Jesse Hayman spent the night before they enlisted at the

time of the Boer War. "June's First Lame Duck" is an

account of young June Forsyte, and little Susie Betters

who was the first of a long line of people only too glad to

accept indiscriminating protection. "The Buckles of

Superior Dosset" and "A Sad Affair" show Young Jolyon

at the ages of fifteen and nineteen respectively. "Soames

and the Flag" is the description of that well known For-

syte and his reactions to the Great War.

Mr. Galsworthy tells the stories in an almost gossipy

style, as though he were a Forsyte himself now, and

were passing on some amusing or especially characteristic

incident to another member of the family. Indeed, the
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reader of the Saga and the Comedy must surely feel by

this time that he, too, is one of the family.

If you have read "The Forsyte Saga," you will find

these stories delightful. If you have not, you will enjoy

some of them, but you will miss the point of all.

Scribners ($2.50). D. C.

CAKES AND ALE: OR THE SKELETON
IN THE CUPBOARD

W. Somerset Maugham

THERE is nothing direct or central in "Cakes and

Ale," though somewhere in it a good story is told.

Ashendon, the "I" of the story, is a literary man
who was quite intimate from boyhood with the Driffields.

Mr. Driffield was once a sailor and a wanderer and other

things, and finally settled down to writing fiction in his

silly, air-tight hometown, achieving incidentally a degree

of notoriety by marrying a golden-haired barmaid called

Rosie Gann. Mrs. Rosie Driffield loved her husband but

she loved other people too. As Ashenden explains: "She

was a very simple woman. Her instincts were healthy

and ingenuous. She loved to make people happy. She

loved love." Naturally many scornful fingers were

lifted, and Mr. Maugham is able, very effectively, to

turn and rend these scribes and pharisees, and in par-

ticular one scribe, a Mr. Alroy Kear who later writes an

expurgated life of Mr. Driffield. You see, after the

Driffields had shifted to London, Rosie ran away to

America (Yonkers) with an earlier flame, leaving her hus-

band to become more and more famous and unhappy,

till he was finally enthroned as the Grand Old Man of

English Letters.
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He was acclaimed as a genius probably because, Ashen-

den thinks, of his longevity. Quite a controversy is

raging among the bookish as to whether Mr. Maugham
intended Edward Driffield for Thomas Hardy. Since I

know little of the private life of the latter gentleman I

am more than content to let the more informed tackle

this rather unworthy literary riddle.

Doubleday Doran ($2.00).
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In the Breaking of Bread

THE warm spring sun was shining through the stained

glass of the great west window as I slipped into our

pew that afternoon, just before the service began.

The light flecked the dark oak pews with red and blue,

transforming for an hour the cold, bare, shabby church,

and suffusing it with a golden radiance. My eyes wandered

to the white cloth spread over the table that stood just

below the pulpit. Beneath that cloth were bread and

grape-juice, ready for the communion service. A wave of

something akin to resentment swept over me. What had

bread and wine to do with Jesus, the Teacher who gave us

the Sermon on the Mount? They were the ancient symbols

of an out-worn creed; of the formula the theologians

called Christ, and used as a magic charm to avert the

wrath of a childishly arbitrary God.

The service began. I saw my little sister marching in

the choir down the aisle; her face was radiant and happy

above her black robe. I envied her happiness, but I pitied

her, for I knew that she too must pass through doubts

and fears, sloughing off the happy unreasoning faith of

childhood, and lie bound for a season in the "castle called

Doubting Castle, the owner whereof is Giant Despair."

I wondered if both of us would some day find the peace

that I could see in the face of Great-aunt Dorcas, whose

countenance shone like a clear candle burning in a great

dusky hall. A great many times that light in her face

had given me hope, for it had shown me that there was

something besides the empty darkness. Aunt Dorcas

had lived four-score years. She had seen that the world

is not always fair and that it is often most cruel to those
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who most deserve kindness, yet in her clear gray eyes I

saw that she had found something triumphant that was

good.

The processional hymn ended. Almighty and most

merciful Father—we stood and united in prayer. We have

erred and strayed from thy ways like lost sheep. We have

followed too much the devices and desires of our own hearts

We have left undone those things which we ought

to have done, and have done those things which we ought not

to have done . Generation after generation of

men had gathered together to murmur prayers and had

found some vague comfort in the mere saying of them,

though their minds scarcely realized the meaning of the

words their lips were uttering. Our father which art in

heaven; Hallowed be thy name . Give us this day

our daily bread; and forgive us our trespasses as we forgive

those who trespass against us For thine is the

kingdom, and the power, and the glory forever. Amen.

The service went on. There was no sermon. I was glad

of that, for I wanted to be alone with my thoughts. At last,

as the elders went forward and took their places before the

table, we sang the old Communion hymn:

Break thou the bread of life,

Dear Lord, to me,

As thou didst break the loaves

Beside the sea;

Beyond the sacred page

I seek thee, Lord;

My spirit pants for thee,

living Word.

The minister read the words of the institution of the

Lord's Supper: how our Lord Jesus the same night in which

he was betrayed, took bread; and when he had given thanks
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he brake it and said, 'Take, eat, this is my body which is

broken for you; this do in remembrance of me.' And after

the same manner also he took the cup, when he had supped,

saying, 'This cup is the new testament in my blood: this

do ye, as oft as ye drink it, in remembrance of me
And then the words of invitation: Come not because you

must, but because you may . . Come not to express

an opinion, but to seek o. Presence. The Presence of Jesus

of Nazareth in food and drink! There were savages who
ate their gods symbolically—making little images of

bread, naming them, and eating them to receive power.

I could not think of Jesus commanding that—Jesus who
gave himself to sweep away the rubbish of dead forms to

make room for living truth!" This is my body which is

broken for you."

The elders took the plates of tiny squares of bread and

gave them to the congregation. Ordinary bread it was,

such as mother baked at home. I knew a little about the

making of bread, from the planting to the baking. It was

heart-breaking toil, sometimes, in the fields, in the mills, in

the home. I looked at mother. As she took a piece of the

bread and handed the plate to me I saw that there was a

half-healed scar on her hand, where she had burned it on

the stove. How she worked baking bread and doing all

of the rest of the household tasks that we took for granted!

She should be caring for herself instead of breaking her

body for us. But that is the price of bread—bodies broken

by grinding toil that is lightened only by love.

"And in the same manner he took the cup, saying, 'This

is my blood which is shed for the remission of sins.'
'

Blood . . for the remission of sins. Sin . .

that was the beast in man that has not died. What could

blood do to wipe out sin. 77ii's is my blood which is shed

to free man from the beast within him. Blood

had marked every step of man's upward trail, as he has
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fought with the beast. Jesus' blood had been shed when
he fought the beast and was victorious through death.

Is that what he meant? I tried to reason. But

if that were it, then why the cup? Blood had been shed

because of hatred that it seemed blood alone could wipe

out. Hatred. . The words of the Sermon on

the Mount ran through my head : But I say unto you that

everyone who is angry with his brother shall be in danger of

judgment." To hate was to murder in spirit. During

the World War those of who could not kill had been

taught to hate. I had been only a boy of ten, but I re-

membered the hatred. But what mademe think of the war?

The tiny glasses of red grape-juice sparkled as they were

passed along the pews red.

And then my mind jumped back across the years:

The fine snow of the country road crunched under my
numb feet as I trudged the weary three miles home from

school. My fingers ached and my ears burned with the

cold, but a greater cold clutched my heart, for I knew that

I would have to stop and warm myself at old Karl's. He
was a German . and it was war time.

Nameless fears crept upon me. I tried to assure myself.

He wouldn't hurt me. Dad had said so. But the boys at

school had said . . only I didn't dare think about

it. I reached his house at last, and rapped on the door

with frozen knuckles.

"Come in," a gruff voice said. I stumbled into the warm
kitchen. My teeth chattered with more than the cold.

There he sat with his old wife beside the stove. I slumped

weakly into the chair he shoved towards me. My mouth
was dry and my head swam dizzily as I watched him get

up and go to the cupboard and pour out a little wine from a

bottle. It was red and sparkled in the glass. "Drink

this," he said

Then somehow I had known that he was not evil

I took the glass and drank the red wine. The
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warm blood raced through my veins again, and I had

ceased to fear and to hate.

I brought my mind back to the service again. The
organ was playing hymn tunes very softly as I partook of

the cup ... I had ceased to hate that night.

Perhaps that was what Jesus had meant when
he said 'This is my blood which is shed for the remission of

sins.' The beast was conquered by the spirit that prompts

the giving of a cup,—yes, even a cup of water, in kindness,

and he needed no blood.

I caught myself repeating silently the words of the hymn
the organ was playing:

Where cross the crowded ways of life,

Where sound the cries of race and clan.

Above the noise of selfish strife

We hear thy voice, Son of Man.

They had a meaning for me that they had never had

before. For through the ancient forms I saw that Son of

Man living ever in the hearts of men, and I knew him in

the breaking of bread.

G. N. F.

Lines

Her eyes were like the moon

When it shines

Through the leaves

Of a poplar tree.

I told her I loved her,

And I pressed her close—
She laughed and I laughed,

And we both laughed last.

D. C.



To Eleanore

Now if you want to read

About the difference in creed

Between the Indians, the Romans and the Jews,

Or if you like the stories

Of the braveries and glories

Of the laddies who make history and news,

Or if you Want to hear

About the Eastern Hemisphere

Or why the earth is flattened at the pole,

You had better close this book up

And depart at once and look "P
Someone else who knows the answer, bless his soull

Though I've spent my life in travel,

Something that I can't unravel

Which impresses me as curious but true,

Is the fact that all the ladies

That I met on the Euphrates

Were so hopelessly inferior to you.

Now, darling, don't be furious

Because I thought it curious,

The fact is that I didn't, don't you know,

But this job of writing verses

Is the worst of all my curses

And I've got to keep the metre on the go.
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As a poet I'm an amateur

And hate to take a slam at her

I love, but dear it's often Very hard

To k^ep the verses ripling

In the style of brother Kipling

When I've had so little practice as a bard.

When I was out in Singapore

And thingking everything a bore

A lady came and at my elbow sat;

And though that girl was beautiful

Believe me I was dutiful

As always, dear, to you, so that was that.

I remember once that dancing

In a cabaret in Lansing

I encountered many women in my path,

But when I thought of Eleanore

I wished them all in Hell or more;

Expressions dulcet turned to those of wrath.

So I've found my inability

Ss well as the futility

Of keeping lots of women on the string,

And if I can just keeP '" good

With my lady out in Brynwood

I shall live and die as happy as a kingl

J. Hoag.
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Villanelle

Alone and in silence I lie,

Dreaming a dream of the past,

While over me shadows fly.

The murmuring breezes die,

And the sea on a dead shore is cast;

Alone and in silence I lie.

No singing of birds; not a cry

In the trees which about me are massed,

While over me shadows fly.

No motion, but only a sigh

As of ghosts at the moonlight aghast.

Alone and in silence I lie.

They are ghosts whom I cannot deny,

Though they seek mc to fetter me fast,

While over me shadows fly.

Though they vanish and pass me by,

They shall surely find me at last!

Alone and in silence I lie,

While over me shadows fly.

Francis Walton.
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Why I Would Not Read "The

Haverfordiari* If Some of Its Re-

formers Had Their Way

OBVIOUSLY, this article will be both controversial

and (as all controversies are) prejudiced—for an

ex-editor can hardly hope to be a wholly unbiased

person on the subject of his former magazine. If the

gentle reader, therefore, is so very gentle as to wince at a

little sharp criticism and some bitterness, let him turn on

to sweeter stuff.

THE HAVERFORDIAN, it seems, has come on evil

days. (I speak, under correction, on the basis of reports

several weeks old.) It has fallen into ill health, sick of

financial body and sore of literary soul. It is suddenly

revealed to have been a failure these many years past,

and now totters abjectly on the verge of ruin. How shall

the poor corpse be disposed of? Or, at the very least,

how shall the feeble invalid be operated on and injected

with rejuvenating glands to bring him back to health

and strength ?

The chief suggestion which has come to my knowledge

is a change in THE HAVERFORDIAN fare which shall

make it more appetizing to hypothetical almuni sub-

scribers. Just what this change shall be is not so clearly

described—probably for the very solid reason that no one

can point out any single type of "article" or "feature"

of widespread alumni appeal. The great difficulty, of

course, is that any given cross-section of alumni is bound
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to be a body of men of far more diverse interests than a

corresponding cross-section of undergraduates, for the

simple reason (though others, more complex, could be

adduced) that the undergraduates are men of one primary

occupation and the alumni men of a dozen. Consequently,

the only material generally attractive to alumni is of the

gossip variety—news of persons or things with which they

have had some personal connection—and this can only be

dealt in, advantageously, in a brief way by the News
I (if I may be allowed to cite myself as a sort of infant-

alumnus) am interested, for instance, to read in the News
the simple fact that my classmate, J. Anyone Thirty, is

teaching History, English and Latin in the township high

school at Eureka, Pa., or that John Doe, of the class ahead

of me, has a job in a New York bank. I am not interested

to read in the News, or anywhere else, an article by J.

Anyone Thirty describing Eureka High School and its

pupils, and appending some philosophic reflections on

secondary-school teaching as a career; neither am I inter-

ested in one from John Doe on the inner workings of his

department of the bank, with a few added remarks about

life in Greenwich Village. Still less do I delight in hearing

of the amount of mortar and stone going into the City of

Zenith's new courthouse, of which Horatio X. Smith,

ex-'89, is chief architect. All such material in extenso is

heavily soporific—as witness the average university alumni

weekly. And yet I doubt whether the contents of an

alumni-style HAVERFORDIAN could rise much higher

than the alumni weekly in excellence of execution: for

in the field of literary effort, though the more talented

undergraduates may find time to write for THE HAVER-
FORDIAN, the more talented alumni are generally too

busy writing for a living. If, then, this form of alumni-

appeal be the one meant by the proposers of the plan, I can

assure them of at least one alumni subscriber that THE
HAVERFORDIAN will lose, rather than gain, by this

reform.
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But perhaps I am unjust to some of THE HAVER-
FORDIAN S consultants in assuming that they mean to

push this alumni-appeal idea to its disastrous logical

conclusion. One of them, I am told, has proposed that

THE HAVERFORDIAN should merely do away with

"youthful effusion" and try to meet alumni tastes with

articles of a more "solid" nature—though on what possible

subjects I have, at this distance, been unable to learn.

I doubt, however, if the promise of excluding youthful

effusion would stimulate me or anyone else to send in a

life-subscription; for "youthful effusion" can sometimes

be rather entertaining, while, in the other sort of material,

it is only a very small step from the "solid" to the stodgy.

Let anyone, alumnus or not, make this test: compare the

News' Crow's Nest, for a year or so back, with the

editorial columns beside it—and then let him dare to say

that youthful solemnity is more interesting, or even more

sensible, than youthful effusion. There is really nothing

to be gained from pandering to supposed alumni tastes by

pretending too hard to be grown up—in support of which

statement I could name at least two campus organizations

which have already (in this respect) felt the dead hand of

the alumni with benumbing effect.

It has also been suggested (by Mr. Morley, I believe)

that THE HAVERFORDIAN become a literary supple-

ment to the News. But does not this involve reform of

entirely too sweeping a character? Before one can rea-

sonably have a "supplement," one must first, I should say,

have something worth supplementing: and there is

certainly a great deal of work to be put in on the News to

bring it up to this level. Let the Editor and Business

Manager of the News (if they also happen to favor this

change) first put their own house in order: reform, like

charity, should begin at home. Furthermore, a literary

supplement to the News could hardly hope to take over

much more than the book-reviewing functions of THE

\
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HAVERFORDIAN (as the literary supplement to the

Yale newspaper has taken over the book-reviewing

department of the Yale Lit) and THE HAVERFOR-
DIAN'S legitimate field is considerably wider than that.

No one, I think, who knows me will accuse me of being a

fanatical upholder of the status quo; but I certainly

cannot see that this reform holds much hope.

Finally, for the benefit of the Editor of the News, who
may possibly find himself so hard up for editorial material

as to occupy his columns with pontifications on THE
HAVERFORDIAN, I would point out a few very ele-

mentary facts lest (as some of his predecessors have done)

he made himself ridiculous in cold print. First and most

elementary, that THE HAVERFORDIAN is a recognized

undergraduate activity. Second and almost as elementary,

that it is the excellent tradition of Haverford College

that activities shall be conducted primarily for the good

which may accrue to those who engage in them, and not

for the mere amusement of the languid spectator; that

football, for instance, be played to give vigorous physical

exercise and enjoyment to the players and not, as at less

fortunate institutions, to provide the local newspapers with

front-page stuff and put dollars into the Athletic Asso-

ciation's coffers. True enough, the undergraduate

—

and even the alumnus—is very often interested in activi-

ties which he does yot participate in: indeed, to revert to

the previous example, he usually turns out en masse (even

when not compelled to by the Customs Committee) to

see the football team go into action against the teams of

other colleges. Yet even here (and this is the third ele-

mentary fact) it is not, in the last analysis, the activity

itself which draws him, but rather the desire to see his

personal friends and collegemates perform in it—he is

interested not, primarily, in football as such, but in seeing

Captain Hall Conn and his hearties play for Haverford

College. The Haverford man who wants simply to see
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technically excellent football goes not to Walton Field,

but to Franklin Field ; he who wants good baseball goes to

Shibe Park and not to '22 Field; he who wants good drama

or good music, goes to the Walnut Theatre or the Academy
and not to Roberts Hall. And so on down the line of

student activities. The only possible exceptions, in fact,

that I can think of are cricket (Canada, Australia, England

and South Africa not being very convenient to Haverford)

,

the News Service Board and the News—and it is not mere

maliciousness to point out that the supremacy of the last

two depends on the obvious monopolies of their respective

fields which they enjoy, rather than on their own intrinsic

excellence. Let these few activities not take undue pride

in the fact: they are exceptions, not the rule. THE
HAVERFORDIAN is no exception. It is not a full-

fledged magazine out in the wide, wide world; it is an

undergraduate activity within the sheltered walls of a

college. It has a definite and worthwhile field of its own,

but, as in the case of the baseball team or the Cap and

Bells Club, this field is one in which it cannot possibly

enjoy a monopoly: and it is therefore, silly and fruitless

to draw fallacious analogies in this respect between it and

the News. Its ultimate value as an educational institution

depends not on its ability to hold children from play and

old men from the chimney corner, not on its success at

enticing freshmen away from their math problems and

alumni from the stock market; but simply and solely on

its power to stimulate and direct that creative literary

effort scornfully termed "youthful effusion." But some

undergraduates (an eager critic will hasten to point out)

are obviously not interested in "youthful effusion." Well

and good: I, as an undergraduate, was not interested in

basketball. Yet I did not object to others' playing it, nor

call for a change in the rules under which they played,

nor even demand a rebate on the Athletic Association dues

concealed in my college bill, merely because I refused to
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go to the gym on Saturday nights to watch them. Let

those who refuse to peruse THE HAVERFORDIAN'S
pages do likewise. Tit for tat. A Roland for an Oliver.

Nearly all undergraduate activities in a college as small

as Haverford exist only by a wide measure of mutual tol-

erance; and certainly the ability to execute a well-turned

sonnet is a thing fully as useful and worth tolerating as the

trick of flipping a foul neatly through the cords.

All this, however, is by no means to deny the sacred

right of criticism—not even to those incapable of exercis-

ing it intelligently. If THE HAVERFORDIAN has

ceased to be a stimulant to youthful effusion, it is a good

thing to know it, that the editors may seek means of en-

larging its circle of contributors without surrendering the

modest standards of excellence which it must needs set up.

If it is actually found that publishing quarterly instead

of monthly would better fulfill this aim, then let the

change be made. If it is felt that an occasional alumni

contribution would lend encouragement, then let an

attempt to made to procure such contributions as will be

in harmony with the standards of a literary magazine.

If, upon thorough consideration, it is decided that a

greater variety in its literary diet would conduce to its

financial health, then let even this be done. But let it not

be rashly assumed that because a diet is new and untried

and radically different, it is necessarily better than the

present one. Neither should it be assumed that the best

remedies are violent and heroic ones, or that the best

physicians are those who have never previously been in

attendance on the patient. For the truth of the matter

simply is that THE HAVERFORDIAN has its ups and

downs of financial health just as any other organization

does; and that at the moment it, like many another

institution, is simply suffering from the general economic

epidemic.

J. W. Martin.



November Trees

As I scrambled down hill past the trees.

Legs stiffened and flying and bent,

I was sure they were coming too,

But theirs was a silent descent.

So I slowed and turned at the foot

So they wouldn't think I had fled,

"Come on, and I'll wait for you, trees,

We'll go off together," I said.

But they never moved, and hung back,

"They're not sure whether to fear—
Perhaps if I'd wave my hand—

No, that would scare them like deer."

The bleak November wind

Whirled a few leaves at their feet.

And that was the only sign.

My call and the silence meet.

But I had to be going, then.

So I turned down the road at last,

Hoping that somehow they'd come.

Yet feeling the thing was past.

But a little way down the road.

Just to make sure it was vain—
"Well, you'd better be coming, trees.

For I may not be back again."

H. J. Nichol.
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To Hell With Harris

THIS "Hammers of Harris" business may have seemed

pretty funny to the editor, but it didn't strike us as

being such a scream. In fact it quite got our dander

up. But we figured we had to get the dander off, so we set

out to commit Herpicide. We walked into the editorial

sanctum and sanctum on the jaw; then we delivered an

ultimatum. We said, "Look, here's an ultimatum;

this column has got to have a dignified title and no more of

your 'Hammers', we'll quit on you!" The editor mur-

mured a feeble "hooray" and then he turned around,

twirled his moustache and hissed, "It's ultimatum soup!

The title had got to be alliterative. THE HAVER-
FORDIAN has always stood for cogitation, alliteration,

syncopation, fumigation, and so on. And it's got to be

snappy—the snappy magazine of campus life, that's what

we are!" But we had him there all right for quick as a

flash we popped out with "Hooray for Harris." He said

"That's it! Hooray for Harris" and we both grabbed

our megaphones and made the welkin ring. So it's all

settled, we have our title, the editor has his alliteration,

God's in his heaven, and so forth.

We had a pretty lousy vacation, thank you. Too much
work, general economic depression, etc. How we man-
aged to miss the intestinal grippe is a mystery.

The high spot of the entire two weeks was the carolling

Christmas Eve. Our old class at school always bubbles

over with spirit and general good will and decides to go

carolling Christmas Eve, thereby combining a class re-

union, messages of peace and glad tidings, with a chance

for a good healthy brawl. This year no one was so keen

on the glad tidings stuff but it had to be put up with in
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order to have an excuse to go back and get the hot cocoa

and cinnamon buns afterwards. We met at ten o'clock

(when we were in school we met at twelve, but we were

younger then) and then we sat around for an hour waiting

for the group that thought we were to meet at eleven.

Amid much clamoring of "How's college?" "Where's good

old Joe?" and "My God, when do we get started?" the

voice of the permanent class president could be heard

calling out the route, that being the function of his office.

Finally, however, we all filed out, got into cars, and roared

away, only to find that no one had heard the route, any-

way, and we'd have to go back and get together again.

We've always been a firm believer in the gentle Ger-

mantown climate but we'll have to admit we've never seen

such snowdrifts since "With Byrd at the South Pole"

(previous titles in this series include "With Byrd at the

North Pole" and "With Byrd over the Atlantic"). We
managed to pick out all the really major snow piles in

town and bring them home to mother in our shoes.

The eternal question of what to sing kept cropping up,

too. We have always stood for "Hark! The Herald Angels

Sing", "Adeste Fideles", the Sanctity of the American

Home, Prohibition, and "The First Noel", but the presi-

dent belongs to the crooning school of carollers and

insisted on sneaking about a block away from the resi-

dence of the carollee and making us all whisper "O Little

Town of Bethlehem". Then we'd have a good rousing

"Silent Night", hop into cars and dash off to the next

victim, yodelling "The Road to Mandalay" at the top of

our lungs.

After four or five such exhibitions, everyone was ready

to go home and go to sleep. But there were cries of "Good
old Marcia's expecting us for cocoa afterwards," so we
went back to good old Marcia's and sat around the fire

and sang the kind of songs people sitting around a fire do

sing. We've never been very good at that sort of thing

—
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our forte is shower singing—but it being one of those

groups where the tenors don't know the tune, the basses

don't know the words, and the girls think it's another song

entirely, we didn't do so badly, considering.

There are three English majors in the Senior Class.

All three are on the HAVERFORDIAN board. There are

also three members of the English department—none of

whom is on the HAVERFORDIAN board. In last

month's issue the other two majors each covered a mem-
ber of the department; one by a book review and the other

by a poem. We fell down completely but we have an

alibi for our failure. We couldn't find a word in the

English language to rhyme with Reitzel!

One of the most justifiable complaints against the

younger generation is that they don't read Bill Nye any

more. To our rough mind he's one of the funniest persons

that ever wrote a book. We can't quote from "The

Truth about Methuselah" to prove it because it's too

long, but we'll be glad to lend you the book "Wit and

Humor," by Riley and Nye, any time. It was published

by Neely's Popular Library "No. 57. Jan. 15, 1896. Issued

Semi-monthly, $6.00 a year", which all goes to show that

the Book-of-the Month Club isn't a particularly recent

sign of literary degradation.

In this volume, also, James Whitcomb Riley got off the

first defense of smoking by women. For his poem "While

Cigarettes to Ashes Turn" tells of a girl who, when
forbidden to see her lover because he used cigarettes,

takes them up herself—the brazen hussy!

The whole Bill Nye School of humorists seems to be

passing. Philadelphia, it may be remembered, produced

one of the most popular of these. "Max Adler", whose
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real name was Clark, edited the Bulletin for a good many
years around the turn of the century. His most popular

book, "Out of the Hurly-Burly",sold over a million copies.

Clark hated being a humorist but needed the money.

When he landed in Philadelphia, at the age of sixteen, he

was dead broke, so he walked down Chestnut Street

looking for a job; he got one, and walked down Chestnut

Street to his office every morning for fifty years, which is

enough to make any man write a book!

According to all reports, Mr. F. G. Nelson must have

had quite an exciting childhood. "And then, when I was

tired of wandering, I came home once more and claimed

the proud-eyed maiden with the golden hair . . . But

first I must fight for her with some niddering stay at

home . . . My fingers itched and reached for the

sword hilt. He raised his axe. I whipped out my brand"

. . . (Our brand has always been Lucky Strikes and we
whip them out only when requested.)

We're glad to know he was a Viking though—and a

"companion of Harold Haarfagre and of Olaf Trygvesson".

Not Harold Haarfagre of the U. S. A.!

But you must drop in on us sometime, Mr. Nelson, and

hear about our little companion, Isidor Feitlebaum.

r\ ojw^ ^j Lan^a—



Sonnet

/ pause upon the darkened street and gaze

Into the brightly lighted room where stands

A player with his violin. He plays,

Perhaps, a magic air offaery lands.

But I can only watch, I cannot hear.

Its shining surface mockingly intent,

The window separates us. To my ear

There comes no sound of singing instrument.

So must I view the mystery of your eyes

Whose unveiled nakedness I cannot see,

Nor seek behind, beyond them, lover-wise,

But only guess what they may hold for me.

sweet, my sweet, if happy be my dole,

Fling up, I beg, the windows of your soul!

D. C.
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Mirthless Laughter

DR. MILLER considered the letter, trying, from the

evident culture of the writer, his beautiful script,

and the cheap stationery, to picture the sender.

The letter began:

"Dr. H. G. Miller, President,

The Western Psychical Research Society,

Evanston, Illinois.

"Sir;

"I know my case will interest you. I was an officer

during the war, was wounded and shell-shocked, and

afterward unconscious for a long period of time. Upon
recovering my right mind, I discovered I had the gift of

what is commonly called clairvoyance and clairaudience,

and can give you good demonstrations of both these

phenomena.

"Frankly, I am doing this for money. The trances

required are exhausting and dangerous, and I would by no

means endure them unless I were forced to by necessity.

May I have an interview with you some time this week ?

"Yours truly,

Charles Ramsey."

Dr. Miller was sitting in his study waiting for the man,

enjoying a perfecto of a private brand, and comfortably

conscious of the bottle of old port in the cabinet beside

him. He was in his early forties, wiry and active, but with

greying hair, and a pair of grey eyes with the hard, piercing

quality of a metallic smoke. Inheriting a fortune, he

had retired from his practice to investigate psychical

phenomona. He had a house in Evanston overlooking

Lake Michigan, and owned a magnificent research labora-

tory on the other side of the town.
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Ramsey arrived at last and was shown in. He was tall,

with very dark hair, and skin white as that of a corpse.

He was dressed in an extremely shabby suit of a greasy

blue color, and wore a tattered scarf over the lower part

of his face, hiding everything but his eyes, black as the

blackness of the abyss, and betraying an incredible

amount of suffering.

Dr. Miller indicated a chair. "Sit down, won't you ? and

take off your scarf, Mr. . . it's Ramsey, isn't it? It's

quite warm in here." Ramsey shook his head. He
fumbled in his coat pocket and produced a dirty piece of

paper, and the stub of a pencil and he wrote:

"No. I'll keep it on. I was wounded—I'm afraid this

is my last piece of paper."

Dr Miller sent his butler for a pencil and a pad. In the

meantime, he said,

"Ramsey, people have tried to impose on me so often

that I have been forced to make a rule not to give any

money before results have been secured. Do you agree

to that?"

Ramsey nodded. The butler came in with a pad and a

new pencil, and gave them to Ramsey. Dr. Miller con-

tinued:

"In the laboratory at the other side of town, any con-

dition you want may be duplicated ..."
Dr. Miller caught his breath. Ramsey had begun to

write on the pad, seemingly unaware of the fact. Not
wishing to break the thread of the automatic writing, he

continued speaking. At last, the writing stopped. With
an apology, Dr. Miller reached over and tore off the sheet

of paper. Ramsey seemed surprised that he had written

on it. Dr. Miller read:

"Terrors are turned upon me: they pursue my soul as

the wind: and my welfare passeth away as a cloud."

The doctor felt an electric thrill run through him.

Those were the very words a very dear friend of his,
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Martin Lang, had promised to send back from the Beyond,

if he could. Martin Lang had been dead only a short time,

and Dr. Miller knew it was an earthly impossibility for

any one else to know that password.

Ramsey handed Dr. Miller another sheet of paper. It

read:

"I work under hypnosis, and tell what I see or hear by
writing, since I cannot—what was on that sheet?"

"Nothing important, merely a Bible quotation," Dr.

Miller answered.

"I'm glad you don't require darkness, or a cabinet,"

but now you're in no condition to give a seance. You'd

better stay out here under my care for a week or so. I'm

a doctor, you know."

Dr. Miller took the bottle of port from the cabinet.

"How about a nightcap before you
"

Ramsey's eyes shone with frustrated desire, and the

gasps as he breathed became more pronounced. Suddenly,

the shawl covering the lower part of his face fell, revealing

the horror it had hidden. The entire lower jaw was missing,

the remnants of the cheeks coming down in an irregular

fringe, partially covering the stumps of the upper teeth,

and a mangled remainder of tongue hung pendulously from

one side of what had once been a mouth. There was

absolutely no trace of a nose. The whole ghastly wound
had the aspect of a laugh, a terrible, frozen, extra-terrestial

laugh at some horrible cosmic comedy. Then Dr. Miller

noticed the eyes above the wound; and they were more

fearful still, expressing all the human torture of the sensi-

tive soul behind them, caused by the awful wound.

Dr. Miller turned aside, while Ramsey sank back in the

chair, covering his face again. He scrawled,

"German shell."

Ramsey's breath came in a long series of sobbing, choking

sighs, and Dr. Miller suddenly realized that the hideous

wound must have closed his throat entirely, forcing him
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to breathe through a poorly-performed tracheometry,

causing the uncanny and replulsive noise. He discovered

later that Ramsey took his nourishment through an

opening in the walls of his stomach. Wondering why the

man was not in some hospital, he instituted discreet in-

quiries, and discovered that Ramsay, an N. C. 0. during

the war, had been leading a scouting party in a dangerous

section of no man's land. The entire party, with the ex-

ception of himself, was wiped out by a chance shell.

Stretcher-bearers picked him up the next night, horribly

mutilated and infected. He was not expected to live,

but at the hospital, a tracheotomy and a gastrotomy were

performed on him, and he barely pulled through, although

badly shell-shocked. He was later removed to an army
hospital in America, where he exhibited strange symptoms,

and had once made a startlingly accurate prophecy of the

accidental death of one of the doctors there. Later, he

had discovered the whereabouts of his former commanding
officer, whom he held responsible for his wound, escaped

from the hospital, and made a murderous attack on him

with a heavy bronze crucifix stolen from a church. Since

then, he had entirely disappeared and was believed dead.

Dr. Miller questioned Ramsey about these facts. He
did not deny them, but wrote,

"Of course I tried to kill him. He was the moral mur-

derer of the five men with me on that useless and dangerous

mission. I feel fully justified in what I did, and sooner or

later, living or dead, I will meet him again! Not to avenge

but to punish."

"Do you realize I have good grounds for turning you
over to the police?"

"Yes," wrote Ramsey in reply, "but even better reason

not to. The experiments were to begin tonight, I think."

Dr. Miller was pensive for just a moment. Then he

answered, "You are right. The experiments are more
important. But, sooner or later, living or dead, as you
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put it, I think, you also will suffer for your sins."

The arrangements for the first experiment had been

almost completed. Richard Smith, a student at North-

western, had set up some of the more delicate apparatus

in the laboratory's sound-proof room, and Ellwood Evans,

another of Dr. Miller's assistants, was also to be on hand

that night to be useful.

That evening, Dr. Miller, Evans, and Ramsey drove

to the laboratory, and were met there by Smith, who had

set up the apparatus necessary. A cork-lined vault,

about six by ten feet, with walls a foot thick, absolutely

sound-proof, was to be the scene of the first experiment.

The instruments were ready, their recording drums out-

side the chamber to avoid possible noise of operation.

Smith was to stay outside, watch them and follow any

orders given by Dr. Miller by means of a microphone.

In this manner, Dr. Miller obtained a permanent record

of everything that occurred, and still was free to make
observations of any unusual phenomena. The small room

was furnished with three comfortable aluminum chairs,

and a small table, on which had been placed the hypnotic

machine, which emitted a steady, monotonous drone,

variable at the will of the operator. Supported on a bar

before Ramsey's chair was a curious crystal sphere, with

what seemed to be a ball of whirling smoke in the center,

like the pupils of Dr. Miller's grey eyes.

Smith dimmed the lights wtih the rheostat outside the

room at a spoken command from Dr. Miller. Evans, who
was in the chamber with the doctor and the medium,

pushed a switch on the hypnotic machine. It emitted a

deep, monotonous sound, felt rather than heard, with a

curious, compelling quality to it.

"Are you ready, Ramsey?" asked Dr. Miller.

Ramsey handed Dr. Miller a paper, on which was

written:

"Remember the danger of your experiment to me. I
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might easily lose my life if you ask me too much. If I do

—

God help me! And God help you, too, for what I suffer,

you shall also suffer!" The last words were heavily

underlined.

"I shall be careful," promised the doctor.

Another switch was pushed. The little ball of whirling

smoke inside the crystal sphere before Ramsey seemed to

glow with life, intelligence, purpose, like a diabolical talis-

man; holding the attention absolutely ensnared. The
inner glow of the crystal was reflected in Ramsey's dark

eyes.

"Look!" Dr. Miller commanded. His voice had a

peculiar chanting quality. "Sleep—sleep—sleep. ..."
It merged with the pulsating drone of the vibrator.

Charles Ramsey sank back in the thick cushions of the

chair, and abandoned himself to the influence. Suddenly,

Ramsey began to write. He stopped, and Evans sound-

lessly tore off the sheet. There, traced in flickering fire by

the luminous stylus were the words:

"Terrors are turned upon me: they pursue my soul

as the wind: and my welfare passeth away as a cloud."

Dr. Miller read the paper with satisfaction. Martin

Lang's password! His dead friend was going to pierce

the veil. The tone of the commands changed:

"You are in my power—you must obey my commands
—obey. ... go into the future and seek what is in

store for me!"

"I go," he wrote. There was a long pause. Then the

writing recommenced

:

"Your friend leads me. It is far—far. I see broken

wood, twisted metal, and flames—a white bed in a white

room. I smell idioform, but I cannot see well."

Dr. Miller had the last dim light extinguished. The
darkness closed on the three like a black fog. The lumi-

nous writing on the paper seemed to be in letters of distant

writhing fire, dim and ominous.
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"Go further, tell me more."

"You recover, but lose your mind. I hear the word

'asylum'. Beware! you make me wander too far!"

"Do I recover?"

"I have gone two years further. You are in a sani-

torium, your mind a blank. They speak of an operation,

but I can go no further."

"Find the result of the operation. I command you,

go!

The stylus fell from Ramsey's hands, its luminous tip

tracing an irregular arc in the darkness. On the taut

nerves of the doctor and his assistant, the slight sound had

the effect of a thunderclap. There was the sensation of

close proximity to a strand under great tension, like a

violin string ready to snap, and the two experimenters

sensed a slow, torturous rending. Then there was an

instantaneous flash of a bright black line across the room.

Smith, watching the instruments outside the room, heard

the microphone transmit a long, ghastly, sibilant sigh,

then,

"Smith! The lights! at once!"

The lights burst into radiance, and the darkness sullenly

leaped back into the dark walls. Ramsey was on his chair,

apparently asleep—dead. There was a last message on

the pad:

"I shall return!"

Smith burst into the cork-lined vault. Dr. Miller

grasped his arm. He said

"We must be on our guard. Ramsey is a vindictive

man, and he will return if he can!"

Evans gasped. "Oh God! Look!"

The bandage had slipped from Ramsey's dead face,

leaving it naked in its horror of its horrible, derisive laugh.

Even as they watched, the lids rolled back, exposing the

glassy eyeballs. But, there was none of the former torture

in them now! Rather, they seemed to be in keeping with
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the frozen laugh below them, as if they too, enjoyed the

cosmic and utterly terrible joke! The three shrank before

the awful warning.

As the attending physician at Ramsey's death, Dr.

Miller signed the certificate, with some misgivings,

"Heart disease." A few weeks later, he learned through

professional channels that Colonel Conningsbye, Ramsey's

superior officer during the war, had killed himself. A
sense of impending danger enveloped Dr. Miller like a

cloud, but at the same time, his scientific instinct scented

the possibility of interesting discoveries ahead!

Early one morning, his telephone rang incessantly. A
woman's voice, almost hysterical, was heard as soon as he

lifted the receiver.

"Come over here at once! Something terrible has

happened! Oh, hurry!" Then the speaker hung up.

Dr. Miller had the call traced as he rapidly dressed.

The telephone belonged to Mr. J. C. Norton, of Winnetka.

He was before the house in ten minutes.

It was a large house, facing the lake, over which the sun

was rising. There was no response to the bell. There was

something obviously wrong inside the house, since Dr.

Miller could see signs of a great disarray through the plate

glass panel of the door. He tried the knob, and the door

opened before him, almost of its own accord. He stepped

inside, groped for a switch, stumbled over some over-

turned furniture, and found a woman collapsed beside the

telephone in the study. With a little difficulty, he revived

her.

"My son!" she gasped. "Is he all right?"

"I'll go and see. Where is he?"

"His room is the first to the right at the top of the stairs.

Oh, such terrible things happened here. Hurry, go

upstairs!"

Dr. Miller ascended the stairs rapidly, and entered the

room indicated. A boy about thirteen years old was
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sleeping on the bed, so exhausted that Dr. Miller could

not awaken him. He returned to the woman.

"Your son is perfectly all right. I presume you are

Mrs. Norton?"

"Yes, I am. Oh, doctor, have you ever heard of a person

doing things—throwing china around, and things like that

—and forgetting about it afterwards? Am I—going

crazy?"

"I don't think you need worry on that account. People

don't suddenly go insane. Exactly what happened last

night?"

"After Junior went to bed, I sat down by the fire to read

a while. My husband is in New York on business. The
first thing I saw was dinner-plate, out of the china-

cupboard in the dining room, sail across the room and

smash on the hearth. Some more plates came in, and then

a rug rose up as if some one were beneath it, and danced

a horrible dance around the room. Or,—do you think it

did, doctor?"

"I think so. Tell me—have you ever had any dealings

with a chinless man?"
"Why—yes. He wanted a job as gardener. He was

dumb, and carried a pad to write on. John had to show

him off the place."

"How did you find my name?"
"Why, that's funny! The phone book was open to an

M page, and I saw, right away, that you were a doctor."

"One more thing—where was your son while all this

was going on?"

"He was in bed, asleep. Why do you ask . .

"I am the president of the Western Psychical Research

Society. You seem to have a very lively poltergeist on

your hands."

"What's that?"

"A wanton being which delights is mischief and de-

struction. If you don't mind, I'll bring two assistants over
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here tonight after sundown, and make a little investiga-

tion."

"Yes, yes, do. Must Junior and I stay hereV
"Yes, that is necessary. I will bring over a nurse to

stay with you. I'll be back tonight."

As Dr. Miller drove back to Evanston through the hazy

and stagnant dawn, he suspected that Ramsey was

about to strike. When he reached his house, he laid his

campaign: he would walk into the trap, but would be

fully aware of what he was doing, and would be quite

prepared to cope with whatever unknown forces he might

meet. As before, Richard Smith and Ellwood Evans

would be on hand.

The sun was setting in a yellow-green glare as Dr.

Miller and his assistants drove to Winnetka. Lake

Michigan resembled a sea of black oil under the heavy

clouds, its surface barely ruffled by the stiflin.g motionless

air.

The party arrived at the Norton home to find Mrs
Norton in the nominal charge of a nurse sent by Dr..

Miller. Nothing had happened during the day. In the

living-room, Dr. Miller mapped out a plan of campaign.

He would take the east side of the house, including the

terrace overlooking the lake, Smith would cover the west

side of the house, and Evans was directed to watch Junior,

at the present moment engrossed in a new Tom Swift

book. This was a most important post, as Dr. Miller

suspected that the boy was being used, unwittingly, as a

source of energy by the malignant personality from

"beyond."

The gathering storm broke at last in a torrent of rain.

There was a dazzling flash of lightning and an explosive

crash of thunder, immediately followed by an echoing,

high-pitched "crunch!" in the living room.

"The instruments!" cried Dr. Miller.

Smith ran to the bag and opened it. There was a faint
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tinkle of broken glass and metal, and a long yellow strip

of photographic film uncoiled like a snake. As he set the

bag down again, its contents clinked derisively.

Then followed several tense hours of waiting for some-

thing to happen. The rain fell steadily and monotonously,

its ceaseless patter having an almost hypnotic effect on the

watchers. Ellwood Evans smoked cigarette after cigarette,

pacing about nervously. Richard Smith continuously

toyed with a part of one of the broken instruments,

starting at the slightest unusual sound, but otherwise,

motionless as a sphinx. Mrs. Norton tried to read a

book. As for Dr. Miller, he paced his beat with outward

composure, but with nerves as sensitive from anticipation

as the raw surface of a wound. Junior had long been in

bed, and was fast asleep. Still the rain fell wearily, and

the minutes passed on century-loaded feet.

Dr. Miller looked at his watch. "Midnight," he said.

As if his words had been a signal, they were followed in-

stantly by a glaiing ribbon of lightning and a terrible

detonation of thunder. Every light in the house was

extinguished as if by the breath of a giant. In the momen-
tary silence that followed, Dr. Miller thought he heard a

faint sound like escaping steam.

"It is here!" said Mrs. Norton. "I can feel it. Oh,

hurry, get some lights!"

Richard Smith took out his pocket flashlight. It was

bioken. Then, in the consciousness of each person in the

house was impressed the following thought:

"Whom I destroy, I first make mad!"

The next day, Dr. Miller realized that the happenings of

the night before had been impressed on his mind with

their horrific significance by some extra-mundane intelli-

gence which at the same time possessed an earthly source

of power, and in spite of their knowledge of hypnotism,

the doctor and his two assistants were not able to resist

the force they had unloosed upon themselves by walking

into the trap—a terrible, elemental fear!
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Upstairs, Ellwood Evans was watching Mrs. Norton's

son from the vantage-point of a closet. The boy seemed

peacefully asleep, and the watcher decided the dim clouds

of phosphorescence about his head were a product of the

imagination. Then he had the sensation of being spied

upon. He sensed two burning green eyes, unutterably

evil, boring into every secret place within his mind and

and soul. He resisted the temptation to turn around. A
clammy sweat covered him. At last, he looked fearfully

over his shoulder, merely to feel the eyes—and what was

behind them!—shift their position slightly to remain out of

sight. Move as he could, he could not remove himself

from the influence of their boring green malignance.

Richard Smith was patrolling the west side of the house,

which was dark except for occasional lightning-flashes,

and silent except for the endless drip and drool of the rain.

He heard a horrible dry scream, and the next tardy flash

of lightning revealed to him Ellwood Evans, flying down
the stairs, with an expression of utter, abysmal dread

upon his face, gibbering with terror.

"Dr. Miller! Dr. Miller!" he blurted. He ran to the

doctor's side of the house, and searched frantically for

him. After what seemed limitless ages, he found Dr.

Miller and literally dragged him to the living-room, where

he told him what had happened. In the meantime, Mrs.

Norton had fainted, and was being taken care of by the

nurse.

Dr. Miller began to look for his assistant, suffering

tortures of conscience. He found him at last beneath an

overturned sofa, frothing at the mouth and iigid with

fear. He thought it best to remove him, for the time being,

from any further molestation frcm the revenant by admin-

istering a powerful sedative. Then he called Smith.

"Smith, get out of here before it is too late. This thing

—urged on by Ramsey or not—wants me."

"No, I think I'll stick it out."
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"Leave here at once!"

"No! I'll stay!"

"Leave when—look at that!" Dr. Miller gripped

Smith's arm. He pointed to a space in the air where a

luminous point was moving, leaving a flickering fiery

trail, spelling the word "One!" in Ramsey's beautiful

script! Dr. Miller thought he heard a sound like the faint

hiss of a snake. The writing flowed again:

"You, too, are going to feel the dread and agony of

having your spirit torn loose from your body, as I felt it

in the black room. I punish you not in the spirit of anger,

but of retribution."

There was another faint hiss, icy, menacing. Dr.

Miller turned to his assistant.

"Did you see that?"

But Richard Smith had perceived nothing.

After that, the two prowled the house together.

Nothing happened for a long time—an hour, perhaps.

Still the darkness, the ceaseless patter of rain, and occa-

sional distant rumble of thunder. In the house, the two

could feel some dangerous assailant lying in ambush for

them, waiting to attack the instant they were off their

guard. Their tense nerves felt it in ordinary draughts of

wind, saw it in the empty blackness, sensed it about them

—waiting for an opportunity to strike.

Without the least warning, Smith seized the Persian

dagger from the mantel, and launched a savage blow at

Dr. Miller. In doing so, however, he slipped on the

waxed floor, and missed. Dr. Miller, who had been

something of a boxer in his younger days, instinctively

and effectively stretched him out before he could recover

his balance. Again the air flickered and glowed, and a

mocking figure two floated before the doctor's eyes.

Then, honible doubts began to surge through his mind.

He resolved to go to the unwitting source of power, young

Norton, to see how he was after a drain of so much psychic
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and physical energy, although the doctor knew the danger

would be vastly greater there.

As he ascended the stairs in the darkness, he felt himself

drawing near to some baleful, Overpowering focus of evil.

Although he felt the sinister influence increase, he could

not retreat, since a display of fear might mean defeat.

He continued on, into the meshes of the power. At length,

he stood beside the boy's bed. The latter seemed abso-

lutely unconscious. Dr. Miller took out his watch and

bent over to feel the pulse. At the instant of contact, a

bright, unclean violet phosphorescence climbed up his

outstretched arm and quite paralyzed him. The horrible

static radiation covered him from head to foot. With a

mighty effort of will, he tried to release himself from its

grasp, and imagined he was making some headway.

Again he heard those peculiar moaning, whistling gasps

of the subject of his fatal experiment.

In an instant, Dr. Miller felt his adversary change his

tactics. He saw he was in the center of an infinitely great

sphere, black in color, as the walls of the death- room in

the laboratory, contracting on him with extreme rapidity.

He felt a sharp pain inside his head. Then he realized

that his opponent had launched his most powerful weapon
—terror! Dr. Miller struggled for his reason, for his very

soul, with a dread and ghastly fear. Sweat burst from

every pore of his body, every muscle trembled in despera-

tion. His mouth became dry, he was incapable of the

slightest motion, he felt his intellect and reason slowly

give way. Still he fought, vainly, without hope, at the

force loosed upon him. Inch by inch he yielded, although

he knew he was already doomed. He could no longer hear

the terrible, mocking, sibilant sobs that filled the atmos-

phere. He fought on, perhaps more fiercely, by instinct

alone, and still that powerful force of terror made its gains.

Dr. Miller sank to the floor, very nearly spent in his efforts

at resistance. He sensed a weakening of the force and
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vaguely felt that some new torture was in store for him.

A luminous cloud emanated from the sleeping boy.

Dr. Miller was unable to turn his gaze away from it.

Slowly, the shape became more distinct, but the force still

playing on Dr. Miller did not diminish. Then, suddenly,

the shape came into clear focus. It was Martin Lang,

Dr. Miller's dead friend! He was saved! Then, Charles

Ramsey's mutilated face shone through the counterfeit

presence. That ghastly wound took, much more than in

life, the aspect of a ghastly, hellish laugh at some cosmic

joke; and Dr. Miller could barely realize that he was

connected to it in some unutterably horrible manner!

To the torture of dread was added that of disappointment.

As the phantasm slowly vanished, Dr. Miller felt the

other force return four-fold—no lingering now, the job

was going to be finished quickly! He sensed tenor beyond

the depths of madness. A bright black line stretched

across the room, theie was a sense of tension in the air,

as the final strand was about to snap. The luminous cloud

had almost vanished.

A flash of hope spurred him on to a last supreme effort.

Martin Lang had been his friend—perhaps he still could

help! He tried to project a message into the Beyond
with all the power of his despair. A mocking gasp was his

only reward.

But was it? The cloud had begun a struggle to reform.

It writhed and twisted in torture, and brighter internal

flashes of light shone through it constantly, betraying the

titanic struggle. Dr. Miller felt the tension become re-

lieved, the awful force diminish. Scarcely comprehending,

he watched. The half-solid, half-gaseous cloud again took

shape, in the form of Martin Lang, with an expression of

terrible wrath upon his face. This time, the doctor knew

it was no sham. His friend had answered his desperate

summons

!

As the force ceased entirely, the doctor managed to
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convey his thanks to the smiling, dissolving figure. The
pitch blackness of the room gave place to a luminous grey

as he staggered to his feet and looked out the window.

Far off, on the horizon of the lake, Dr. Miller saw the first

red edge of the rising sun.

H. F. B.

Exaltation

// / Were a star, from me
Your exalted beauty unfurled,

With the swift blue silence of light should flame

In the sk.y of another world.

But from me there can only be,

Though the cry in the soul is strong,

The holy silence of light replaced

With the grating beauty of song.

But still I must cry your praise

That your beauty come not too late

To the dark shores of other souls,

In the listening night where they wait.

H. J. Nichol.
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The HAVERFORD1AN Solicits Correspondence from its Readers

on any Topic of Literary Interest. Criticism of the HAVERFORDIAN
Itself is Especially Invited.

" Why the Haverfordian?"

Mr. Editor:—The question whether Haverford should

maintain a literary magazine year after year seems to me
to be very easy. The answer is Yes. It is of the utmost

importance to young men of any literary ability whatever,

that they have an adequate medium of expression. Cre-

ative writing is to be encouraged, and it cannot be en-

couraged without the opportunity for some slight degree

of publicity and recognition. The essay, story, or poem
that is written but not published is still-born.

In general, undergraduates cannot compete with

mature professionals in the field or creative writing. But

they can compete with one another. Let the College see

that their work is printed whenever it measures up to a

certain standard of excellency; let the College see that

whoever is most successful for three years in having his

work accepted, is almost automatically elected to the

board of editors. In most cases see that the editors

(seniors) do not fill the magazine up with their own writ-

ings, or with the writings of faculty and alumni. Let

editors edit, while the rest of the student body contributes

—for the fun of the thing, for the practice, for the honor.
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Who reads THE HAVERFORDIAN? We don't know
or care.

Who pays for it? We all do, and we don't begrudge the

money.

Edward D. Snyder.

To The Haverfordian:

I owe such an immense debt to THEHAVERFORDIAN
that it would be sheer disloyalty not to show regard for it.

I was connected with it throughout my entire college

career and whatever literary success I have had is almost

certainly due to my work on THE HAVERFORDIAN,
where my literary interest had its birth.

The real question to ask, is not who reads THE HA VER-
FORDIAN from cover to cover, but who writes for it and

finds through it the medium for the expression and develop-

ment of his gifts and talents. If it gives scope and oppor-

tunity for men to form their literary tastes, and to try out

and mould their style and creative power, it deserves rec-

ognition. A practice school is important in every field of

creative activity.

I have, however, long wished that some plan of union

could be devised by which the two Haverford publications

could be unified and yet leave undiminished scope for the

development of literary quality and creative power of good

writing. Until that type of united effort is achieved, I

shall continue to encourage THE HAVERFORDIAN

.

Sincerely,

Rufus M. Jones.
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RUDOLPH AND AMINA, or THE BLACK
CROOK

Christopher Morley

WHEN the pot must be kept boiling, we prefer to

have Morley boil it. "Rudolph and Amina" is an

inconsequential little thing, but it's grand fun.

It is, in fact, a trip to Hoboken with Haverford's most

sought-after professor. Not many people had a chance to

view "The Black Crook" with Christopher Morley by

their side making wisecracks. Read the newly published

account of Rudolph and his bravery on behalf of the lovely

and virtuous Amina, and you will be able to forgive your-

self for not having made the trip to Hoboken to see the

show itself.

Strange as it may seem, the plot of this extravaganza

is not much different from those of our own more popular

musical comedy stage. Rudolph, a struggling and unap-

preciated young artist, loves the fair Amina. His rival

is the benevolent though somewhat unscrupulous Count

of the village who has become enamoured of Amina
ever since the day he saw her bathing in the stream

far below his mountain castle. While Rudolph is making

a trip to town to sell a painting, the Count carries off the

girl. But his dastardly plot to make her his wife is foiled

by Rudolf who has made the acquaintance of some
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amicably inclined fairies, and Amina marries Rudolph

after all. Rudolph's paintings are introduced to the

collecting world by Dr. Rosenbach of Walnut Street,

Philadelphia, and he and his bride are assured of a finan-

cially comfortable future. Not so different, do you think,

from the sort of thing we go to see today and enjoy, except

perhaps, that we are not very generously inclined to the

idea of fairies.

We suggest that it might be more thrifty these after-

Christmas days to procure a copy of this superb bit of

fooling than to pay the seventy-five dollars or so which

Mr. Conway charges everyone for his theater tickets.

D. C.

DOCTOR SEROCOLD

Helen Ashton

THE blurb says that Helen Ashton had a medical

training before she was married and that she wrote

this novel in answer to her husband's assertion that

a full book could not be written about a single day in a

doctor's life. Probably what her husband meant, was

that the personal experiences of a doctor for a day could

not possibly last through an entire novel. In this sense he

would be right for his wife has cleverly crooked the bet by

delving into the private lives of the doctor's patients to

round out the work. And it is done in a very natural way.

Doctor Serocold himself serves as a ribbon to tie these

lives together. The hard grind of his own life and his

disappointment in love give things a faintly tragic air.

It seems to me that the triumph of the book is the masterly

characterization. The easiest comparison is with J. B.

Priestley. These people stand out quite definitely without
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being at all exaggerated. And the writing is good. To me
the most interesting passage is the scene in which Doctor

Serocold performs a mastoid operation with a younger and

defter surgeon standing at his elbow. This other doctor

is the new man, the unpleasantly smart person secretly

trying to oust the older physician who is as much a part

of the village as the old church. Indeed one feels a current

of revolt of the traditional and the picturesque in the

village against the ugly if efficient paraphernalia of the new
age. And the doctor is undoubtedly the fine type of the

old English professional physician trying to keep his end

up in a world of gas stations, airplanes and violet ray

treatments.

THE RECTOR'S DAUGHTER
F. Mayor

DEDMAYNE is an insignificant village in the Eastern

counties. There were no motor buses in the days

of which I write, and Gayley, the nearest station,

was six miles off."

You get the idea. Miss Mayor picks the deadest spot

in England and then concentrates her attention on the

deadest people in it and succeeds in thrilling us more than

Edgar Wallace.

The stately, stiff and learned Canon jocelyn and his

curiously unfathomable daughter Mary, who is dowdy,

spectacled and lovable, occupy most of the stage. Every-

body feels sorry for them except themselves, and when
things go from bad to worse, when Mary's invalid sister

dies, when her lover marries the handsome Kathy, when
her father dies, one is surprised and impressed to find the

transparent fabric of her life still unrent. Brought up

in a hard school she must not show outward traces of these

emotional earthquakes.
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Her case is rather different from Kathy 's. Kathy is the

coarse, rough aristocrat, whose slangy speech has a reek of

the hunting field and whose heart is in the right place.

Thought and deep feeling she avoids like the devil, and

she would rather someone hit her in the face than pitied

her. Mr. Herbert, the parson, has to choose between Mary
and Kathy, and though Mary is more his kind he suc-

cumbs to Kathy's beauty.

The whole thing is done very well with considerable

restraint and great ability. The first twenty pages might

bore you but after that the sailing is smooth and you

cannot fail to appreciate the kindliness and artistry of

this book.

Coward McCann ($1.50).

BALLADS AND POEMS, 1915-1930

Stephen Vincent Benet

IT
IS seldom that the reviewer has so pleasant a task as

faces him in Mr. Benet's latest collection of verse.

To those who enjoyed John Brown's Body these shorter

poems in much the same spirit, will be a delight. There

is the same rhythm, at times rollicking, at others

languorous. There is meaning behind the words, but the

words themselves are often hypnotic. There is clever

rhyme and beauty and dept of figure. The classic and

the historic are dealt with in their own spirit; but their

appearance is against a background of Americana—vivid,

burning pictures—stretching from the mountains of Davy
Crockett to Columbus Circle.

Among the most delightful of this collection of lyrics

and narratives, The First Vision of Helen, Carol: New
Style, Minor Poet, and Lunch-time Along Broadway, are of

outstanding strength. The variety of versification ranges

from such heady thoughts as
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. The mountains sighed,

Turning in sleep."

to the clever rhymes of the Ballad of King David:

"A close trim man, like a belt well-buckled,

A jealous gentleman, hard to cuckold."

and from 8.30 A. M. on 32nd Street, comes this gem:

"My breakfast in me, warm and staunch,

Your letter in my pocket,

The world's a coon that's climbed a branch

And I am David Crockett."

It is practically impossible to analyze Mr. Benet's

manner. The changes are too many, the variations too

dazzling. In Alexander the VI Dines with the Cardinal of

Capua, it is comparatively easy to detect a reincarnation

of Browning. Some of the descriptions of modern America

might well claim origin with the Good Gray Poet. The
sensuous pleasure of many lines recalls the throbbing

music of Swinburne. But into all the poems Mr. Benet

has injected a certain force which is original and has a

definite nativeskill. Perhaps after all the twentieth century

has produced a truly American poet.

Doubleday Doran ($2.50). L. A.
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Graduate
. . . and in the lowest hell of all there is absolutely no

pain."—Rufus M. Jones in a lecture.

I

WOULD not expect you to remember Vic Coppinger if

you had merely known him casually in college. He was a

sub end for two seasons on the football team, he labored

good-naturedly and ineffectively for the college weekly in

his earlier days, and at the end of his junior year he wangled

himself a cinch job on the class yearbook. And he was

once, I think, class vice-president. That was all you could

put down in black and white about his college record; and

so far as the academic side went, you could only say that he

majored in English and, being intelligent enough to pick

his courses carefully, never had to worry about grades.

He came from Chambersburg, Pennsylvania. Why
Chambersburg, I'm sure I don't know except that most of

the real society-and-sophistication fiends in college seem to

come from small-to-middling towns and Bill Walker once

described Chambersburg to me as that sort of town.

Anyhow, Vic's activities certainly ran in the society-and-

sophistication direction; I suppose it was mostly on the

rebound from the Palace Motion Picture House and the

Chambersburg First Methodist Church. He did rather

well at it, too. He was a pleasant enough talker, and fond

enough of reading and the theatre to have something to

talk about besides next week's football game and what

the farmer's daughter had said to the travelling salesman.

You couldn't help cottoning up to Vic even though he

didn't impress you much: he was the sort that no one

staged blow-outs for but everyone liked to have come

along. And I rather think Vic realized this; at any rate, he

539
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used to boast of never having been stranded on a Saturday

night without a date, and of never having turned down a

plea to make a fourth at bridge. But I doubt if he ever

made, even to himself, the equally admissible boast of

being—as I say—about the best liked and least prominent

man in his class.

Along about the middle of the April before he graduated

Vic began worrying over what he was going to do when he

got out; and suddenly one Monday night announced that,

by God, he would be a newspaper reporter in New York

City. This was funny for a while until it developed that

Vic was really serious. Then it was merely annoying that

he should still believe in Santa Claus. My theory is that

old Ducky Jackson, who was giving a course in American

Government that year, was originally responsible when he

had everyone in his course compose a newspaper editorial

on Prohibition. Vic didn't think much of Prohibition (not

that he went in much for liquor, either) and accordingly

worked off his grudge by being one of the half-dozen or so

to write his own instead of snipping one from a back num-
ber of the Philadelphia Record. I never saw Vic's effort,

though it couldn't have been so very bad because Vic really

v/as one of the thirty or forty undergraduates in college who
could write English so it wasn't absolutely painful to read:

at any rate, Ducky was quite delighted, swore it was

worthy of being printed in the New York Times, and asked

Vic why he didn't go in for newspaper work when he gradu-

ated. This really didn't mean much, for Ducky was always

uncovering embryo geniuses and mapping out their

careers for them and changing his mind the next time he

saw them; but Vic had no particular plans of his own and

accepted the idea as a great inspiration. The starting-off-

in-New York, though, was Vic's own fault. Even Jackson

knew enough to advise him to get some experience out in

the sticks first; but Vic had read enough O. O. Mclntyre

in his boyhood and enough of the New Yorker's Talk of the
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Town department during his college days to insist on com-

mencing in the metropolis itself. After all, he'd been there

only three times in his life.

It was all arranged so beautifully. Bill Walker already

had a job in New York, starting July, with the Telephone

Company; and he and Vic were going to bunk together

in a couple of rooms somewhere convenient enough to suit a

reporter's hours; and with this much in common, each

would then go his individual way. That was the way
things were left at Commencement and it took almost till

mid-summer for the development of the one and obvious

flaw—that there weren't enough jobs for veteran reporters

in New York, let alone young cubs from the colleges. I had

a long letter from Bill in August pointing this out along

with sundry observations that New York in the summer
time was hotter than hell itself, that cheap and plentiful

liquor was a great help, however, and that you didn't know
what real work was till you got out of college and started

working for the New York Telephone Company. He added

that Vic had taken a job in a bank, "temporarily" at

$24.00 a week.

I did not see either of them until late in September. It

was a Thursday night. I was leaving for Boston on the

midnight, so we arranged to have dinner together and take

in a show. We were to meet at the north end of the Times

building. Vic was already there when I arrived. He looked

well: he always had been a rather good-looking chap and

New York had got him into wearing a solid blue shirt-and-

tie combination which suited his wavy brownish hair very

nicely. He carried a book under one arm. I sidled up to

him in the crowd and squeezed his elbow.

"Hello, Vic. How are you?" I said, and we shook

hands. It did not seem so sentimental to shake hands now
as it had when we were still in college together.

"Art! Where've you been keeping yourself ?" He put a

little unnecessary swagger into it.
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"Where's Bill?"

"God knows. He's got the bad habit of working late at

the office these days. Damn grind."

"Well, you seem to get away from the bank pretty

punctually," I said. "What's your job? What do you do?"

"What don't I do? This and that and the other. Call it

sixty-fifth vice-president in charge of answering other

people's phones."

"Given up the newspaper idea?"

"Hell no!"

I raised my eyebrows.

"What do you think I'm going to do—spend the rest of

my life in a bank?"

"Any prospects?" I

' Well, the Old Man wrote me a few days ago that he

thought a friend of his could get me a job on a semi-weekly

out home. But to hell with that racket. I'm going to stay

in civilization. In a city this size something's bound to

turn up."

He broke off abruptly and reached for his cigarettes.

"Still smoke Camels?" He shifted the book to his other

arm to hand them to me.

"Thanks," I said. "What's the book?"

"The Sun Also Rises. Ernest Hemingway. Damned
fine."

"Oh," I said, "I'll have to read it some day."

"When does law school start?"

"Monday. But I have to see some people tomorrow."

I felt Bill grip my shoulder. "How are you, you lousy

bum?" he said.

We shook hands. "How's the corrupt public utilities

man?" I asked.

"Okay. But wishing his share of the corruption were

bigger."

"Where do you want to eat?" inquired Vic.

"I don't care," I said. "Wherever you say."
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"Well, what do you like? German, French, Wop, Hindu,

Chinese?"

"I don't care. Wherever you say."

"Well, Dominick's wine is pretty cheap and it's not so

far from here."

"Well, if you want to. I don't care."

"Hell," said Bill, "quite fussing around and come on

down to the Village. Dominick's red is terrible."

"All right," I said. "It doesn't matter to me."

"Dominick's would have been better," Vic grumbled as

he followed us into the subway.

We took an express to Fourteenth Street and changed to

a local to ride one stop further to Sheridan Square. Vic led

the way across Seventh Avenue, around three corners and

into one of these basement-and-garden affairs. He seemed

very proud of knowing the ropes. Bill had a Martini before

dinner and a little rye afterwards; Vic and I shared a

quart of white with our meal. Most of the dinner, con-

versationally, was taken up by Bill and Vic speaking on the

general theme of Life in the Big City. First, Bill told three

new stories that he'd added to his repertory since the end

of college. They were really pretty funny and my appre-

ciation seemed to encourage him to go on to the one about

the actor addicted to Spoonerisms that I'd told him last

spring. Then, when I'd stopped this, Vic started telling me
about the eccentricities of their landlady, until Bill stopped

him. After that we argued a while about what show to see.

"Well, let's go up to Joe LeBlang's and see what's up on

the cut-rates," Vic said finally.

"Wait till Bill finishes his whiskey. I t's only seven-thirty

anyway."

"How he can drink that stuff when there's good wine to

be had, I can't see. It's almost as bad as gin."

"Well, you're just one of these damn gentleman

drinkers," Bill offered in defense. "The purpose of drink-

ing is to get drunk. If you pay seventy-five cents and
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drink half a bottle of wine to get the same kick I get out

of four bits worth of rye, you're just getting cozened, that's

all."

"The word 'cozened' is the one thing Bill retains out of

a full year's course in the Elizabethan drama," Vic observed.

"One thing more than plenty of guys do," I said. "Come
on, Bill, drink your whiskey and let's get out of here."

We walked over to Washington Square and took the bus

up town to kill time. Downstairs at Joe LeBlang's we had

the argument about the show all over again.

"What the hell," said Vic. "Let's go to Topazc.

Benchley gave it a pretty fair review in the New Yorker,

I think."

Bill looked at the board. "A dollar-fifty seat for seventy-

five cents. Well, by God, let's try it. Can't go far wrong

for seventy-five cents."

"I don't care," I said. "Whichever you say."

We went to Topazc and argued between the acts on the

comparative good looks of the two chief women in the

piece. It wasn't a bad play; I was glad we'd chosen it.

I said so as we left.

"If only it didn't follow the stock formula of a Buster

Keaton comedy," said Vic. "An utter and amusing idiot

for six reels turns absolute and unbearable genius in the

sixth."

"Hell," put in Bill, "what in God's creation do you want

for six bits?"

"Well, how about a few seidles of beer, for one thing,"

I suggested.

We went to a speakeasy on Forty-sixth Street and had a

couple of beers apiece while Vic told me how he and Bill

had found the place by trailing a cop into it one Saturday

night.

"It was a good find," I offered.

"Always trust a cop's judgment," said Bill. "Got a

nose for good liquor a mile off."
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"Well, shall we have another?" asked Vic, "or shall we
leave now?"

"I don't care. Whichever you say."

We nodded good-night to the bartender and left. We
paused for a moment by the curb outside. "Come on,

Art," Vic suggested, "come on over to Dominick's with

me. I want to show you a new drink."

"Hell," said Bill, "one of those damned black punccinos,

I'll bet. The lousiest drink that God ever made."

"It isn't. It's a damned good one."

"Hell," said Bill, "you only like it because most people

don't even know what it is, and that makes you feel so-

phisticated."

"Well," and he shrugged his shoulders, "give Art a

chance to try for himself. The night's still young,

anyway."

"It's not Saturday night, though. I've got to get to work

tomorrow."

"Damn grind. I suppose you're actually interested in

the office. I'll bet you even take it seriously."

"Well, anyway," I said, "I've got to get that twelve-

thirty train. Why don't you boys walk me over to Grand
Central?"

"Hell yes," said Bill.

We walked over Forty-Sixth Street to Fifth Avenue

and then over Forty-Third to the station. I had twenty

minutes to spare, so we smoked a final cigarette together

by the gate on the lower level.

"Well, so long," I said, tossing away the butt and fishing

out my ticket. "See you Thanksgiving."

"All right, damn you," said Bill, "we'll look for you

Thanksgiving."

"So long, Art," said Vic, "I'll see you Thanksgiving."

As a matter of fact, I saw a good bit of both of them at

Thanksgiving. A New York girl I knew at Wellesley was

having a couple of midwestern classmates home with her
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over the holiday and she invited Bill and Vic and me to

Thanksgiving dinner to supply them all with dates. I

arranged with Bill for him to get us six seats for the Colum-

bia-Syracuse football game that afternoon; the evening I

left to be filled impromptu. It was not a very good game.

As usual Columbia got beaten rather badly; I forget the

exact score. We didn't make a very gay party of it, on the

whole: the girls didn't know any too much about the

sport, I found the weather too cold to enjoy mediocre

football, and Bill was always of necessity a bit reserved

when women were along. Vic, though, was in high spirits:

I think it was the first football game he'd seen since he'd

graduated. But he seemed interested chiefly in reminis-

cence—which wasn't so entertaining when half the party

couldn't reminisce with him.

"Remember the Amherst game last year?" he remarked

when Syracuse made its first touchdown. "I never hope to

see a better game than that."

"I liked the one the week after it better—wasn't that

the one when you caught a forward for our last touch-

down?" I said, anxious to give him a puff with the women.

"No, that was the Hopkins game. But the Amherst

game was better. Much better game than this one."

"Oh, / think this game's just adorable!" put in the

blonde one of May's friends— I never could remember her

name.

"You should have seen our team," Vic replied. "That

was one sweet team. And no hired athletes, either. Damn
few colleges you could say that for."

He started to rehash the Amherst game in detail, but

Bill managed to change the subject. Then May's friend

from Chicago—the brunette—began telling us about the

Army-Navy game of four years ago, until Columbia

brought us all to our feet and stopped conversation by

making ten yards all on one play. And after that Vic and

May discovered that they had a very distant mutual
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friend in Baltimore; which helped considerably to ease

the terrible tedium which always comes in the fourth

quarter when one team is hopelessly behind. I was glad

when the game was over.

We took the women down to May's apartment and held

a hasty conference by ourselves in the cloak-room. "We've

got to take 'em somewhere after dinner," I said. "But

God knows where. Any place you can dance costs too

damned much on a night like this."

"Theatre?" Vic suggested.

"Cost just as damn much," said Bill.

"There are some good plays running, though."

"How much cash have you got?" demanded Bill.

"About three-fifty."

"And I have just ten. That settles that."

"Yes, but what are we going to do, anyhow?" I asked

"Ah—an inspiration," said Vic. "The marionettes."

"Damn it, no!" said Bill. "Never again while I'm con-

scious."

"Don't be an ass, Bill, even if they do bore you. A
couple of bucks for some dago red beforehand, two bits

apiece at the theatre, subway fares—and there's the whole

evening for you. Plus a reputation for extreme sophistica-

tion."

"You win," said Bill finally. "Can't spend an evening

any cheaper than that."

"It's all right with me," I said. "Come on, they're wait-

ing for us in the living room."

I spent most of the dinner in conversation with Mr.

Pearce. He recalled the fact that Columbia had done much
better in the days of Pease and Walter Koppisch. I gave,

upon request, a brief outline of my courses at law school,

and estimated for him the total number of students there.

And we both agreed that traffic conditions in New York

were getting to be something frightful. I didn't notice par-

ticularly how the others got on, except that Vic made
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quite a hit with May by dint of retailing, in somewhat
romanticized versions, the stories of the Amherst victory

celebration and the murder hoax and of how he and Dick

Lambert had swiped the Dean's car on Hallowe'en back in

sophomore year. 1 1 all led up very nicely to the suggestion,

after dinner, that we see life in the raw and all that, by
going to the marionettes.

Coming out of the Canal Street subway station, Vic

halted the procession. "You may not realize it," he an-

nounced solemnly, "but today is not only Thanksgiving

but also the most holy feast day of St. Sylvester."

"Who?" said Bill.

"Don't be dumb. Haven't you ever heard of the Syl-

vester Method of Resuscitation? What a rotten Boy
Scout you must have been." The brunette from Chicago

tittered. "And where would we all be without resuscita-

tion, I ask you? Yes, kiddies, we all owe a great debt of

gratitude to St. Sylvester. Let us pay the debt. Let

us resuscitate ourselves in his honor. Let us crack a couple

of bottles of wine to the greater glory of St. Sylvester.

There's a resuscitation parlor right around the corner in

the next block." Vic, by dint of three cups of coffee after

dinner and general evening exaltation, was already beyond

the need of resuscitation himself.

Right around the corner in the next block there were,

in fact, a whole row of resuscitation parlors. Vic led us

down the row till he spotted Italo Suzi's and then we all

clambered down the steep steps into the place, Bill bump-
ing his head and swearing fervently under his breath as

usual. The eternal card game in the far corner stopped

for a minute to look at us and Italo smiled all over and

greeted Vic like an old friend, things which impressed May
and the brunette from Chicago greatly. But Italo always

greeted anybody like that.

They put two tables together for us and we had some

bread and cheese and a couple of bottles of the white wine
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which Italo insisted on calling Sauterne, and Vic arose

with great gravity to propose a toast "ad maiorem gloriam

Sancti Sylvestris." You needed a strong religious pretext

for drinking it; it was that sort of wine. But it was un-

deniably resuscitating: even May's blonde friend, who
had been a bit sour before, from a probable hankering to

see a New York night club, was revived enough to be agree-

able by the time we left. And at the marionette theatre,

further up Mulberry Street, our particular degree of resus-

citation proved to be just the right one for declaring the

marionettes to be a great form of dramatic art. A declara-

tion which brought us into the expansive good will of the

proprietor when we went backstage after the show. Which,

in turn, further impressed the women. Altogether a most

successful evening.

Back in Bill and Vic's ramshackle rooms on Brooklyn

Heights, we got out the jug of red wine, lighted cigarettes,

and sat looking across the River at the lights of Lower

Manhattan.

"Damned fine view," I said.

"Italo's wine was God-awful," said Bill, "but you had

the women kidded into liking it, Vic. It and everything

else you trotted out."

"Damn it, Bill," Vic said, "I did enjoy seeing a football

game again. We should have gone down to a game or two

at college this fall." His gay mood had collapsed entirely;

and the silence that followed this remark was a bit painful.

"With a view like this," I offered, "you chaps are soon

going to get bounced out of here for a damned skyscraper

apartment to be put up."

"I wonder," said Vic, "what the old place looks like this

year. I hear they've enlarged the grandstand. Remember
the time freshman year when one of the sophs nearly

started us tearing the old one to pieces for a bonfire."

"I don't see why your landlord doesn't up the rent on
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you as it is," I plodded on. "People don't usually get a

view like this for nothing."

"What?" Vic asked. "Oh, yes—it'd be all right enough

if it only had some green in it, like the one from my bed-

room window at college. Rather have that view any day

than this one."

"Shut up," said Bill. "You haven't had enough liquor

to be getting sentimental yet."

"But damn it, Bill," Vic said, "we did have a good time

back in college. Remember the time Dick Lambert and I

got jugged for swiping For Sale signs for the bonfire?"

"Yes," said Bill, "but don't tell me about it again.

Can't go to college all ycur life, anyhow."

"Well, I wish to God I were back there now. Remember
the time

—

"

"Hadn't we better be turning in?" I interrupted, "see-

ing's you boys have to work tomorrow. If we pull this all-

night bull-session stuff the way we used to in college, you

chaps'll only feel damned low at the office in the morning."

"You're damn well right," put in Bill. "Low enough to

slide under a snake's belly. Can't swing these wild collegiate

stunts and a job at the same time."

"Well, and who cares about the damn job?" Vic said.

"Well, anyhow," I said, "if I'm scheduled to get up and

have breakfast with you boys in the morning, I'm going to

bed now."

"Spoken like one of Jesus' Little Gentlemen!" Bill

declaimed. "Bedtime for us, too, Vic."

"Oh, all right," said Vic. "But damn it, Art, we did

have a good time back in college. I wish I were there now."

We were already a bit late, Bill told us when he wakened

us the next morning, and we had to hump ourselves ac-

cordingly. We cursed perfunctorily and hustled into our

clothes with grim determination. "Like trying to make an

eight-thirty class when you've slept through breakfast,"

Vic remarked.
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"Yes," said Bill, "but get on your horse. Art and I are

ready to go." We clattered downstairs, went down the

street at a breathless walk, dodged around a corner, went

on a little further and dived into the bowels of the St.

George Hotel to the subway station. A train was just pull-

ing up at the platform. We put on a final burst of speed

through the turnstiles and joined the charge against the

seemingly solid wall of bodies presented when the doors

opened. It gave, as I suppose it always did, and one by

one we jammed our way on. "Keep shoving," muttered

Bill behind me. "The rest of these bozos can stay behind

on the platform; but we've simply got to get on this

damned train. Not enough time to wait for the next one."

I settled myself in my little square foot of floor space and

wished the air weren't so hot and muggy. The car bobbed

and swayed as we gathered speed, and I cursed it fervently

under my breath. My stomach was a trifle queasy. "Now
if these people were only packed just a wee bit closer,"

Vic wiggled his head around to remark, "I could risk a

few winks of sleep standing up. God knows I need it."

There was a sudden lurch and the mass of humanity swung
like a pendulum from the door on one side to that on the

other. Vic lost his balance and fell back on me; and I

bumped into, and bounced off of, the pot-belly of the man
behind me. It wasn't so bad when you were halfway be-

tween doors: the tangled shoulders and stomachs made
tolerably good cushions.

The brakes ground and the train jolted to a halt. The
doors hissed open. We rushed to be first out and up the stairs

before the rest of the crowd. "Your watch must have been

fast, Bill," said Vic, catching sight of a jeweller's clock as

we emerged on the street. "Twenty minutes for rolls and

coffee and a dash to the office. Then I can relax and come
back to full consciousness gradually, as the morning pro-

gresses." We ducked into a little basement coffee shop and

gulped down a ten-minute breakfast, Bill and Vic discuss-
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ing, between mouthfuls, what they were going to do

that night and Saturday. Coming up onto the street again,

we almost ran into someone who looked vaguely familiar.

It was Jowett Peterson, who had been one of the class

grinds and, except on the night before an economics exam,

a complete nonentity. I doubt if any of us had ever done

more than nod to him since freshman year.

Vic reached out and nabbed him and pumped his hand.

"Why, hello there, Pete! What are you doing these days?"

"I have a job in a bank," said Peterson. "How are you?"

"Why so've I," said Vic. "We must have lunch to-

gether some day. Where're you located?"

"Sorry to interrupt, damn it," Bill broke in, "but I've

got to move along. Got further to walk to the office than

Vic has. Glad to have seen you, Pete. I guess we'll run

into each other some time again."

"I'm going in Bill's direction, too," I said. "So long,

Vic. Glad to've seen you again, Pete."

"Vic's getting to be a regular damned alumni-secretary

these days," Bill complained to me as we walked away.

"Any frowsy old bum's your pal so long as he went to the

same college you did."

"Yes—Peterson always was a sort of queer cold fish,

wasn't he?"

"God yes. Cold as a nun's embrace. I'd freeze my feet

off if I ever had lunch with him. Besides, I eat in the Com-
pany dining room anyway. A hell of a lot cheaper than

any place else, and with the salary deductions every week

for the Company stock I'm buying, I've got to pinch

pennies somewhere. It's a damned good investment,

though."

He started telling me about his job, and in the middle

of this we arrived at the Telephone Building. I walked

through the arcade with him to his elevator. "Well, I

leave you here," Bill said. "Will I see you again before

Christmas?"
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"I'm afraid not. But we'll have to stage some sort of

blow-out then."

"Okay. Well, damn you, good-bye till then."

"So long, Bill." And we shook hands.

I walked on over to the other side of West Street, took a

ferry across the River, and got a train home.

It was the Saturday before Christmas when I saw them

again, and there was rather too much of the atmosphere of

crowds-and-last-minute-shopping about for the occa-

sion to be an ideal one. Vic swore that he absolutely had

to get a book for his sister at Macy's and Bill and I tagged

along, dividing our wrath between him and large matrons

who brought the whole family shopping with them. By
firmness and determination we dragged him away from an

extended browsing amongst the new books, and went to

get theatre tickets. There were no shows up on the cut-

rates that looked promising, so we decided to eat first and

take our chances on a movie afterwards. A movie was a

great thing, Vic said, to rest your mind and make you

forget your job and leave you able to enjoy the rest of the

week-end. A medicinal tonic for banking-hangover. He
insisted we go up to the place he called Dominick's to

dine; though God knows just why, for he seemed to have

forgotten his former anxiety to introduce me to a black

punccino. I did not remind him of it. The place was too

crowded and hot for comfort, but we spent some two hours

over dinner, drinks and conversation, nevertheless. Bill

told me that he was having to work harder than hell, but

that it was a good job and he was due for a raise in another

month. Vic told me Dick Lambert had just made his first

solo flight at his flying school out in California, and that

that was a real job for you. Bill maintained it was a blind-

alley career for a college man, and he and Vic argued it out

until I thought we had better be leaving. We wandered

around for a while, standing in at a Salvation Army meet-

ing, and bickering over what picture to see; and then the
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one we did choose turned out pretty awful and we got there

in the middle of it, at that. We emerged on the street

again about ten-thirty, generally dissatisfied.

"Nothing to do," said Bill, "but go home and get drunk.

Haven't been good and drunk for quite a while, anyhow."

"I don't mind," I said. "Whatever you say."

I think Vic must have been partly tight to start with.

All evening he'd been rather quieter than usual, but we'd

hardly got settled around the table and had a couple of

highballs apiece when he turned talkative all at once.

Bill was telling me about the price war going on in the local

bootlegging industry and what a piece of luck it was for

hardworking telephone company employees. "You know,

the best thing about that damned view," Vic broke in sud-

denly, waving his glass toward the window, "is the River.

It takes you to some place else. You could take a boat and

go put-putting up or down it, and keep on and on to no

place in particular, just for the fun of going and of getting

away from here.

"Oh my God !" said Bill to me. "Vic's in one of his senti-

mental moods again."

"Oh," said Vic, orating, "mere effect of environment.

In New York there are only two states to the communal
soul—hardboiled or maudlinly sentimental, and everyone

is forever rushing to one of these two extremes for escape

from the other. That's why the bootleg industry's so

popular. Getting drunk rescues you from the hardboiled

feeling and makes you not mind being sentimental."

"Well, in Rome," Bill said, finishing his highball and

grinning, "do as the Romans do."

"Oh yes," said Vic, "we play at being big and bad and

hardboiled, too, but what does it all come to? We call

half-a-dozen bartenders by their first names and know
where gin is cheapest and never get lost on the subways;

but what do we get out of it after the novelty has worn off ?

What point is there in it? What does it end up in?"
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"A big week-end," I suggested to fill the pause.

"Oh, of course. And one big week-end's just like

another. We go to a show and get glorified the same way
every Saturday night, and come home and talk the same

drunken drivel, and sleep it off every Sunday, and plod

back to the office in the same dull way on Monday. Could

it be any more monotonous if we tippled on milk-sh kes

and spent Sunday in the First Methodist Church?"

"Hell," said Bill, "what is this—another Salvation Army
meeting, or a sermon by an Iowa preacher against the

Modern Babylon?"

"Don't be an ass, Bill. I'm not yelling about New
York's being wicked—only stupid. People rushing at top

speed to get nowhere and keeping hustling both for sheer

lack of the imagination to do anything else." He reached

across the table for the gin bottle.

"Thought you didn't like gin," I remarked.

"Hell," Vic said, "you're still a college boy: you think

drinking's an amusement. I don't like gin any better than

I ever did, but it helps you to forget the banking business

and to stand this damned city without going crazy. Dutch
courage. Artificial guts."

"For God's sake," put in Bill, "don't get so damn melo-

dramatic. New York has its points."

"Oh, it's all right enough for you, damn you," said Vic.

"You're satisfied to live in the New York manner—not

care a damn what you do during working hours, only do it

damn well and forget about it right afterwards. Know
just how much you can afford to spend on blow-outs and

not spend any more—have 'em all plotted out in advance

on a budget sheet. Go in for continuous efficiency and

not get tired of it. Be hardboiled and like it. Talk in

bright snappy bromides. And always feel that you're

horribly up-to-date. Splendid!"

"What you need," Bill wedged in, "is another drink.

It'll sober you up."
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Vic had one and went on. "I'm not built that way, by

God. I want to feel there's some point in what I'm doing.

I want to be interested in my job. It's a damn sight better

to be in Skunk Creek, Iowa, at the job you like than to be

in New York doing work you despise."

"Nevertheless," I said, "New York has its points."

"Well, by God," said Vic, "I am going to clear out. Get

that friend of the Old Man's pulling wires for me again

out home. Then give my two weeks' notice at the office.

Go back to dear old Chambersburg in a blaze of glory and

gossip. 'Local boy flops in the Big City and comes home
to momma.' Whoopee!" He waved his glass vaguely in

my direction and waggled his head toward Bill, then

drained the glass and smacked it down on the table so

hard that it broke. "Damn sight better than staying

here, though," he said.

"Oh, damn!" said Bill to me, "he's going to pass out.

He always does after he starts waggling his head like that.

We'll have to be putting him to bed in a few minutes."

"Well, we might as well have another drink first," I

commented.

"Damn good idea," said Bill. "It'll sober us up."

We had our drink and corked the bottle and cleared up

the pieces of the broken glass, and then made Vic go to

bed. He put up no fuss. Afterwards we went out for

an hour or so to walk our own jag off.

"Vic sure did have a case of drunkard's repentance,"

I said to Bill coming back. "Sounded like a revival meet-

ing."

"No, damn it, Art," Bill said, "I think he really meant

most of it. And I'm not so sure he isn't right."

"The back-to-the-old-homestead part, you mean?"
"Yes, by God. And he was right about me, too. I like

New York and I'm interested in getting on in the tele-

phone business. But Vic's different. Can't adapt him-

self, as the sociologists have it. He's just marking time at
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his job and not proving a damn thing staying in New
York. He'd be a hell of a lot better off if he did go home.

Not a chance in Christ's Kingdom of his getting a news-

paper job here."

"Pretty tough on you, though, if he did. Leave you

sort of stranded."

"Not so tragic. Damned little pleasure in living with a

psycopathic case."

"Yes, I guess you're right," I said.

We walked on back to the apartment, saw that Vic was

sleeping heavily and set about turning in ourselves. "Any
time after eleven that you wake up tomorrow," I yawned,

"for God's sake rout me out too. I want to catch an early

afternoon train."

"Okay. Same time for me, if you wake first," said Bill.

"Stomach all right?"

"Sure," I said. "Good-night."

I was first up in the morning and Bill wasn't much later.

We dressed leisurely and went out to the drugstore in the

next block to breakfast on sandwiches and milkshakes and

bring some back for Vic. Vic didn't finally wake up till

some time after we returned. I was just leaving.

"Wait a minute," Bill said, "Vic's coming to at last.

How the hell do you feel, VicV
"Oh, I feel all right now, thanks," Vic said. "Funny the

way I seemed to go off all at once last night. But I do

that, you know. Felt clear as a bell up to the moment I

seem to remember the damned glass breaking in my hand.

After that it's all muddle."

"Well, pardon me," I interrupted, "if I seem to go off all

at once now—otherwise I'll miss my train."

"What the hell?" Vic asked, "is it that late already?

Damn! But I say, Art, will you be stopping in after New
Year's on your way back?"

"I'm afraid not till spring vacation," I said.

"Oh. Well, I don't know just when I Will see you again.
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Drop me a line out home sometime. And I'll write you

about my job, too."

"Sure," I said. "Well, lots of luck, Vic, and Merry
Christmas." We shook hands. "So long, Bill, and Happy
New Year—don't celebrate it too hard." I shook hands

again and departed.

It turned out, though, that neither Vic nor I kept our

promise about writing; and the next time I saw him it was

by sheer coincidence. It was in the early part of spring va-

cation and I had a dinner invitation again to May Pearce's

in New York, and after dinner she suggested that we go

down to Greenwich Village some place and dance. We
ended up at the County Fair. We were sitting at a table,

lighting cigarettes and agreeing that that last piece the

orchestra had played was a damned good one, when I felt

someone clap me on the shoulder. It was Bill. Vic was

just behind him.

"Well, you bum," Bill said, "why didn't you write me
you were going to be in New York?"

"Dated up," I said, nodding towards May who had

started talking to Vic. "Anyhow, I did try to get you on

the phone just before dinner. But you weren't there."

"I know. I haven't been over to Brooklyn since this

morning. All-evening party over here in the Village—Vic

dragged me along. The rest of the damn mob's over there

in the corner."

Vic broke off conversation with May and came around

to shake hands. "Hello, Art. How's the price of whiskey in

Boston ?"

"Hello, Vic," I said. "Thought you were going to clear

out."

"Oh, well—what the hell? Got a two-dollar-a-week

raise at the office and—oh yes, what do you think •> Found
a place up in the Bronx where you can get gin for only a

buck a pint! Put 'em together and think what that figures

out to."
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"Well," I said, getting a whiff of his breath, "you seem

to be making full use of your opportunities. What's the

brawl on tonight ? Big anniversary or something?"

"Sure, you irreligious so-and-so. Don't you know it's the

feast day of that grand old Father of the Church, St. Isi-

dore? Have to do something towards his greater glory."

"Oh—pooh!" May broke in, laughing appreciatively.

"Don't go asking us to believe in fictitious saints again."

"Oh," Vic gasped pleasantly, with that bright and

brittle smile of his, "so young and innocent, and yet so

blasphemous! Look him up in the calendar yourself, dear

sister, and then pray to the good St. Isidore for forgiveness.

A most holy and blessed man. The Pope's pawnbroker

and patron saint of hock-shop uncles ever since. Hocked

my own watch to his greater glory this afternoon so I

could glorify him more acceptably tonight." He produced

a gin bottle. "Will you repent, dear sister, and glorify a

little with me now?"

We all glorified a little. "How about another?" Vic

asked. "Nothing like getting really glorified."

"Oh, no," May said, "I think I'd rather dance instead.

If Art doesn't mind."

"Not at all," I said, and they went off.

"Vic sure has a hell of a jag on for the middle of

the week," I said to Bill.

"Nothing so damned unusual," Bill said.

"Just the big banker's nightly relaxation, eh?"

Bill grinned.

"What amuses me, though," I said, "is the way he's

changed his mind about banking generally and decided to

stick to it now that he's making good."

"Hell," said Bill, "where'd you get that idea? He's not

making good at it. All that was raise meant was that he'd

been with the Company six months—he might get fired

next week or go on plugging away at about the same salary
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for the rest of his life. He's not proving any more at it now
than he ever was."

"Oh. Well, I'm glad I'm not going home with him, then,

to be around when this happiness wears off."

"Oh," said Bill, "don't worry about that. That, by

God, is something which is different now. No sentimen-

talizing and cursing the Fates and all that stuff any more.

He just takes a couple more drinks and goes to bed.

Adapting himself, you know."

The music stopped abruptly and Vic and May came
hurrying back to the table. Both of them had radiant

hey-hey-happy expressions on their faces. "Clearing the

track for the great Kiddie-Kar Derby," Vic announced.

"I'm entering. For God, for country, and the greater glory

of St. Isidore. Must pour a libation first." He reached for

the gin bottle he had left upon the table.

"Take it easy, Vic," Bill said. "It's a long time till

Sunday."

"Oh, tut-tut! In the historic words of St. Isidore, 'What

the hell!'"

He had his drink and dashed off for the Derby. May sat

down at the table between Bill and me. "Oh! look at him

over there," she said pointing. "Isn't he too amusing?"

She turned to us and laughed admiringly. "You know,

Art, what I like about Vic is that he doesn't give a damn."

Bill looked across the table at me; I looked back at Bill.

We both smiled wanly.

"No," said Bill slowly, "he doesn't."

J. W. Martin.



AUBE
La nuit s'cnfuit,

Le jour commence;

Etfini, oui,

Est l'alliance

De mon esprit

Avec le sien.

Ah, quel depit

En est le mien!

A Saint-Antoine.

J'allume un cierge;

Oh, s'il etait moine,—
Etj'etais vierge!

J. M. De G.

A Valentine

Just a silly little rhyme, my dear,

Relating things I gravely fear

Have been repeated year by year

ThrOugh centuries or more

By yoUthful lovers of the past

Who wiShed their energies were massed

To tell A lady first and last

That she Is heaven's door.

So while /'M working on this rhyme

I think I'd better take the time

And say at onCe it isn't mine,

As you've a rigtit to know.

A man whose namfc is known to fame
Has rights with Reason all the same;

I know you recognize his name.

It's Edgar Allan PoE.

J. Hoag.
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Blood Will Tell

I

THEY buried an era the day that Roger Marston dis-

covered his ancestors. "The Queen is dead. Long
live the King!" Amidst muffled drums and the

bowed head of respectability, Victoria, D. G. Regina,

Fidei Defensor, rolled in decent state to Westminster in

an eminently proper oblong box draped with a Union Jack

and reposing on a military caisson . . .

"What rot!" thought young Marston as he turned into

the Strand from Whitehall and was forced to stand bare-

headed in the crowd while the mournful procession wound
through Trafalgar Square. This silly delay would make
him late to the office, and all for a fat old lady whose life,

they said, since that German fellow—what's his name?

—

had died, had been nothing but a long convulsive sob.

She was quite probably a dear old soul but what earthly

use did anyone have for kings and queens anyway? The
time was not far off when the youth of the world would rise

and cast aside such costly playthings. What the world

needed was a great brotherhood of man with her wealth

and resources evenly divided. Then there would no

longer be class hatred, envy, and strife and the age of true

good and usefulness would at last appear; Mill had cer-

tainly put it ratherneatlywhen he said that the greatest good

for the greatest number of humanity was the true purpose of

living. The cortege was nearly past now. The clatter of

horses' hoofs roused Marston from his brief reverie; a

company of Life Guards was bringing up the rear of the

procession. The crowd had already begun to move about

its business. With an effort Roger came to himself enough

to press his way across the Square, past the Charing Cross

562
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Station, and into the Strand. His mind was still occupied

with the vision of a new and finer England where everyone

should divide the Riches of the Indies with justice and

equity. But the shades below which guide the destinies of

man must have been in a jesting mood, for as he hastened

along the Strand, something prompted Roger Marston to

cross the street and enter the new Hotel Cecil. He thought

that he only wanted to buy a few smokes—and so he did

—

but when he left the hotel a few minutes later, the whole

course of his life had been changed—Roger Marston had

become conscious of his ancestors.

It was the old, old story of a fair lady in distress. Per-

haps the same fate that made Roger cross the street, caused

the Lady Anne Trenchard, second daughter of the Earl of

Ilfracombe, to slip and fall most unceremoniously into

Roger's arms as he was passing her carriage in the hotel

court. Of course, she sprained her ankle, and Roger had

immediately taken charge of the situation. He and the

groom had carried her into the hotel lounge to a soft

couch, and with the help of an obsequious manager he had

finally procured a physician. When it was all over, and the

dainty feminine leg had been at length bandaged and set

at ease , Roger was summoned to the couch with an imperious

wave of my lady's little hand.

"You have been most awfully kind, and I'm greatly in

your debt. I'm sure that father would be glad to have

you call at Ilfracombe House on Berkeley Square. He will

want to meet you, I know. You are a gentleman, of

course?"

He had managed to stammer some sort of an affirmative

and the interview had been terminated by the doctor who
insisted that her ladyship try to get a little sleep.

It lasted only twenty-five minutes. Back in the street,

Roger found himself repeating the Lady Anne's words

over and over again. "You are a gentleman, of course?"

Yes. He supposed he was. But really, now that he came
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to think of it, he wasn't so sure. To be a gentleman

was to have a "gentle" background—public school, one

or other of the universities, the army, the navy, the Church,

the law, and above all, gentle blood. That was about all,

If you didn't fit into one of these categories, you simply

weren't a gentleman. He thought of his own life. The
sickly and monotonous London suburb, his father's apothe-

cary shop, the dreary years at the Board School, his one

year at the University of London by dint of much pinching

and skimping at home, the death, almost simultaneously,

of both his parents when he was nineteen, and finally, the

last eight years of shifting for himself as an accountant's

assistant in a dingyWapping steamship office. How could

he claim to be a "gentleman"? Why he didn't even know
who his great-grandfather was. But perhaps his ancestors

were of gentle blood and had lost their substance in the

various revolutions of the past two centuries. He was al-

most to Fleet Street when an idea struck him. The Royal

College of Arms and Heraldry was just around the corner

on King William Street. He would step around and

see what it could tell him.
* * *

On the afternoon of December 8th, 1901, Roger

Marston descended the steps of the Royal College of

Arms. "Descended" is hardly the exact word, for he took

the gray granite blocks three at a time and went skipping

off down King William Street at such an undignified pace

that two elderly maiden ladies, a messenger boy, and a

portly archdeacon stopped dead in their tracks and turned

to stare after him. Let them stare, thought Roger. The
poor creatures would never know what it meant to find the

treasure of El Dorado beneath their very own door-mats!

As he strode along, he patted his breast to see if it was still

there—his passport to Ultima Thule. With difficulty he re-

strained an insane and foolish desire to pinch himself. No,

he wasn't dreaming. The Royal College of Arms and
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Heraldry, in the person of Lt. Colonel Hugh C. Benson,

D.S.O., Chief Halberd of that institution, had actually

handed him his family history in the form of the large

parchment document he now carried next to his heart.

Back in his Hammersmith lodgings, he took out the

official-looking document and laid it reverently on his

rickety little writing table. It was nothing if not im-

pressive. A great seal in the upper right-hand corner and

the words "Pedigree of Marston" inscribed in Gothic letter-

ing across the front, combined to give the general appear-

ance of a state document at least as important as the Bill of

Rights or the Magna Charta. It had cost £100, half of

his savings, but Marston didn't mind. He was positive that

he would not have exchanged his yellow parchment for

anything short of the Crown Jewels of England. He broke

the seals and opened the document. Inside were endless

names—the account of all the marryings and begettings

of the Marston family since the reign of the sixth Henry.

An array quite as imposing, Roger thought, in the space it

occupied and the number of connecting red lines which

its various relationships involved, as any of the royal gene-

alogies he had seen in his history books at the Board School.

The Marstons, it appeared, had been a family of no

little importance in the moulding of the British Common-
wealth. Marstons had fought beside Henry of Tudor at

Bosworth Field. A Marston had been majesty's standard

bearer at the Field of the Cloth of Gold. Marstons had

matriculated prolifically at both universities and had

served the Law and the Church with equal distinction. A
Marston had fought bravely and well against Spain and

wily Philip, and for his services had been rewarded with

the accolade by his queen. Sir Peregrine Marston of Bel-

champ St. Pauls, County Essex, had even begun toquarter

his arms. There they were, at the end of the document—

a

crest, a scroll, even a Latin motto
—
"IN DOMINO

CONFIDO".
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Roger smiled. And the Lady Anne Trenchard had

asked him if he were a gentleman! A gentleman? Why
the finest blood in England flowed in his veins and he was—
a shipping clerk. He—the descendent of Sir Peregrine,

of the great Hugh Marston who had fought at Bosworth!

He looked about the bare little room. And this was his

ancestral domain! He sank down on his old iron cot

and gazed despondently out the window. In front of him a

vast jungle of chimney pots and hopeless gray slate roofs

stretched out and away to disappear in a haze of leaden

smoke. Were those dull housetops going to stretch away
forever as far as he was concerned ? No, by God! He was

made for more than empty attic rooms! He would give

every ounce of his strength to live up to the ideals of those

first Marstons. After all, he was bone of their bone and
flesh of their flesh. He would make a battle of his work and

conquer, just as those other Marstons had done on count-

less battlefields. He would raise the family name to its

former glory. God! He understood now. It was his

destiny. He was to be great in his way—a member of

Parliament, a national figure, perhaps, who knows, even

Prime Minister. But always the family name, the family

honor should be first! Slowly he raised his head. Outside,

a little patch of blue sky had forced its way through the

dull gray mist, and far across the housetops he caught

the last feeble rays of the setting sun.

II

On the afternoon of November 4, 1930, Roger Marston
sat at the massive carved oak desk which occupied the

exact center of his private office at No. 7 Sackville Street.

It was nearly tea time; the heavy velvet draperies at the

windows had been drawn and a fire had been kindled in the

grate. The muffled sound of traffic in the street below

mingled pleasantly with a faint buzz of typewriters in the

outer office and the crackling of new coals on the fire.
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Roger felt complacent; he could have purred. Before him

on the desk lay a huge book bound in red morocco. It was

Burke's Peerage, and it was opened to the record of his life:

'THE BARON DUNSBROKE OF HEATH. (Sir Roger

Henry Marston, D.S.O., K.C., M.P.) Director of Com-

panies and Member of the Privy Council. Born 1873.

Son of the late James and Margaret Marston. Educated

University of London. Manager New Zealand-Pacific

Steamship Company, Ltd. 1904-1908—Director 1908—

M.P. for Upper Trent 1910-1916. Colonel B.E.F. 1916-

1918. Was knighted, November 3, 1919, M.P. for Tape-

low, 1920— . Sworn of Privy Council, June 15, 1923.

Raised to the Peerage as Baron Dunsbroke of Heath, May
25, 1930. Chairman of the Board New Zealand-Pacific

Steamship Company Ltd. 1920— . Chairman of the

board, Pennyllyn Steel Works Ltd. 1924— . Married,

1907, Sophia, daughter of the Rev. Henry Pemberton,

Canon of Hereford, and by her had issue:

J. Hon. Thomas James—born 1907.

2. Christopher George—born 1909.

Seat—Dunsbroke Hall, Tapelow, Bucks. Town residence

— 14 St. James Square, London S. W. 1 . Clubs—Carlton,

Marlborough and Turf.

Arms (by right of descent from Sir Peregrine Marston.

1539-1596—fleet commander under Sir John Hawkins at

Gravellincs). Arms quarterly. First andfourth quarters—
field of azure. Three Salamanders rampant, argent.

Second and third quarters—field of sable. Three unicorns

rampant, gules.—
Crest—five plumes over baton proper.

Supporters—two lions guardant, gules. Motto: "In

domino confido."

Lord Dunsbroke settled back comfortably in his great

armchair and looked pensively at the heavy beamed ceil-

ing. The subdued buzzing of typewriters in the business
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office outside reminded him of the dull droning of a swarm
of bees on a sultry afternoon in summer. His eyes traveled

back to the great red volume before him. Not a bad record,

he mused—considering that he had had to start from the

very bottom. But after all, he had only followed his

destiny. "Many are called but few chosen." Not every-

one was cut out by the very nature of his blood heritage to

carve a niche in world affairs for himself. God alone knew
where England was heading these days, what with all this

socialist propaganda and a Labor Government. Why was

it these Socialists and Communists could never see the

fallacy of their own arguments? Of course, everything

depended on the individual. That was the very reason

that the canaille would always be the canaille, simply be-

cause of the very nature of its blood heritage. "Blood will

tell"—whoever had said that was right. How it had told

in his own case! He thought of the days of his slavery

to an accountant's ledger, days of mental and physical

torture when he had been able to urge himself on only by a

vision of Hugh Marston lifting aloft the oriflamme at

Bosworth, or of Sir Peregrine clinging to the rigging of his

little pinnace and laughing defiance at the turreted galleons

of Spain. It was the kindred element of their blood with

his that had cried out to him, urged him,—yes—forced him

to fight with pen and ink, even as they had fought with

the sword. Yes! Blood had told for him!

The sound of typewriters was louder now—annoyingly

loud. Dunsbroke shifted petulantly in his chair as the

slightly bored, fastidious voice of his secretary sounded in

his ear,

"A sort of person to see you, my lord. Name of Mars-

ton. Says he's a relative of yours, sir."

Dunsbroke sat up suddenly, smoothed his cutaway, and

answered brusquely, "Show him in, Frazer." What could

the fellow want? As far as he knew there were no other

Marstons. Perhaps it was blackmail. Many another
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rich magnate had had to deal with organized crime. Still,

there might be another branch of the family he hadn't

heard of. At any rate, he would be on his guard.

Frazer was right. The visitor certainly presented the

general appearance of "a sort of person". He was a man of

about forty, clad in a long ulster of a questionable brown.

His boots, though brightly polished, were cracked and

down at the heel, and he had the general appearance of

not having shaved for at least a month. As the door

closed behind him, he sidled up to the desk with a depre-

cating smile.

"Lord Dunsbroke, I believe?" Dunsbroke gave a start

of surprise. The voice had the unmistakable timbre peculiar

to the drawing rooms of Belgravia!

"Lord Dunsbroke, I called today in the interest of en-

listing a little financial help from the most distinguished

member of my family. My name is John Marston. Very

probably you have not heard of me before. You see, I've

been out in India for the last twenty years or so—major

in 7th Bengal Lancers. Yes, I know what you're thinking.

You're quite right. A regretable incident, family all

dead and—well, er—here I am. I read of your elevation to

the Peerage a few months ago and was surprised to dis-

cover that I had acquired an unknown relative. Do you
follow me, my lord?"

"Perfectly. Perhaps you can appreciate my surprise-

As a matter of fact I wasn't aware that any of my family

was living."

"Your studies in the field of genealogy must have been

quite superficial, your lordship. Perhaps if you had taken a

little more trouble with them you would not find me here

today!" The man leaned over the desk and looked him
full in the face.

"Come, come, sir. What do you mean?" Dunsbroke

rose clothed with all the dignity of a peer of the realm.
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The man's mocking tone irritated him. He spoke as if he

were addressing Parliament.

"Just this, your lordship. For the past twenty-five years

you have been making illegitimate use of my family lineage

and my crest. You are no more a descendent of Sir Pere-

grine Marston than your chief clerk or the old charwoman

who sweeps out your office!"

"Nonsense! I have an official pedigree from the Royal

College of Arms which is valid proof that I am descended

from the best blood of England."

"Ah—but by right of descent from whom? Your father

was a Hempstead apothecary. Your grandfather worked

in the government printing office. Your great-grandfather,

Thomas Marston, whom you fondly suppose to have been

the squire of Belchamp St. Pauls, county Essex, never saw

Essex in all his life. As nearly as I can find out, he kept

some sort of a Public House near the East India docks.

The only thing he had in common with my grandfather.

who did own an estate at Belchamp St. Pauls, was the

Christian name 'Thomas'."

"Have you proof of this?" For the first time Duns-

broke betrayed his emotions. His voice was shaking.

John Marston reached into his ancient ulster and produced

a long business envelope which he laid on the desk.

"I have here a letter patent from the Royal College of

Arms which states that my lineage makes up the true Pedi-

gree of Marston. What I propose to do is to sell you the

rights to the Marston lineage. Of course, if you do not care

to buy, we will have to go to court, and believe me, your

lordship, this is one case that you can not hope to win.

I propose a strict business arrangement. You are wealthy;

I am financially embarrassed. I happen to possess some-

thing that I believe you desire very much. I am a man of

simple tastes, my lord, and I thought that when I had

talked the matter over with you sensibly, you would agree
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to settle a little annuity on your poor 'cousin'—say two

thousand a year?''

Dunsbroke's eyes were blazing. He spoke with diffi-

culty and between closed teeth. "Get out! You bloody

little rat!"

John Marston's hand was on the door knob. He spoke

evenly with the same exasperatingly inflection. "Very

well, my lord. Most awfully sorry to have troubled you!

You'll hear from me again. And by the way, your

lordship, in case you are making a study of proverbs there

are one or two you might care to add to your collection.

'Murder will out'; and 'Blood will tell*. Good day, your

lordship." J. T. Golding.

Locus Mortis

The softest bed on which to die

Is where my love reposes;

On such silk sweetness let me lie

And there be strewn With roses.

Pour on me rose-leaves lightly,

Lap me in heady air,

And let me fancy nightly

That you are with me there.

Let wind swing in the window

Where waters wash the shore;

The night-sky sings with living stars,

Never beheld before.

L. A.



Shelly

/ am an oyster in a shell

—It might be thought quite nice—
But let me tell you, life is hell

On artificial ice.

My shell is in the sallow leaf,

My protoplasmic body pains;

Naught but the canker and the grief

Remains.

There was a day when I Was free

To sit with smooth half-liquid smile

Upon the half-shell. Oh to be

Back for a little while

Before the days of cocktail sauce.

When lemon was the only juice

That made me critical and cross,

In use.

Lynn Haven was my father's name.

He was a fine old man.

I would be like him; but my shame

Is that I never can.

Love came to me at 43;

My passion /jneu; no check—
/ married her who used to be

Merely a little neck-

But on the night that I was wed

A dredge was my undoing;
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And torn from out the oyster-bed

Abruptly stopped my Wooing.

I sit within the frigidaire—
The time is out of joint!

My mind calls home and shows how fair

My residence—Blue Point.

My tragedy is greater still:

I am alive today, and yet

f die tomorrow; never will

I have a little oysterette.

L'Envoy

Despise not the oyster

And pity the clam,

For life is a sham,

And though they are moister

Than you or than I,

They will strongly defy

The tale that they're boister-

Ous, rowdy or roister-

Ous. It is a lie

For a person to cry

Out that shellfish

Are selfish.

Lockhart Amerman.
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Oh Shucks!

THE Atlantic City concert seems to have been a suc-

cess for everyone concerned. All the old dowagers

broke out into loud huzzahs when the Instrumental

Club finally reached "Dixie"; the saxophone trio, by a

lucky break, got a chance to play the traditional "Liebes-

traum"; the "Ah Women" chant was pronounced

"awfully cute" by at least fourteen women; and the Bach

trio was scratched at the last moment.

But the dance afterwards was ruined for us by the happy

thought of going up to the gymnasium and riding the

mechanical horse in the intermissions. In the first place we
weren't dressed for riding, and in the second place there's

no controlling a mechanical horse. You can't dig your

heels into its sides and, although you can pull hard enough

on the reins to tear the mouth of a natural horse, the

mechanical horse just humps itself along quite unaware of

it all.

As soon as we got up there we caught sight of the horse.

"Ah!", we said, "a horse! Man's firmest friend and best

companion. Good old horse! Good old horsie!"

"Oh, do you like horses?" asked Betty.

"Like them! Why, some of the happiest hours in life

have been spent on the back of a noble creature such as the

horse." (We didn't bother to tell her that some years ago

a friend of the family had presented us with forty tickets to

a merry-go-round.) '"My horse and I,' what a phrase that

has been through the ages! Look at Kit Carson, at Buffalo

Bill, at Ben Hur—Rosa Bonheur—Calvin Coolidge. But

we must part now, the trail to Oregon must be blazed—you

to California, Harris to the far-off snows of Oregon. 'Tis

the pioneer blood of the Shanes calling!"

We lept to the saddle and turned the little switch,
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taking care to set the wheel to a slow, gentle walk. This

was fine. We were a cowboy, riding into the setting sun,

with the stars just coming out and the smoke of a little

grey home perceivable on the far horizon. Carried away

by it all, we threw our head back, broke into what we
fondly believed to be a cowboy ballad, and stroked the

sleek mane of our old pal, the pinto pony. Just as we were

becoming completely lost in fancy, we glanced down to our

left. And there was Betty, on the rowing machine, rowing

along beside us on the prairie, and steering carefully to

avoid hitting stray coyotes. Somehow this didn't seem

fitting, and we decided to turn into a Veiled Tourareg and

dash off into the desert. So we put on our veil, and turned

the little wheel to "Canter". And there we were! We
couldn't take our hands from the reins long enough to stop

the beast, and what with the veil over our face we couldn't

find the switch anyhow. And we were beginning to realize

that we weren't dressed for riding! We'd have been there

yet had not Betty, taking in our desperate predicament at

a glance, rowed quickly up and turned the switch. Limp
and exhausted, we were helped to the elevator and down to

the dance again, where we spent the rest of the evening

trying to explain our stiffness. Now we know why Paul

Revere is one of America's great heroes!
* * *

We'll have to break down and confess that we've been

guilty of plagiarism—unintentional of course. In glancing

through the files of the News last week we discovered that

Mr. Crawford had used the phrase "It's ultimatum soup"

last November. Please accept our apologies. Mr. Craw-

ford usually thinks of a pun about three months before

we do.
* * *

We've discovered the swellest new game. It's called

"Whiffle" (at least we call it that) and it bids fair to super-

sede backgammon as the diversion of the elite. All you
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need is a five-cent Hershey bar, and, judging by the finan-

cial status of some of the elite just now, the game ought to

be very popular. You gulp down the Hershey bar as

quickly as possible, but you save the tin foil wrapping.

Then if you stand on the hot air register over in the North

wing of the library and tear off little propeller-shaped

bits of the tin foil and let them go they will fly 'way up to

stupendous heights, making a whiffling sound as they go.

The scoring is by "foops". If the tin foil comes down and

lands on the Harvard Graduates Magazine, you score one

foop. If it stays up on the balcony it is a little foop; if it

touches the ceiling it is a grand foop, and if it hits a libra-

rian in the eye, it is a swell foop, game and rubber.

Better reserve the register at least twenty-four hours in

advance in order to be sure and have plenty of room for

your whiffle party.

All our life we've wanted to have a Contributors' Corner

and now we've got one. This month two separate and dis-

tinct contributions were handed to us. The first is in

answer to a remark we made last month:

"There was a professor named Reitzel,

The novels he wrote didn't quite sell.

He tried autobiography

Mixed with pornography,

For he hoped that by this means they might sell."

The second contribution is another outburst from the

Viking School:

Drinking Song. Done in the mjanner of Frjank Njelson,

after reading the fjootnotes of four Norwegian novels and
looking over the Swedish section of the polyglot directions

on a bottle of Swamp Root. This poetic effort, besides

wearing out the "j" on our tjypewjritjer, exhausts our

entire Scandinavian vocabulary except for hundekjxhs
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which is a poetic name for dog biscuits and gale pike which

doesn't mean what you think it does:

A damp-boat fuld qf brandy-vin

Vent sejling down de fjord;

Med Herr Kaptein and all de crew

As drunk <** any lord.

Den Herr Kaptein Ifyt op his glas

And cried a hjxrty "skoal!"

Dct ship she knock upon a rock—
Her bottom var a hole.

Det godt skip sank into the sea

Med alt that aqua-cit!

De codfish komfor miles around

Yustfor to sample it.

De herrings all dans rund omkring

Dey felt so djxvlish fine!

Saa lat os drink tikfi dem, min friend,

Ay tank Ay get some wine!

So here's an liten dram for you!

Ock here's a dram for me!

Ock "skaal!" to Greta Garbo, too!

And all our company.

N. G.

/"] CVlM* <J tawua—
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Extracts From My Diary

A Trip Taken in the Summer of 1929 as an Ordinary

Seaman Aboard a Freighter

I

I

STEPPED through the iron frame of the doorway as

Alice through the looking glass, breathless with antici-

pation of my entrance into the land of adventure. It

was the forecastle aft, as the unlettered illogically call it:

here Ahab had nursed his madness and paced the deck with

ivory stump; here had the Nigger been nailed in the Nar-

cissus; beyond such a threshold had Kidd chinked his

golden doubloons one by one into iron-bound chests; the

forecastle where wandering bits of nations met, and daggers

flew, and lovely northern maidens were the booty of

Tripolitan pirate crews, where colored sashes and oil-

smeared dungarees and spick-white middies each had cast

its offering of fancy and where I, I at last escaped from the

stifling monotony of urban security that had tendered me
for nineteen years, escaped from the withering gaze of

the parchment-faced pedants who would have blotted out

my nature with the pages of a book, I was to encounter

romance, men unfettered by the starched shirt of society,

living in the age-old traditional realm of adventure.

Through the key-hole of the sea I stepped and found a low-

ceilinged, iron-floored, iron-walled, gray-painted room,

shelved with bunks in the manner of a dope den.

In the center of this room sat a man, a human pyramid

of increasing bulges, one I later learned to call "Heavy".

The up-turned bucket which supported him disappeared

into the festoons of the lowest bulges which swelled over

like a double soap bubble about to glide down and envelop
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the pipe. As I entered with well-practiced humeral sway
calculated to deter any aggressiveness on the part of

future shipmates, Heavy's smallest smooth globe pivoted

on its neck, which wrinkled like a twisted pillow. The owl-

like adjustment was necessitated by my proximity to his

pale blue eye, obviously of decorative purposes only, a

useless counterpart for the bright green one which he

focused over his left shoulder as I approached from be-

hind him.

II

Kipling's description of Red Sea heat recalls one twelve

to four watch when I was set to scraping the boat deck.

Heavy, the blubbery old one-eyed cuss, took the gasolene

torch and backed into the wind. I was given the hand

scraper and fronted into the torch. The flame bounced

from the deck and curled viciously up between my legs.

Little sausages of burning paint rolled from my scraper.

Heavy, by the very nature of things, had to retreat on the

unburnt deck, while I, by the same perverse nature, had

to tread on the sizzling little sausages.

We were rounding Tortugas, a few miles north of the

Tropic of Cancer. Florida had disappeared to the north-

ward hours ago. It was August. And early afternoon.

There was not a cloud to canopy the hot breath of the

Tropics. The torch flame exuded gasolene fumes and the

burnt paint stunk as only burnt paint can stink. Heavy,

too, stood to windward, that thawing old clot of ooze.

When very young I had had heat stroke and dared not now
remove my woolen cap, for the sun rays fell so heavily

that the sea itself seemed oppressed and flattened into a

glaring surface relieved only by a porpoise that shot its

great cool body into the heat to splash tauntingly back

into the shaded depths, while we on deck simmered and

toasted the fluid from our tissues, like orange peels cast in

the embers beneath a grate. I was hot. The language
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has no word hot enough, oily enough, odoriferous enough,

to express my feeling, like Falstaff's laundry, of stewing in

my own grease.

Yet is there nothing on earth devoid of pleasure, if one

will but delve deep enough. Stoical? Yes, for it takes a

true Stoic to find pleasure in scraping a boat deck in

August. The tantalizing wind which lifted the flame to

my hands continually extinguished it, leaving Heavy to

the joys of censorious speech and me to run to the fire

buckets. Four buckets of sea water stood always ready on

the deck. In these wee, precious moments, I would dip my
feet in the water and hasten reluctantly back to my
scraper, the puddles vanishing behind me like the foot-

prints of some ever present, ever disappearing demon.

But the sudden contact that made the cool water so

celestial only made heat the more unbearable as my shoes

steamed and hardened around my feet.

Mr. Rusk, the mate, who popped up most appropriately

like the devil, snatched the torch to demonstrate its

application "without blowing it out every God damned
second." When not more than two minutes later the fickle

flame again took flight on the wind, the very sun could have

chilled before the pent combustion of that inflamed mortal.

As with sensitive children the attempt to hide embarrass-

ment often expresses itself in a show of angry force, so with

this primitive man who now thrust the flame to the boards

like to bore clean through. He cursed and glared when I

jumped from its renewed attack as though I had no right

to be inflammable. Soon the mate burned himself away like

a prairie fire and I was left to the tenderer inefficiency of

Heavy. While Rusk lingered, old Heavy reproached me
violently with look and word as though he were his officer's

counterpart, but when the observing stimulus was gone I

was granted time to breathe again.

Four hours of this, sun, fire and stench. Sometimes I

gloried in the trial, then turning nauseous, I cursed myself
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for the foolhardy adventure. Hardly had the thought

been born when a new form descended on it. Perhaps the

dull canvas of my life had gained a splash from the brush

of Turner, a color unknown to stodgy content in an easy

chair. My empiric tendency has been responsible for the

intense conscious pleasure in the literature of my own
experience.

In the shade of the poop deck the evening air was cool

and serene over the turquoise gulf and I sat alone tired

and happy; I had lived and books were opened in my
mind. The rest of the evening was spent chatting with my
friend Dante about our little jaunts here and there.

S. A. Hunt.
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Shannigans

THE Record is at last almost ready to go to press,

silhouettes and all. The Class of 1906 may have

had silhouettes. We don't know. We went over

to the library to look over their book and found it had

crumbled to dust some years ago.

It's really quite a job to get a Record to press. If

you don't believe it you must really come over and get

our Record to press. What with the comprehensive

exam and all life, is closing in upon us on all sides (N.W.

S.E.) North opened with a bid of one spade, and East

doubled a spade. South then bid two diamonds. This

brought on the great Civil War North against South. . .

brother against brother . . . man against man . . .

sweetheart against sweetheart (well, in most cases not,

we guess). And after the Civil War came peace, and

no more slaves. What schoolboy will ever forget that

memorable scene when Abraham Lincoln's old slave

walked in and said "I'se free, Marse Gridley" (Lincoln's

family always called him Gridley—it was his maiden

name). "But I'll stay you with you, free or bound.

Yassah, I will, suh." To which Lincoln replied "No,

you must make your own way from now on. You may
stay here for a little while but you must paddle your

own canoe." And the touching scene, portrayed so

realistically by Ivy Currier, with the old slave standing,

hat in hand in the doorway shouting, "You may fire

when you are ready Gridley!" Lincoln fired—fired the

shot heard round the world and brought a new race

into being . . . Duke Ellington . . . Josephine Baker

. . . Ethel Waters . . . free . . . free as the sky . . . and

just as blue . . . oh to have been living in those stirring
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days ... to sit on a mansion porch stirring a mint-

julep and inhaling a cheroot (what a cheroot is, we don't

know) . . . those, yes those were the days when Haver-

ford College didn't have a yearbook . . .

* * *

We're making a formal claim for Mr. Crawford's

"neatest trick of the month" prize. On Tuesday, March
3rd, we entered a phone booth with a bass drum and

remained in the booth for eight minutes, beating the

drum lustily most of the time in an attempt to get even

with the operator for the noises she makes in completing

a call. We must admit that we couldn't get the door

of the booth shut, but then have you ever been able to

shut the door on you and a bass drum—or have you ever

been in a phone booth with a bass drum? (Drum,

courtesy Musical Clubs; booth, courtesy Haverford

Union.)

* * *

"What recent change has been made in the wrapping

of the Camel package containing twenty cigarettes and
of what benefits will this change be to the smoker?"

Lured on by this simple question, we bought a package

of Camels for the first time in history and spent most of

the next day gloating over the wonders of Cellophane

—

and Camels.

We were going to give the College $1000 out of the

$25,000 prize if they would agree to let us use just

one teentsy-eentsy heater in our room. Then we were

going to pay off our debts and go to Paris on the rest.

Idle dreams! The wrapping of the Camel package isn't

Cellophane but "Humid Cellophane" a new product they

developed themselves ! So the five answers we sent in under

various names become in a moment just so much paper; the

College is out a thousand dollars and we'll have to con-

tinue freezing. Personally, we think it's a dirty trick

—
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the stuff certainly looks like Cellophane. But it's just

as well—Paris would have done us no good!

* * *

Lillain Leitzel's death last month saddened us. We
never missed a circus from 1918 to 1926 and she's always

meant "circus" to us ever since. We remember reading

in a program when we were about eleven years old that

"Miss Leitzel allows herself only one cigarette a day."

This broke everything up for awhile for we had always

fancied that she was an exception to the general idea of

"circus-performers" and here it said in the program that

she smoked. True, only one cigarette a day, but that

was smoking and ladies who smoked weren't nice ladies.

But we rationalized her sin—perhaps she really needed

that cigarette and perhaps she was pretty furtive about

it. Soon we got over our prejudice completely and by

the time we were fourteen we liked her as much as ever.

We hadn't seen her for five or six years but we had

read about her now and then—an article by her husband

appeared in the Saturday Evening Post about two months

ago—and we still thought she was pretty nice. So we're

sorry to learn that her niece (age 6) is being photographed

on tight wires and flying rings and so forth, and issuing

statements to the press about "carrying on her dear

aunt's name." Perhaps it's all right, though . . .

• * *

One of the charming features of Philadelphia is the

way you can burrow along on rainy days. There are

concourses under most of the city, it seems. The other

day we came out of the Unemployment Relief place at

303 Broad, ducked down the concourse to City Hall,

got a little wet crossing Penn Square, ducked into Broad

Street and underground to 18th and Arch. You really

don't need an umbrella nowadays—but the one difficulty

is that both ends of a concourse look the same and you're
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liable to enter at Broad and Arch in a fog, walk several

miles, dash up three flights of steps and find yourself

at Broad and Arch. We heard of the case of a man who
wandered around for three days before they fished him

out in a pretty terrible condition.

More and more we're beginning to feel that debutantes-

post-debutantes, and other hangers-on to Society should

get down on their knees every night and thank their God
that there's an unemployment problem. It's one of the

few times in history that a use has been found for debu-

tantes. Other people's unemployment has provided work

for eager little fingers, and the debs are running Charity

Balls, working four and sometimes five hours a day classify,

ing needy cases—and some of them are even going out

visiting the poor, with a nice banner on their car, allowing

them to park anywhere. All in all, it's lots of fun, but

terribly depressing, isn't it? But you do feel as if you

were doing something to help and if this Charity Ball is

a success (it ought to be, because it's run by the first

families of Philadelphia) perhaps it will help provide food

for the eleven O'Cassidy children, and the eight DiLucas,

whose father has been out of work since August. And of

course it will provide a simply glorious evening for the

debutantes and their friends!

But come to think of it we haven't done much for the

unemployed ourselves. We've never bought an apple, and,

not even having enough money to furnish us with milk-

shakes and movies we haven't given anything to the

Charity Chest. At the present time we're chiefly interested

in the unemployment problem of a certain college senior,

who, when June is with us, will be most fearfully un-

employed.

Nevertheless we do have a deep feeling for the people

out of work. We can remember one blazing July day three
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summers ago when we stood in a line of two hundred wait-

ing for a chance to ask for a job in a factory. We had a

postal card which said "Admit to the Employment Office"

but the high wire gate was tight shut and opened only to

let somebody come out. After standing there over an hour

we began to feel pretty groggy. Someone in the line caught

sight of our card, and shouted out, "This kid's got an ad-

mittance ticket! Get up to the head, buddy." So we were

jostled along by about two hundred pairs of sweating

hands, and, when the gate opened the next time, we were

shoved, stumbling and pretty scared, into the office, while

the two hundred outside continued to mop their heads and

pant.

The News has been reviewing the HAVERFORDIAN
for some years now but no one has ever dared to review

the News—except by the abrupt use of a convenient one-

word epithet. Were there a reviewer of the News he

might have chortled over the anniversary issue and noted

the following points:

We were glad to know that there are some "new men
in the English Club," but as we read the rest of the

article we noticed that the "new men" were T. M. Knight,

Mrs. E. R. Dunn, Peggy Nuckols and Betty Young
. . . Really now!

"Golding's story is of English life and concerns a

young man who makes a marvelous success of his life

and then finds that his inspiration was but a fancy.

Golding is well qualified to write such a story, as he

has visited England on several occasions and is familiar

with conditions there." ... A coupla more trips

across and Galsworthy will have to fade into the back-

ground . . .

"Interesting Crowd Witnesses Opening Wrestling

Matches" . . . We've always loved to study a crowd

. . . etc., etc., etc.
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All this is just in the way of revenge. Three months

ago the reviewer said our stuff wasn't as good as what
we did for the News (of course you can't help writing

absurd stuff on those News typewriters—long practice

has made them like horses that know the way home).

Two months ago the reviewer didn't even mention us.

And last month he said he "derived no amusement from

the rest of the issue" (we were in the rest).

So for the benefit of the reviewer of this issue, we'll

announce our retirement. We're going back to the little

Sabine farm or whatever it is and think about the Com-
prehensive Exam and about a job. As a matter of fact,

this month wasn't supposed to produce "the usual Harris

Shane Column" (News) but you've got to have something

to fill the magazine . . .

/ | £X/lA<-* <J tawui—

-

Editor's Note.—This is the last of a series of articles by Mr.

Shane, and ends his journalistic career amid sighs of relief on all

sides at the little Quaker College on the Main Line (Haverford).

Mr. Shane has been pouring out material either for the News or

for the HAVERFORDIAN for over two years, and in all that

time has not repeated himself once. As a matter of fact, he has

never said anything worth repeating! Nevertheless all three of

the Editors-in-Chief and the other member of the board appreciate

his services, and will present him at the next meeting as a token

of our regard, a complete set of all the different covers of HAVER-
F0RD1ANS. This will no doubt assure complete loss of sight

and thus prevent his ever writing anything more; our motto has

always been "Service to Humanity"—more properly "Service with

a smile—and a hearty guffaw on the side."



The Via Appia

WHEN in Rome, do as the Romans do," is the advice

of the proverb. To take its advice is to insure

oblivion to the beautiful things in and about Rome

;

for the Romans are merely human in failing to appreciate

what is perpetually before their eyes. If there were more

wealth in Italy, Mussolini would probably borrow from

American patriots by exhorting his countrymen to see

Italy first; and his exhortation would probably be as well

received in Italy as its counterpart is in America.

If one wants to know something interesting about

Rome, he must go to an intelligent foreign observer whose

position as a stranger makes him sensitive to significant

facts which are commonplace to the Roman, and so escape

unnoticed. The Roman takes for granted the very at-

mosphere of the Imperial City, which makes him unique

among Italian peoples, and entitled to a certain respect

wherever he goes among them.

To understand the ancient feeling which is behind that

respect it is necessary to get as near to the ancient Romans
as possible and feel, as it were, the national pulse of the

great Rome. For Rome once was great. She still breathes

magnificence from her silently eloquent ruins which speak

to the heart and mind. Fallen columns, inscriptions,

mosaics, and arches bid the imagination run riot.

The foreigner who wants to feel Rome's pulse, free from

the superimposed clash and clamor of modern civilization,

goes out of the city in order to see the ancient city apart

from her modern sister. He goes probably either to Ostia

on the sea or to the Via Appia.

About 300 B.C. that great Roman, the blind Appius

Claudius, ordered the construction of the road and aque-
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duct which bears his name. It has been said with much
truth that Rome affords no finer sight than the Via Appia.

It is neither imposing nor in very good preservation; but

it appeals to the imagination because it stands just as the

Romans left it a millennium and a half ago; decayed, it is

true, but untouched by any alien hand save that of time.

When the traveller has dragged himself away from the

fascinating spectacle of the unofficial cat-pound in the

sunken garden of granite columns which was Trajan's

Forum, he mounts a motor bus, with non-cooperative

springs, which whirls him out the Appian Way. His for-

titude is tried the while by the very severe jolting he is

receiving, and a large quantity of the fine dust which in

summer lies thick on this little-used road.

When he is set down, and has stretched his aching limbs,

he slowly becomes aware of a new world. No longer is his

imaginative picture of ancient Rome interrupted by the

honks of motor cars, shouting of newspaper boys, or clang-

ing of street cars. His bus turns about and roars off, leaving

him to solitude and fancy.

On a summer day the Via Appia is hot. The heat is per-

sistent and dry, burning the skin like fire and creating a

thirst out of nothing. It beats intolerably on top of the

head and is reflected with a dazzling glare from the stones

of the roadway. To step into the shade is like stepping past

a wall into a refrigerator; the heat holds its shadow with

the light. Whichever way one turns his head the heat is

always there.

Open, the eyes meet the dancing brilliance on every side;

closed, they can perceive the light, as a red glow, even

through the eyelids. The stones and baking vegetation

combine to send a pungent smell into the crystal air.

Tentatively our traveller sets out walking away from

Rome. His boots ring with a lonely sound on the stones of

the road.

The stones! There is an example of Roman workman-
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ship. Put in place twenty-two hundred years ago, they

stand strong and immovable, an uninscribed monument to

Roman engineering. Huge stones, they are, often four or

five feet long and two feet wide, rutted by the wheels of the

vehicles of long ago.

On the left, march the great aqueducts, as someone has

said, like giants. One has the illusion of infinity when he

rests his eye on those ruins, then lets it pass quickly on

towards the hills near Frascati where the giants go to earth.

Standing starkly brown against the warm sky, vivid with

the purplish-blue tint which is peculiar to Italy, these

aqueducts draw the eye like a magnet.

There has been no great change here since the time when
the Caesars' soldiers tramped grimly out to war, or came
back from conquest laden with golden booty, and raised a

triumphant dust with their rhythmically marching feet.

Rome was great in those days when Roman citizenship

was a peerless gift conferred on eager allies; and exile

from its walls was considered a punishment hardly less

crushing than death itself.

About a mile from the city, there stands the circular

tomb of Cecelia Metella. Against the blueness of the sky

its crenellated top stands out sharply. It remains in good

preservation but grey with great age, as a monument to

the wife of Crassus the younger. An inscription with

Roman brevity identifies the building, but is tantalizingly

silent on all the details that would have been so interesting.

What sort of woman was this Cecelia Metella? Did she

take part in politics ? Did she go to Gaul with her husband,

and if so, what were her impressions of the people? The
marble slab, prim in its neatness, is silent as a sphinx.

One may perhaps meet a flock of sheep here, enveloped

in a cloud of amber dust, moving towards Rome. The
barks of the shepherd's dog, the bleating of the sheep,

and the ringing of the leader's bell are like sounds from
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a disembodied world. But one must give them room to

pass, for they are real enough.

Here standing up like sentinels in a double row are the

tall ilexes; and pines which are immortalized in music

which tells of the comfort of their shade and of the magnifi-

cence they have seen. What a difference between the heat

of the road, and the coolness beneath the trees! That is a

magnificent color combination : the rich green of the pines

against the deep blue of the sky. Where the sky disap-

pears behind the trees it seems to have a purple border.

If one goes a little farther on, there is a pair of conical

tumuli where it is pleasant to sit and rest, for here are trees

for shade, and a superb view. Away to the east lies the roll-

ing Campagna, golden under the sun. The aqueducts and

white road stretch straight to the dark hills. There is the

place to dream. Every fragment of Roman history one

knows, is valuable there. Every hill has an historical sig-

nificance; the Campagna has been saturated with the

blood of many races; the Via Appia has borne the feet of

men famous in history.

When one turns his face towards Rome, the sun is on his

back. No longer does he face its fierce radiance. Now he

sees more clearly how soft and deep is the sky, how mellow

are the colors about him. No longer does he see the Caesars'

legions, but rather the peaceful legions of Christian saints

and martyrs who took up the tale of Rome's greatness

where her army had laid it down.

Far off to the right, is the church of St. John Lateran

with its gigantic statues like symbols of the victory of

Rome over Rome,'—of Christian Rome over Pagan Rome.

One feels profoundly then in approaching modern Rome
that other proverb which explains why the Roman prestige

is such as to warrant the advice, "When in Rome, do as the

Romans do." It is,
—"When Rome falls, the world

—

"

Rome is conquered only to give way to another Rome; one
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Rome is superimposed upon another; but through time,

one spirit has suffused its Vigor and Pride through them

all.

William E. Miller.

Sonnet

Dark is the church, the chancel draped in night,

A sweet, sad hush lies calmly on the air,

And brings brief respite from unceasing prayer

Of worn hearts yearning to be led aright:

Everywhere darkness, save the one dim light

Whick o'er the altar keeps its vigil there,

Casting its soft rich glow, like rubies rare;

All else is darkness and a sad delight.

A sudden burst of moonlight etches plain

The carven forms of glass-emblazoned arcs,

And breathes faint incense from its streaming ray:

The sacred silence breaks, the while a strain

Of far-off music to my senses marks

A Presence and a Peace no tongue can say.

Francis Walton.



Filii Diei

Ye were begotten of man
And a woman Was made your mother,

With them your creation began

For you had no other.

Ye were born With the burden of years,

Yours Was the weight and the woe

Of time, and the terror and tears

The darkness above and below;

Yours Was the terror by night

And the white-faced fears of noon,

The plague-struck utterly leprous light

Of the moon.

Your tongues are thick with their chorus,

Your throats are loaded with lies,

Ye are bound to old burdens before us,

Ye are woefully, wistfully wise.

"Destruction and dimness and death,

How long, Lord, How long?"

This is the life and the light and the bourne and the breath

Of your song.

Ye are carbined and cramped and confined,

Ye are barred and shuttered and chained,

Ye are hopelessly, utterly blind,

The dregs of your drink are drained;

The pulse of your hearts is slow,

The gleam has gone out of your eyes,

Ye are sickened and soured of weeping a Wailing of woe

To the skies.
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Ye have bred your sons to feed you

When the seed of your loins shall be dead,

But they battle each other to bleed you

They have brought you blood for bread;

Ye have lived since the first begetting

And your day is never done,

You wait in a weary night from a dim sun-setting

For a rising sun.

But we were born of the sun

And the stars and the rising tide,

And our dawn is just begun,

We are proud with the dawn-star s pride;

We are crested and spurred, we are plumed with the ends of

the evening:

When ye are forgotten we still shall never have died.

We are free of the crawling hours

And the ticking tale of time,

We have done with its faded flowers

And its slow remorseful rhyme.

Away and down and under

We tread on the burden of years,

And our tread is triumphant and thundering more than

thunder,

And we have no fears.

In an ever-advancing andante

To the music of murmuring trees,

We have danced with a dazzling Bacchante

And have breathed on her breasts and her k.nees.

And the stars have come down from their courses

In columns of multiple woe,

And vainly attempted to force us

To silence our music and go.
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But we sing with a strong sweet chorus

And the hills have returned us our song

That is sifted and sweet and sonorous

And strong as the hills are strong.

We are after the end of the ages—
// is Written in letters of gold

On the gold-encrusted pages—
We are timeless and ageless and old.

Though we sit in the caverns of Kronos,

With the gods that are yet to be,

Where none may bemoan or dethrone us

While we joy in our infancy.

For we fear no form of evil—
Nor Cerberus nor Dis

May interrupt our revel

Nor coruscate our bliss.

We are Waiting and waxing stronger,

The day of our destiny nears;

And our lips are loose with hunger

But our eyes are dry of tears.

We have joy in our witch-wild faces,

The stars are in our hair,

We were born of the sun and the sea in the cradle of graces:

We are more than fair.

We are now, but no more is to be,

We are God and more than God;

We Will rule on a shoreless sea

With a slim and supple rod.

We are infinite and sublime,

Eternity marks our bond;

We have turned aside the silver tears of time:

We know of no beyond.

Lockhart Amerman.
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Daughter of Marathon

BEFORE us the ponderous steps to the Acropolis

coil about the rocky pedestal of pre-Periclean

Athens. The rugged walls, hemming the cliff, part

in a huge gateway where the steps flatten down into

the Agora. Doric columns soar from behind the walls,

columns so huge that the mass of people behind them are

scarcely discernible: the old men, women, children—mere

huddled dwarfs at the feet of these silent giants.

In the gateway an aged suppliant holds his arms raised

above the women sunk at his feet, exhausted with the

hours of unanswered prayer. All day had been offered

to the unhearing gods this prayer for the seemingly

impossible return of their sons, out there defying Xerxes

on the distant plain. Now, the weariness of despair

seemed to have crushed all Athens.

Apart from the masses, clearly outlined against the

heavens, stands a young girl. All morning she has

stood there by the gatepost, head erect, eyes fastened on

the sky. Her hopefulness contrasts as vividly with the

dejection of the crumpled souls about her as the soft

pink of her robe with the unhewn rocks of the gray gate-

way. Through her childish beauty shines the

hope against certainty. She has refused to realize the

extortionate toll of war, which her happy, young ex-

perience cannot picture. So she hopes.

"Zeus, Zeus!" The old man has called that a full

thousand times this day, until his voice has grown resentful

with ill-sustained patience, exasperated now with the

stone image that would permit the inevitable annihilation

of all Greece by the barbarous Persians. There was no

hope. No last island remained that could keep these

marauders from the sacred temples of Hellas.
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In the shadow of the Temple of Victory a young

woman's lips had curled in scorn at the incessant but

impotent prayer. Pushing aside the ancient suppliant,

she glared into the ring of tearful faces, feeding her

courage on their weakness. "Cringing dogs," she cried.

"Has the honor of Greece decayed to a mere putrescence

of sighs and groans? In vain has that handful of men

—

all the heroes of Greece, your brothers, fathers, husbands

—

sacrificed itself to the vast hoard, to all the heathens of

Persia! In vain! For here lie their wives and daughters

waiting, passively waiting for foreign fetters to lead them

as chattel to the slave mart." She paused that the fire

in her eyes might rekindle their withered spirits. Perhaps

she had petrified them. Perhaps they had heard her

before. There was no notice, only a child's innocent

voice, "Mamma, what are you crying for?" Tears of

tantalizing defeat glistened in her eyes. "Then make
eunuchs of yours sons!" she shrieked. "Make your

daughters harlots in a heathen brothel! When cowardice

is the mark of a Greek, let me renounce my race." And
she was gone, onto the rocks below. No one tried to

stop her. Fully a dozen must have preceded her in that re-

solve. Perhaps others soon would follow, or worse,

perhaps they would not. The little maid in pink still

stared at the sky.

All the while an old cripple at the edge of the wall had
been scrutinizing the distance. Heavy eyebrows and
straggling hair almost hid his face. But he moved,

grasped the wall. His eye followed tensely something

on the plain. It was a runner. The word spread with

the docmful steadiness of an expected warning. Tiers of

faces filled the gateway, a fringe of moving eyes outlined

the wall. Was he a traitor? Was he a coward ? Was he

the last man left, come to tell them they must choose

within the hour betweeen slavery and death?

Always the girl in pink stared fixedly at the sky. She
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refused to think what the others thought.

The sweaty, dusty form leaped up the last steps.

The crowd refused to give way. It was defiant. It

would not hear his message; it would rend him to pieces

if he spoke. He stopped, arms above his head.

"Victory"—one dry, rasping word, then he fell. Com-
plete silence stilled the throng. One word was the

answer, in a voice young and bursting with an incon-

ceivable happiness
—

"Father." It was the voice of the

little maiden. She darted to him, head up, arms extended:

she was blind. Then her foot met his hand. Bewildered

she stooped and took it in her own. Her fingers played

across his features. "Father," she cried, terror sounding

where joy had been. Again she stared blindly, waiting for

the silence to answer, but only a little boy said, "What's

the man lying there for, Mamma?"
The crowd recovered, broke and gasped "Victory."

Some cried, "Zeus, Zeus has saved us"; others muttered,

"Impossible—the man's crazed with fear—lying coward,"

but everywhere shouts of "Greece," "Victorious Greece,"

won the air. The impossible had happened; might had

lost. The mob swelled over the walls. It mounted

wavelike, a cataract of people. Victorious, ecstatic and

half-crazed the cascade flowed down the steps, through

the town, and on to Marathon, Marathon the land of

Hercules. Frantic women dragged their children. Old

men shoved each other on. Ribbons rippled down the

rocks. Offerings were hurled to the gods and slowly the

roar subsided as the triumphant wave rolled on to

Marathon.

The patriarch turned to Zeus. "God, we prayed and

thou hast given us victory." Then the Acropolis was

empty. The old pillars stood indifferent to the day's

fate. In the silence that replaced the turmoil, there was

a tiny sob, stifled, scarce heard among the mighty Doric

columns. It was the little blind girl, sunk beside her
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father. "Victory—good God, is this victory?" Her
warm tears fell on his cold lips. But the plaint was

unheard in the dead voice of the stone giants, as they

echoed back "Yes, victory!"

To Isabel

Sweet maiden with the laughing eyes,

My love for you makes censers swing,

Makes shadows dance and echoes sing

And sordid earth a paradise.

When I am with you, lady fair,

I smell sweet perfume in the air,

As if the sprites from fairyland,

All clad in bubbles made of lace,

Were strewing petals ev'rywhere

And dancing with an elfin grace,

A happy throng! A joyous band!

To bring content which never dies

To lovely Isabel With laughing eyes.

J. Hoag.



M
Mugs and Millions

Y NAME'S Terry O'Toole, and in case you never

heard of me it's your own tough luck, but you're

going to now and there's a break for you. I'm

the manager and general factotem of the celebrated

fighter, Spider McClatchy, and of all the mugs I have

ever met—but wait till I tell you! My job is to use my
bean to collect fights, and Spider's is to use his to collect

the wallops. He might be worse, but, in his grabbing

way, he often does a bit more than his share of the col-

lecting and somewhat less of the giving. The result is

that he's got a map that would make you bust out laugh-

ing, no fooling. His nose has been shifted a bit to east-

ward, and he has a crook in it like a pup's hind leg; there

are gashes all over and one ear is of the well-known

cauliflower variety. It may have been built O.K. to

start with, but now it's as handsome as the town hall in

Philadelphia, and, if you've been there, you know what
I mean.

Well, the Spider and me was doing pretty good for a

while, getting arguments about once a week at a couple

of hundred per, till the mug danced into a bird who was

fixed to win and knocked him flat in the first session.

After that the fight crowd allows as how we ain't to

be trusted no more, and we're eating hash and stew

and liking it. Every time I squirrels around after a

fight the boys give me the ha-ha, and I'm not thinking

it's so damn funny. It's all very well to have an ar-

rangement that I get an even split on every nickel the

pug drags in, but if he can't drag them in where's the

joke in that? Once the kid wrote the story of his life

for a small-town paper and we got a few meals off that,
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but since his writing ability is limited to the two words

making up his name we can't do much that way, for it

ain't every paper that tosses out dough to the starving

boys merely for some leather pusher's signature. We
thought it was all a scream at the time, how Spider

started supporting a family at the age of twelve by

running telegrams and all the rest of it, but right now we
ain't thinking things is so blame funny.

Well, one day we're out in the park warming a bench

and thinking up ways to grab off dough, when the Spider

grabs my arm and points into the street. There's a kid

rambling around out there like he's blind, and just then

a big bus swoops down at him and I figure there ain't

nothing to do but start figuring up the funeral expenses.

Spider jumps for that kid like a flash and knocks him

clear of the danger, but in the job his own foot gets caught

under the wheel and the bus stops with a jerk. Well,

I busts through the crowd and carries him over to the

bench and asks him how it is. He says he thinks it

ain't broken but is not too jolly about it either. Pretty

soon a big limousine draws up and out steps a dude in a

high hat and all the other trappings that go with seven

figure bank accounts. His wife, I guess it was, dashes

to the kid and they hold a sob session, with her pawing

him all over and shrieking that her darling has been

killed. There ain't no sense in that, as any fool could

see the kid's as fine as could be, but mothers are funny

that way. Well, from somewheres a nurse appears and

she ain't rating so high with the boss either, because if

she'd been tending to her job instead of flirting with

cops, like all nurses do, there wouldn't have been no

trouble. Anyway, she says something to the chief and

they all parade over to our bench.

"My name's von Krift," says he with a friendly smile,

shaking me hand. "I understand you saved my boy's

life."
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"It wasn't me, sir, it was this guy here that done it,"

I admits.

Spider is stretched out on the bench, not looking too

good, and the gent grabs him by the hand and starts a

harangue about how grateful he is and can he do anything.

"Well, if you're serious about that last," says I, "it's

my notion this guy's foot is busted and it might be a good

idea to tote him to a hospital in that wagon of yours."

No sooner said than done, and old von Krift won't

hear of nobody helping me carry him but himself. I

ain't feeling so good around this time, for it's a cinch

that Spider can't fight again for a month even if his foot

ain't broke, and if it is, where we eat is going to be no

small problem. Well, we all hops in with the Missis in

front still pawing that damn kid. Old von Krift is

between us, with his arm around the pug like he was a

long-lost brother, and we rides a while, getting more and

more friendly, till we gets to the hospital. By good luck

the bone ain't broken and the med figures everything

will be O.K. again in six weeks. My chin hits the floor

at this last, but we're in for it and there ain't no use

crying. The foot being bandaged up and the Spider

having been given a pair of crutches, we sallies out and

starts to say good-bye.

"Not on your life," says von Krift, holding up one

hand like a traffic cop. "You have saved my boy's

life and I want to do something for you in return. Won't
you gentlemen both come home and have dinner, so we
can talk the matter over?"

Spider and me both nearly faint at the word "gentle-

men," but we're used to shocks in our line of business

and the thought of food don't sound too bad either, be-

cause we've been total strangers with that necessity,

except in the form of hash, for a dog's age, and old von

Krift don't look like he'd recognize hash if he seen it

coming down the street.
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After a bit we draws up to a place that would make
the White House look like a lean-to, and we marches

up to the door where there's a flock of butlers, all with

their heads so high you'd have thought they was looking

for rain. The first butler says to the second butler to

say to the third butler that he is to tell the chef there

will be two extra to dinner, and the third butler passes

the word back that "the mattah will be attended to

directly," and they all look at us like they was sorry

to have seen their master in such company. Still,

Spider and me are aces with the boss and after all, that's

the rain check in this layout.

The dinner is my idea of what a dinner should be,

and is only hampered by my constantly having to keep

Spider's table manners up to as near par as a guy like

him can get.

"Don't eat yer soup like the tide in the North River,"

I mutters, "and quit wiping yer hands on the table

cloth, ya mug."

Spider is so taken up with the daughter on his cauli-

flower side that he ain't even got the wit for a comeback.

This daughter, by the way, is no mean chicken. She's

about eighteen and has a face like the cover of Film Fun.

That paper don't go in so much for faces as some other

things, but I'll bet this baby has the chassis too, if I'm

any judge of women. In the course of the chatter it

leaks out that this kid is a day buetant, whatever that

is, but one thing sure is that they're fixing up a brawl

for her, at the Ritz, which is simply going to be nobody's

business. The girl can't think of nothing else and

keeps jabbering about orchestras, and decorations and
things, while Mr. von Krift and me are talking about

important things like whether John L. could have licked

Dempsey, which he don't know nothing about, but is

game to learn and I like him O.K. anyway.

Well, finally we quit feeding and the chief ushers us into
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a swell library, where he hands out fifty-cent cigars and

pours Scotch down our throats till I'm fit to be tied.

After a bit we go home, with brother von Krift our sworn

friend, and a promise from him that he'll look out for us

and throw any gravy our way he happens to get wind of.

A few touches here and there from our more prosperous

friends keep us in grub for the next month, and I keep

watching the mail with an eagle eye for some news from

von Krift. Sure enough it comes one morning, but get a

load of what it was:

Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius von Pelt von Krift

request the pleasure of Mr. O'Toole's company

at dinner at the Ritz-Carlton on Thursday,

January 14th, at nine o'clock, to meet Miss

Elizabeth von Pelt von Krift.

I wakes the mug up and shows him the work of Tiffany

with a sneer.

"Swell, and I suppose there's one for me, Terry," says

he.

"There is, ya mug," says I, and there was for a fact.

Well, it seems the kid had amused the double von

babe so much with his talk and looks that she wanted

to give her friends a laugh too. Anyway a meal's a

meal, so off we go to the Ritz on the appointed evening,

all dolled up like Mrs. Astor's horse, and honest, the

kid looks almost respectable.

The dinner is no good because there is so many waiters

about that they grab your plate with no notice at all,

and there ain't two mouthfuls on one of them baby

chickens anyway. I'm pretty careful to keep the kid

quiet, and, considering what a mug he is, he don't do

so bad. He has sense enough to copy me on the tools

to use, and I get my dope from the blonde on my right,

who looks like she knows. The dinner gets shaken down
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to a mere memory by dancing between courses, but there

is so many frills that we don't do so bad at that.

Well, about midnight the dinner's over and everybody

starts in on the serious drinking. Spider gulps down a

couple against my advice, but he ain't in training so it

don't matter much except that I'm all gooseflesh for fear

he'll forget where he's at and smack some dude to amuse
himself.

Everything goes O.K. till about two o'clock, when up

jumps the devil. I'm teaching a broad from Memphis
the black bottom, when out of the corner of my eye

what do I see but that mug being ushered out by a guy

that looks more like a dick than a dick himself. I follows

behind, pretending I don't know him, and sure enough

out they go and all clamber into a police wagon. There

is two dicks in plain clothes, Spider, and one of the

dudes. I grab a taxi and follow them down to the sta-

tion, where a cop explains that the little guy smashed

the big guy at a swell party and that they've both been

pinched for brawling. It's a wonder Spider wouldn't

use some of this spirit of war in the ring instead of at the

Ritz—but he's a mug and that's what I get for letting

him go there anyway.

Well, von Krift shows up looking as sore as a hornet

with two stingers. I keep in the shadow outside so he

won't see me, and he goes in and they argue about an

hour. I ain't been drinking much, but no fooling! you

could have knocked me over with a twelve-inch gun

when 1 see the Spider and von Krift walk out looking as

chummy as a couple of sparrows.

I join them and am too surprised to ask questions.

The chauffeur drops us at our room and I walk upstairs

thinking I must be dizzy or something. Finally I blurts

out a string of questions and Spider simply hands me a

paper which has just come out.

Boxer Captures Society Thief, I read. Spider Mc-
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1

Clatchy hero in thrilling capture of well-known crook.

And then: A new thrill was handed the debutantes of

the season at the Ritz-Carlton tonight during the dance

given by the Cornelius von Krifts when "Spider" Mc-
Clatchy, an intimate friend of Mr. von Krift, captured

Henry Rosini, alias "Gentleman George", who was posing

as a guest at the affair.

I'm too muddled up to go on. "What's it all about?"

I asks weakly. "Just this," yelps the Spider. "I seen

that bozo out in Chicago four years ago and he was

pulling the same smooth stuff then as now. So tonight

I watches him and finally he gets a necklace off a dame
as she goes by. I phones for the house dick but just

before he gets there George gets wise and makes for the

door. There ain't nothing for me to do but stop him,

so I uncorks a haymaker right where he talks. The
dicks recognize him when I give them the low down,

and it's the jug for him. Of course, fights won't be no

trouble to get after a thing like this, and furthermore it

might interest you to know that there's a reward of two

grand for this baby. God knows it ain't right, but I

suppose you get half of it by our contract. Now who's

a mug, you mug?"

J. Hoag.



Idol

THE dying embers of the fire cast gloomy, fore-

boding shadows about the room. All was serene

and reposed. To one side of the fireplace stood a

large armchair. Beside it was placed a small table

upon which had been put all the necessities for smoking.

In the center of the table stood a picture of a young

man. He was handsome with a clear, bright face, well-

shaped features, broad shoulders with just a suggestion

of a stoop, an athletic body, strong legs. On the other

side of the fireplace was a comfortable rocker. The
pallid light of the fire alone illuminated the room. No
one was to be seen.

Suddenly a bell sounded somewhere in the house.

Steps went through the hall. A door opened, a pause,

and then it closed again. Two people could be heard

approaching. Into the room stepped the butler followed

by a young man.

"Just a minute, sir, and I'll tell the young master that

you are here. Be pleased to make yourself comfortable."

"Thank you, John, I shall. But before you go I want

to ask you about a few things, if you don't mind."

"Yes, sir."

The young visitor sat down in the armchair, stared

into the fire a moment, and then began. "It is just two

months since his father died, isn't it?"

"Yes, sir. Exactly two months tonight."

"Hm. Two months,—and he hasn't been out anywhere

during the two months. Just what does he do with all

his time?"

"Well, sir, he doesn't do much of anything except sit

in here, smoke a pipe, look gloomily at the fire, gaze
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admiringly at the picture there of his father, and then

sink into deep reveries. Sometimes we have to shake

him rather vigorously before we can get him back to reality

enough to eat his meals. I do wish he would go out and

do something in order to forget a little, sir. This place

seems almost like a grave it is so silent and cheerless."

"I too wish that he would get out of this house for a

while, and that is why I am here now. Does he ever talk

to you about his father?"

"He did once, sir. He had just finished his supper one

Sunday evening and I had brought him a tin of tobacco

when he asked me to sit down with him a few minutes.

I did so. He asked me then to tell him all that I knew
about his father before he had married. Well,— I told

him just what I knew: how his father had been a great

lover of the out-of-doors and had spent most of his time

roaming over the countryside painting the pretty scenes

which met his eye, and how after a time his fame had

spread and he had become well known for his paintings.

The young master then asked me how his father had

come to meet his mother. I told him that I didn't know
that. His father had never seemed to care for women,

nor, in fact, for any sort of companionship, and I didn't

know just how he came to marry at all. He asked me
if his mother and father had seemed to get along all

right. I told him that they always seemed to be a happy

and loving couple. That seemed to please him, and he

dismissed me. That was all, sir."

"He knew that much without asking you, didn't he?"

"Yes, sir. But he just seemed to like to hear me say

good things about the old master."

"I see. Well, I guess you may go and tell him that I

am here."

"Yes, sir. I do hope, sir, that you can get his mind off

this one track and persuade him to leave the house once
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in a while. It isn't healthy to stay here the way he

does." The butler left the room.

The young visitor gazed moodily into the fire. After

some moments he reached for the poker and stirred up

the fire. A half-burnt log cast up a shower of sparks and

after a little prodding the fire seemed to catch some life

and blue flames again began to play about the smoulder-

ing wood.

"Ah, that is what he needs, a little continued prodding

to awake in him the latent spark of life, ambition, vigour.

If he is allowed to stay in this house and do nothing he

will die down until everything worthwhile in him has

gone out. I guess I shall have to be the poker . . .

Peculiar how he is content to do nothing but gaze at his

father's picture all the time and dream. I do not blame

him for mourning over the death of his father, but to

segregate himself from all customary contacts with the

outer world is nonsense. He almost worships the memory
of his father. This picture is practically an idol for him,

at whose shrine he offers up the incense of this tobacco—

a

terrible smell,—he uses the most abominable mixture of

tobacco that man ever concocted." He again lapsed

into moody contemplation of the fire.

A light step sounded on the threshold of the room, a

board creaked and the young master appeared. To
look at him was to see a close model of the picture on the

table. He advanced as his guest arose. He extended his

hand, clasped that of his friend without a word, and

then after the formal greeting he sat in the rocker, motion-

ing his guest back to the armchair. No word of greeting

had been exchanged.

After a period of silence the visitor grew restless and

finally burst forth. He berated his host for secluding

himself, for retiring so completely from all normal inter-

course. He ended by offering to take him as his guest

through Canada for the winter sport season, just for the
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sake of companionship, But his friend remained silent

and apparently unmoved. Finding that he had made
no perceptible impression, the visitor tried a new trick.

In a tone of voice that vibrated with sincerity he spoke

to the man who sat like stone opposite him.

"Paul, for the sake of the friendship that binds us, for

the sake of the hours of childhood spent together, listen to

me. I want you to leave this house for a couple of weeks

and try to forget the blow that has hit you. For the

sake of him for whom you grieve, him whom I myself

loved almost as deeply as I love my own father, won't

you come with me? I am sure that he would wish it,

would be glad to have you do so."

At the word "father" Paul started in his seat, then

slowly settled back again. Silence once more lay over the

scene for several moments, and then Paul began to speak.

"Thanks very much for your kind invitation and offer,

Jim. Give me another month and I will go with you.

I can not tear myself away before then."

"I can't wait a month, Paul. It would be too late for

the trip then."

Yet again all was silent. Paul fastened his gaze on the

picture and the faintest suggestion of a smile came upon

his face. Finally, Jim spoke in a low tone.

"Come, Paul, you can't stay here all the time. There

is nothing here now to hold you but memories. I want my
answer now."

"True, there are only memories, but they are more

pleasant than my experiences with life have been. But,

I shall go with you. Give me just this one night alone

with my memories." He arose and offered his hand to

Jim. Jim met him half-way looking squarely into Paul's

eyes. Paul met his gaze and said, "Stop in tomorrow

morning and we'll start to prepare at once. And now,

good-night." He went to the door with Jim and then

returned to sit in the armchair.
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He slowly filled his pipe, lit it, and leaning back in the

chair, concentrated his attention on the picture beside

him. "Yes, my memories of you are pleasant. You are

the only one whom I really trusted. You are what I

should like to be,—a man whose reputation, record, whole

life, was clear and noble; a man who is worthy of being

followed, whose character was without fault. My father!

My ideal! Why couldn't Roy have been that way? I

trusted him, relied on him, believed him to be all he

pretended to be only to find that when the testing time

came he was shallow, wavering, base! It was a hard shock

to weather. And then when I had seemed to shake that

blow off I met Dorothy! She was so beautiful, she seemed

so pure and wholesome that I gave my whole soul to her,

and then—O God, it was ghastly to expose me to that

torture of soul and mind—when I proposed, feeling so

confident, for she had been so wonderful to me, to learn

that the day before she had been secretly married! Two
of my idols had been shattered. My soul was so

torn that I thought it could never be healed. I didn't see

how I could ever believe in any one again. But it was

you, Father, who gradually began to make your influence

felt as you quietly sought to bring me back to a normal

outlook, and then it was that I realized what a man you

were. Now you have gone, but at least you went without

shattering my ideal, my idol." Again he lapsed into

silence, but he stared continually at the picture. Still

the fire smouldered and cast its queer shadows around the

room. The pipe in Paul's mouth had gone out some

time before.

Suddenly he realized that his pipe was out. He lit a

match and was about to apply it when a sudden inspira-

tion flashed through his mind. Why not get out his

father's old pipe and use it? He whistled shrilly. The
butler entered.

"John, fetch the box in which I put the Master's pipe
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the night he died. It is in the bottom drawer of his desk."

The butler returned shortly with a finely carved box.

He gave it to Paul and retired. Paul opened the box and

took out a pipe. He examined it carefully, handling it

with great respect. Finally, he packed it and lit it.

Led by sheer curiosity he began to examine the box from

which he had taken the pipe. "What a handsome box,"

he mused, "I wonder where Dad got it and where he kept

it. I never saw it before the night he died. He had it

beside his bed when he drew his last breath. His pipe

was on top of it and I just put it in the box during that

horrible period that followed."

Paul removed a few papers that were in the bottom of

the box and looked at them. Nothing but a few news-

paper clippings about financial conditions. The wood
that lined the box was very highly polished and Paul ran

his hand all over it in a sort of a caress. At one side there

was fastened a thin strip of wood. It appeared to be

there merely to support the lid of the box when it was

closed. As Paul ran his hand along the bottom of the box

he hit this strip. It turned and the bottom of the box

flew up! There before his eyes lay the picture of a beau-

tiful woman. Paul lifted the picture out of its resting

place and read in the corner, "With love and hope, to Paul

from Catherine." Paul was his father's name! But who
was Catherine ? He turned the picture over. In the

handwriting of his father he read the following notation:

"This is the answer to my letter telling Catherine that

Helen was dying and that in a few days I would be free.

I hope the doctor wasn't wrong. It seems almost impos-

sible that the dreams of my youth should now be so near

fruition. I don't know why I ever married Helen. Just

because Catherine was engaged and because the family

wanted me to marry Helen. Catherine broke her engage-

ment, but I couldn't back out of mine then. Now, after

these years of putting up a false front, I see the gates of
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paradise opening before me,'—and I shall be able to have

Catherine. So, in this twenty-second day of October,

1908, I resolve that once Helen is dead I shall leave at

once for England—and Catherine."

Paul suddenly hurled the box at the picture. "My
mother didn't die then, and yet father could go on and

treat her so kindly! God, what a deceiver you were!

And I called you father! I worshipped you! I wanted to

be like you !" In a frenzy Paul paced the room; he wheeled

and snatched the pictures of his father and Catherine and

hurled them into the fire. They caught from the last

dying embers of the fire a spark strong enough to set them

in flames.

"You might at least have waited until mother had died

and then made your plans, you scum! And I worshipped

you!"

He threw himself into the rocker with great violence

while he emitted an awful chuckle.

"Yes, Jim, I'll leave this place all right."

The rocker was swinging forward. Paul again chuckled

in that ugly manner. The rocker did not stop its forward

arc. It upset. Paul landed on his head with a crash. A sound

resembling his horrible chuckle was heard. Then silence.

As he fell the last bit of the pictures went up in smoke,

and the fire was out.

Robert H. Morgan.
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THE BABE'S BED
Glenway Westcott

THAT the casual reader may not be misinformed by

the apparent sophistication of this title, it may be

well to tell him that Mr. Westcott's latest attempt

is not the tale of a lecherous little lady, but the psycho-

logical maunderings of a slightly moronic individual who
is disturbed for forty-odd pages by a wailing infant. The
infant in question is the "babe" of the title. It, is also the

author, it seems. And the man who is telling the story.

And the latter's sister and for all we know President

Hoover. A more polymorphic child has never crept into

print.

In the preface to this disturbing treatise, Mr. Westcott

informs Barbara, the unlucky dedicatee, that the book is

not a chronicle of his own family. If indeed this is true, he

is to be congratulated. If it is not, he is to be envied for

his excellent taste in disclaiming them. If the story were

music, he continues, it would be folk-tunes, apparently

forgetting that the domestic harmony of his characters is

almost as weak as their mentalities and his own narrative

power. The style of the book is abominable. An omission

of all conjunctions, an all-consuming passion for uncon-

ventionally, and a continual forcing of ridiculous rhe-

torical gyrations combine to produce an utterly weird

and unintelligible effect. There is little or no plot, the
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sentiment of the narrator having tearfully blotted what-

ever there may have originally been out of all existence.

The baby and its wailing permeate the atmosphere with

the slightly nauseous odor of dampened infancy and the

reader, if at all conscious of what is before him, feels that

he will be permanently inhibited against all forms of

reproduction.

Harrison of Paris has attempted to justify this maudlin

potage with a rather attractive format. But the story

has only one advantage to the reviewer's mind—it ends

after forty pages and the margins are big.

Harrison of Paris L. A.

BRIDAL POND
Zona Gale

THIS book is a collection of short stories reprinted

from the magazines in which they first appeared.

They illustrate the possibilities of the short story,

the depths which the artist can sound in a very few pages.

"Springtime", for example, is a mere twenty pages, but

the narrative covers many years and several domestic

crises and yet there is no painful compression, the story

is alive and leaves a clear impression.

Miss Gale's symbolisms are fascinating and not over-

emphasized. "The Dime", "The Cobweb", "White Bread"

gain their effectiveness from the intensity of feeling poured

out by narrow people on inanimate trifles. The author,

being a skillful technician is also able to prevent these

stories from slipping from sentiment into sentimentality

—

an art which most of the chroniclers of the lives of the

multitude have still to master.

Alfred A. Knopf.
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NEW YORK
Paul Morand

IN
FORTY-SECOND STREET it is a glowing summer

afternoon all night: one might almost wear white

trousers and a straw hat. Theatres, night-clubs, movie

palaces, restaurants, are all lighted up at every port-hole.

Undiscovered prisms; rainbows squared . . . The 'Great

White Way'—the 'Roaring Forties'—all America

dreams of having a Broadway. The craving for amuse-

ment breaks out like a revolution. Broadway is the port

towards which America tacks; compared with this the

streets of Shanghai and Hamburg are dark lanes. The
festival offers all the false promises of city festival, but,

like all its kind, false only on the morrow. There is but one

truth—the truth of tonight!"

M. Morand is quick to seize on the dramatic in New
York's bandwagon and to scatter abroad his plentiful

epigrams. He effervesces, he exults in superlatives, he

cannot control his admiration. But wait; his judgments

are paradoxical, his brilliances have stings in their tails.

"New York's supreme beauty, its truly unique quality is

its violence. Violence gives it nobility, excuses it, makes
its vulgarity forgettable."

Nevertheless the book is not a swamp of generalizations,

the author's roving eye is hawk-like; he observes every-

thing, spending time in Harlem night clubs with the same
impartiality as at the Metropolitan. He takes pleasure in

recounting the history of Madison Square, the wealth of

Park Avenue, the quaintness of the Battery and caps the

whole with a few lines from Walt Whitman. He condemns
little; speakeasies, Greenwich Village and Coney Island

are the only institutions that he rails at without remittance.

Everybody will like the freshness of Morand's view-

point, his vivid style and his undiluted optimism. The
drawings of skyscrapers by Joaquin Vaquero are attractive.

Book, League of America.
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A RICH MAN'S DAUGHTER
R. H. Mottram

RH. MOTTRAM is not a familiar author to many
people because there is little that is sensational

about his writing. But his studies of Madeleine and

Geoffrey Skene in "The Spanish Farm Trilogy" showed

how keen an observer he was, how revealing and un-

muddled his art. He fulfils this promise to some extent in

this new book.

Geoffrey Skene is now home from Flanders and working

as an architect in his native Easthampton. He is struck

by the starved beauty of Olive Blythway, the daughter of

the richest man in town. The affair comes to a head when
Olive's husband, an aviator, dies in a crash.

Mr. Mottram's love of detail has perhaps led him to tell

us too much about housing schemes and social movements.

He might have developed his secondary characters a little

more. But his rare understanding leaves us with the feel-

ing that Olive and Skene are more than figures in a story.

They become old friends.

Harper and Brother.
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In the Manner Of

Editor's note; Many of the better known modern and near modern

poets were asked to write on a theme suggested by the editor. The

following poems are in response to this request.

The Theme

Two notions are involved in this theme: the Millennium

with its symbol of the Lion and the Lamb, and the dual

nature of man to be symbolized by the Goat (man's physi-

cal nature) and the Lamb (man's spiritual nature). The
manner in which these two notions are combined is in every

case the deliberate choice of the individual writer.

I . John Masefield: "The Lecher of Leicester."

Bill Burdock was his father's only son,

Dirty, scummy, foul-mouthed, evil-eyed.

At night he walked the streets in search of fun,

Dawn found him with his lusts unsatisfied.

The decent people never could abide

The sight nor yet the smell of this rank chap,

Goatish he was, even at mother's pap.

He barged about the little country town

Where he'd been born, for two and twenty years,

Gaining each day an increase of renown

For nastiness and drawing women's tears;

And ever he was piling up arrears

For doing sin and swallowing of drams.

Yet this man had a soul like those of lambs.

627
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Millennial is the talc of his return

To happy life, finding a God and peace.

Nor let the well-to-do this story spurn.

Such things as this alone will bring increase

Of Wisdom. Miracles will never cease

If lion, lamb, and goat can sleep in Bill.

And this they did, and quite against his will. . . .

Editor's note: The incidents of the tale that follow this introduc-

tion are so well known to all readers of John Masefield that there is

no need to reprint the story here.

* * *

II. Edgar Lee Masters: "Peter Piper."

Although the boys called after me because of my name,

"Where are your pickles?"

I did not stop believing a better time Would come.

The lion and the lamb

Became a sign of final peace.

I, the lamb, Would not be bothered

By them, the lions.

But, at the age of eighteen and three months,

A girl seduced me.

I found I had a goatish nature

As well as a lamb's.

Since even in me two animals

Could not live in peace,

What hope for a millennium?

I shot myself at Powter's Bend
One dark night in winter.

7 hey put me here during the blizzard of '86.

III. Walt Whitman: "Walking the Camden
Streets . .

."

Walking the Camden streets, endlessly rocking

With the surging flow and ebb of people,
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/ found a spirit, a hail-fellow, moving with the flow

Stirring in the surge, endlessly rocked, and with him

I walked on.

I Was taught to sing great things in celebration by him.

The mechanic clasping the mill-girl, I sing,

The ram running to the ewe, I sing,

The pismire stirring in the dirt to his mate, I sing,

The banker and his secretary.

The great ship in the river with her convoy,

The dark masculine smoke of the city mingling the

feminine clouds.

(Here several pages of manuscript have been lost, but not the
point.)

Considering these things which my familiar comrade

taught me in Camden,

The millennium is all about us.

It is found in the side-streets,

Up the little alleys of the city.

In the lonely remoteness offarms,

On the touring ships,

Where walkers walk on the road, or by the road, or

rest together on benches,

There can be seen the symbol of opposite things recon-

ciled.

The strong goatish nature is at peace with his opposite,

The soft spirit of the lamb sleeps beside her lord.

All isfound mixed with all, and this is millennial.

The millennium I sing, Kameradosl

You I address, Cithensl

Allonsl . . .

Editor's note: This poem now begins to repeat itself in slightly

different language, and it did not seem necessary to print the second

section. *****
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IV. Gertrude Stein: "A Piece of a Piece/'

When to begin writing about it is not always a plain

question of it-writing. To write or not to write un-

quietens the mind so to write can never be simple. John

said loving me strongly this so strongly when to begin

writing. To believe is not always a plain question nor is to

write but being strongly loved is a question plain while

being strongly loved. So to know this matter came clean

to the mind of me unquietened by questions of to begin

writing about it and to believe. John said.

The next step is to write I said the being loved strongly

now over and so a beginning was made without any me to

know it. This begin to write, wrote, not written the end

hard to reach, went from writing about it to its end. The
end came from the beginning many words between the

beginning to write about it and the having written. Memo:
the word lamb and the word goat should be many of these

many words. John said who, who, who, owl-like, who
wants to be the goat.

Editor's note: Mrs. Stein was not asked to contribute since she is

not even a poetess, but this paper turned up along with the others.

V. Carl Sandburg: "Shanty Irish."

Being plain

I can only see the nose on my face.

Mrs. Garraghty's billy-goat chewing a can

Was like Mrs. Garraghty s husband

carrying the can.

Same goofy little eyes,

Same knob of whisker,

Same loins, lights, and liver,

Same beliefs.

The missis was a lamb, however,

God! but it was millennial,
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When these two went to bed

And lay down side by side.

Being plain,

I can only see the nose on my face,

So don't quote the Good Book to me.

VI. G. K. Chesterton: "Bombastes.

When God created the first man
The Cherubim stood by

And smiled to see the creature's frame

Unfurled against the sky-

They laughed behind their purple wings,

With joy their pinions curled—
They missed the terrible miracle

Then opening on the world.

The puny object of their spite

Grew through the happy hours,

Reaching with splendour far abroad

Expanding all his powers.

He came to be a flaming stage

Where love was killed by passion,

He grew to be a stagnant pool

Filled-up by stinking fashion.

He came to be God's potent sign

Flung wide across the night

Of reconcilement hardly won—
The sightless having sight.

In him the millennium came to rest,

Camping on life's dark rim,

Making this creature God's own choice.

Oh! bourgeois Cherubiml
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VII. E. E. Cummings: "When If Ever It

Comes to an End.

"

IT is all of us,

There is:

the world:

everything in the

(confines of space):

What we kpow—this in lower case!

What we feel—this in upper case!

And,

if ever IT comes to an end

the little i can perhaps ask a question.

Why Was the millennium made so unreachable

a lion

a lamb

lying together

IS unreachable . . .

Even a GOAT
and a LAMB
cannot be stalled together inside the skin

of such a little

i

as

I.

A poet who drew his inspiration from the great world

struggle, 1914-1918.

VIII. "Bombarded by Life/'

Editor's note: In the interests of art and reason this contribution

has been rejected, as have also contributions by J. C. Squire, Edgar

A. Guest, the three Sitwells, Dr. Henry Van Dyke, and Michael

Strange.

William Reitzel.



Death In the Desert

But he was dead; 'twas about noon, the day

Somewhat declining

—Browning.

THE old man turned his calm eyes towards the

heavens. The purple veil of the night was pierced

by innumerable tiny gleams; the consultations

marched in fiery state across the sky. He turned to the boy

at his side.

"My son, " said he, "the last long years lie heavy on me.

I, who was without a peer among the princes of men— I,

Ismali Hassad al Cid, defender of the prophet— I have

come to that time when a man must leave to his son the

cares of his house and the duties of his faith. Therefore it is

fitting that I should deliver unto thee this trust. Tomor-

row, ere the sun be risen in the sky, thou shalt be leagues

hence and winging on thy way towards the city of thy

fathers. This precious creed—thy father's words unto his

people—carry with thee, and the blessing of Allah. Long

hast thou been with me in the desert, oh Bassid, my son;

much hast thou learned of these far stars. They are thy

princely heritage. Go! Carry them to thy brethren who
wait these seven years for tidings of their father.'' The
long slim arm of the old sheikh was raised above the head of

the boy. "The blessing of Allah and mine go with thee."

And when the darkness had faded before the advance of

the dawn, Bassid Hassad, the heir to his father's kingdom,

was riding swiftly over the shifting plain, his eyes on the

horizon. But the thoughts of Bassid were back with his

father, the strange old man whom he had left behind.

Well could he remember the day when seven years before,

633
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the old sheik had taken farewell of his numerous family,

and, accompanied only by Bassid and a small retinue, had

turned his face across the desert to the setting sun. Now
he, Bassid, was returning to the land of his nativity. The
family of Ismali were a placid people, friendly among
themselves, and fond of the cooling stream and shady

palms beneath the shadow of which they had watched their

flocks for countless generations. It would be good to see

once more those proud but gentle faces, wistfully remem-

bered for so long. The narrow lips of Bassid curved in a

smile at the thought of how he had changed in those seven

years. Perhaps they would not know him for the slender

lad who had left them. Strong he was now, strong and

eager for the life of a man. The strong muscles of the mare
beneath him rippled under her silky coat. The boy threw

back his head and laughed.

So he rode across the desert for two days. His food was

dates and locust-paste, prepared for him at the camp of old

Ismali. Sparingly, he drank of the goat-skin water bottle

which hung at his saddle bow. At night he slept on his

cloak under the stars and woke to ride into the dawn. Mis-

adventure there was none; the sun beat down upon his

back, and he was tempted to drink of his water at more
frequent intervals, but he would control the impulse and

revel in the self-restraint. That was like a man! Not only

was he now strong in body, but he had learned the wisdom
of his elders. His thoughts turned again and again towards

his destination. The sun that rose in the east seemed as

far away as ever, but he knew that another day's journey

would bring him to his brethren. His mare, seeming to

divine his thought, gathered herself beneath him and

lengthened her stride. He looked down and the white sand

of the desert flew past her hoofs. But a little while, he

thought, and there came upon his ears the sad wailing

sound, the low moan, rising in a constant crescendo that is

the most dreadful sound the desert dweller must hear.
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Far away, it murmured and in the silence of the desert,

the sound was uncanny. The sun was warm in the sky, but

Bassid shivered. In the north across the vast flat plains

he saw a grayish cloud, close to the ground, hardly visible

at first but gaining in size. He turned his mare. The
whining reached them the more clearly. The mare's ears

twitched with fear. She too was a desert-dweller; she

too was stirred by the awful dread which filled the boy who
rode her. She wheeled and like an arrow she was off, flying

before the face of the terror.

The boy crouched low over the neck of the animal.

They were moving like the wind. The wind stung his face.

But he heeded it not as he heard the moaning of the storm,

gaining inevitably upon him. Suddenly the sun went

black; day became night; and the whirlwind covered

them. As the force of it struck them, the mare screamed in

fear and plunged her foreleg into a pit. There was a crack,

a hideous squeal of pain and Bassid was thrown to the

ground. But the very ground moved beneath him. The
force of the wind drove the sand in blinding sheets. He
stumbled into the gale and fell upon his face. The mare

had disappeared into the screaming vortex. For long he

lay, his head shielded by his arms. The wind whipped

round him. His long cloak and gay tarboush were ripped

to shreds. The flying sand cut into the flesh of his back and

legs. There was a sodden pool of blood around him.

The terrible force of the wind rolled him over and over.

He was battered about by a howling maniac. The wind was

merciless—and then . . .

Silence. Above, a hot blue sky; below, the white sand

stretching out for miles, calm undulations undisturbed

save where far to the south, a tiny cloud, a distant moan,

bespoke the havoc that had passed.

Bassid lay where he had fallen, for a long time. His

body was numb, his eyes were sightless—only a burning

pain gave proof of their presence. He rolled over on one
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side, his limbs throbbed; tight lips suppressed a groan of

agony; thoughts hammered in his brain: death, death,

Ismali bereaved, ah the desert should cover him. Night

fell. He lay as one dead for several hours. Slowly his sight

returned, and when the stars faded from the sky, he

rose and bowed himself before the rising sun, the face of

Mecca. His strength was now somewhat returned, and

with it thirst. Fiercely his eyes searched for some sign of

an oasis. The horizon to the west was bare; eastward he

glanced and drew a sharp quick breath of joy. Beneath

the rising fire of the sun, at a great distance from him,

there stood the unmistakable and stately form of a palm,

sure token of relief. Resolutely he strode forward, his

pace diminished of necessity by the ever-increasing pain of

his wounds. The sun burned down upon him ; his shredded

garments barely sufficed to shield his back from the scorch-

ing rays. A sorry traveller indeed was this, but in his eyes

there was the light of purpose; and his glance never

wavered from the distant palm.

For an hour he walked, his weary feet blistered by the

hot sands. The sun giew higher in the heavens, and the

heat of it was more intense. A faint doubt flickered in his

mind. Could it be . ? No! And yet the palm

seemed never nearer.

His head throbbed madly. The heat and the doubt were

almost enough to overcome him. Once more his lips set

themselves in a thin line. For an hour more he stumbled

through the heavy sand. Doubt hammered in his head.

He would not give up. And yet the palm was no whit

nearer; Allah! it was fading from his sight. He had been

right in his first wild doubt. Mirage! The delusion of the

damned! Momentarily the green fields of his childhood

flashed into his mind. The cooling stream

He shuddered and drew himself erect. He must not give

way. But a two-days' journey toward the east lay those

green meadows. He was resolved. The madness of the
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desert should not seize hold on him ; he would remain him-

self by the help of Allah. In the sand he sank to his knees.

Before the face of the eastern horizon, he bowed himself

down.

''Allah illalah, il allah, ina mohamed an rasul allah!

Merciful one, protector of the faithful, behold thy servant

Bassid Ismali Hassad, I who cry to thee. Strengthen thou

my will, lover of lonely men, strengthen thou my will

and let me not be turned aside by the devices of Azaziel.

Foreshadow thou my going, keeper of paradise!"

The prayer comforted him. Resolutely despite his weari-

ness, he rose and marched on into the east. He fought the

weights that clung to him, the burden of soreness that

held him back. It was necessary that he go on. Insidiously

the thoughts of refreshment slipped into his brain. And
with a struggle he expelled them. He must not think; he

must not let his fevered fancy wander. His life depended

on it, and even more—this was the horror—his possibility

of escape from the madness of the desert, the fever-height-

ened cafard, ghastly, incurable. His mouth was dry, and

covered with a thick cake. His tongue was swollen. He
cleared his throat as if to speak and heard nothing but a

grim croaking. Fear, vibrant and maddening, took hold of

his exhausted body. His steps wavered, he tottered in his

way, and fell. Fantastic visions of innumerable delights

passed through his mind. He fought them physically,

striking at empty air, his hands clutching frantically at

nothing. The sun sank in the west. Ah, thought Bassid,

in the night there will be relief . The night is cool; there is

no burning sun. (So they had told him . . . so he

thought.) And with the night, his weary frame sank into

a fitful slumber. Through the short hours of the tropic

night, he tossed upon the sand. There was no rest in this

sleep, and with the rising of the sun in the eastern horizon,

he woke to find his mouth as dry as stone, so parched that

he could scarcely draw breath through the swollen lips.
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With superhuman resolution he crawled to his knees.

To Mecca he turned his face and muttered out a croaking

prayer to Allah the father of mercy, Allah the all-wise

and all-seeing. He came to his senses more completely at

the conclusion of the prayer. Slowly he plodded eastward.

The land of his brethren could not now be far away. His

heart filled with hope. But no! Delusion would be fatal.

He must not let himself be overcome by those fantasies of

which he had dreamed during the restless night.

But it was impossible to avoid the devices of the Evil

One. Twice during the long light of the morning he

crawled vainly beneath the burning sun to what he was

certain was the green shade of a waterside palm. But the

palms were of the air. They existed but in his mind, and

he was filled with the gnawing terror of approaching

madness. He must not give way. And then, as the bright

fire in the sky burned high, he saw before him still one more

illusion. Ah, Allah! must he still be mocked? Was there

no peace? To the east, waving green in the breeze which

could not be other than a fancy, he saw and did not see.

The feeling had departed from his throat. Only a raw

sharp pain bit into his head, and went singing down into

his body. He staggered as he walked. The sun grew dim.

Wildly his mind cried out that this was water, this was

real. Thou art not deceived, O Bassid, son of Ismali. But

Allah the all-merciful has heard his prayer. One thing

lived on within him. This was his will. He would not

stoop to this. Deceit, trickery—play on, O Evil One! The
strength of Allah himself is in Bassid. He will not bow!

He will go on! On to the land of his fathers. Fathers, ah,

but his father was far to the west. He laughed. It was not

a laugh. He smiled a smile of triumph. It was not a smile.

It was a contortion of what had been a face. The sky went

black. Before him was the palm. He was not fifty feet

from it. It had not vanished like the others. It had every

semblance of reality. But Bassid was not to be deceived.
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Allah had strengthened his will and he would not bow to

the wiles of the evil one. His feet dragged. He stumbled,

and stood wavering to and fro. A great laugh of triumph

shook his wasted body. This was no spring! He knew!

He knew with the knowledge of Allah the all-seeing. His

laughter rose on the desert air, a raucous, rusty, horrid

sound rose to the bold sky, rose to the ruthless, scorching

sun. Bassid the son of Ismali fell to the ground upon his

knees. His face was bowed toward Mecca. He had con-

quered in the name of the faithful. He was dead.

His body shuddered to the bank of the spring that he

had seen. The slope beneath his head was steep and very

real. Slowly his shriveled remains rolled over, and the

head lolled back, back into the cool calm waters of the

spring. It was no fantasy of water that flowed across the

dead face.

Jock Hackcrman.



Hail and Farewell

Far island, with a sun-stained sandy shore

Where gently breaking waves release a white

And creamy curling ripple—a delight

To the pure pearly birds that hover o'er

The blue beneath them, and who semaphore

Their wildest visions to some water-sprite

Who, far Within the water out of sight,

Reclines upon a phosphorescent floor.

Far island,—ah, the blue of yonder sky!

Far island,—ah, the blue of yonder sea!

The days are bright; the wind is ever high;

The salt is in the air. And as for me,

From that fair shore, some day I may espy

Beneath the blue, my own dear argosy.

Far island, with a silver-lit lagoon

Soft-sentinelled by silhouetted palms,

Caressed by breezes where the midnight calms

The sea beneath a luminescent moon.

Where nature is eternally a-swoon

With languor that the atmosphere embalms.

Where grasses murmur slow melodic psalms

Of love and music to the low monsoon.

Far island, where the night is violet—
Far island, where the constellations sing—
The dawn is breaking. Lo, the moon is set .

But let me glimpse a vision of the thing

And be content. I never shall forget

The island of my last remembering.
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Far island, of a greater loveliness

Than blesses any vista I have scanned—
Where God has made the sea to understand

The living beauty it can best express—
Far island, bright and calm and passionless,

Clear as the sea, and silver as the sand.

Ah, fleeting vision of a promised land,

Be mine a moment; let my eyes possess.

Far island, is there not a living wind

Breathes on thy body? Why may I not see

Thee living? . . . But in death the gods are k.ind

And anger is not in eternity.

A peace, a vision, surely I shall find

In death, and so at last be there with thee.

Far island, is it lonely in the sea?

Rings back the caerulean sky a call

Or does no echo ever break the pall

Of silence and complete serenity?

Gone where the wild birds boast that they are free

Shall I be sad? Ah, might it so befall

That every fancy, every vision, all

Imagination should have mocked at me?

Far island, is it lonely in the sea?

Far island, mark tne,—truth is what I tell:

Into the silence of eternity,

I shall transport her; all will then be well

With thee, far faery island, and with me,

And with my bride, my princess Christabel.
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Far island, thou art free and fair and fine;

There is no bond upon thee, nor a tie

To hold thee. Thou hast freedom from on high

And hold'st thy kingdom by continued line,

Liberty laps thee round about like wine

And thou mayst climb unto the very'isky-

But, of my fancy, such an one as I

Shall bind and tie thee and shall make thee mine.

"Mine?" island, "mine?"—ah no, the word is weak-

By all celestial and eternal powers!

The truth shall thunder and the right shall speak

From starry castles andfrom tall sea towers,

From icy slopes and frowning mountain peak—
Thou art enthralledfar island,—thou art ours!

Lockhart Amerman.
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Capri

CLARA LAUGHLIN in her sprightly little book,

"So You're Going to Rome,'' introduces her re-

marks on Capri by saying, "Capri has had more

'gush and goo' written about it in the last hundred

years than any other place I know of." She then proceeds

to admit that her idea of the place was modified by her

annoyance at the treatment of it as a Coney Island, which

was a result of the large crowds of tourists she happened to

meet there.

And indeed, the forestieri: English, German, French,

American, and the rest are too often "doing" the island as

part of a tour, and go there because they must. The much-
maligned Americans are certainly not the worst of the lot,

but are probably the most numerous and therefore the

most annoying in the aggregate. The average man set

down in Capri by his ambitious wife, having no artistic,

musical, poetical or historical sense, very naturally is bored

to extinction with his surroundings and frequently seeks

consolation in alcohol, loud parties, and vocal criticism

directed at the natives.

There happened to be a minimum number of disagree-

able people on the island at the time I was there, as it was

summer, and the time for teachers' and students' migra-

tions rather than the expensive winter tours which

bring the sort of people of whom I first spoke. At that,

I almost wished it had been winter. At nearby Sorrento I

had not needed a mosquito-net all summer; why should

one be necessary at Capri •* During my first night there I

made the acquaintance of mosquitoes, in comparison with

which, members of the famous Jersey variety are insignifi-

cant. It was a really painful initiation, most efficiently

conducted by the insects in question.
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The attractiveness of Capri lies partly in her strong,

rocky coast washed by the bluest of seas, and partly in her

historical associations. After a summer at Sorrento one is

not easily impressed by natural beauty; hence, I think I am
not unduly carried away when I say that for continuous

brilliance of scenery, not unmodified by a certain dignity

of line and color, Capri stands alone.

In approaching the island the color of the sea becomes in-

creasingly noticeable. Even at Sorrento it is only on a

rare day that the water assumes that rich, deep-blue tint

which matches the sky. The little steamer makes a pure

ermine border, sparkling with diamonds of spray, for the

blue velvet gown of the sea as she cuts briskly through it.

On arriving, one's first act must be to visit the Blue

Grotto. The steamship company has accommodated its

passengers in this matter by sending its steamers to Capri

by way of the cavern. The little vessel slows down oppo-

site a warm, brown cliff rising straight up for many hun-

dred feet. Between it and the vessel are numerous gayly-

colored cockle-shells of rowboats bobbing madly up and

down, and proceeding with surpassing swiftness toward

the ship. On their arrival one succeeds in the apparently

impossible feat of boarding one of them and sets out on a

ride, mostly in a vertical direction, to the Blue Grotto.

If one expects to see a vast entrance to it he will be dis-

appointed and probably somewhat apprehensive. For

when the boat approaches near to the cliff, one sees a

very small hole in its side which disappeais beneath the

water with every wave. The oarsman with a grin states

that his boat will go in just on the breast of a wave. He
makes his two or three passengers lie down in the bottom

of the craft, catches a rope that disappears through the

opening, gives a long pull, a shout of warning, and drops

flat. There is a swift rush, a sudden blackness, and a

scraping of rock on the stern of the rowboat. Arrived

!
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Once in, one becomes slowly aware of the cold radiance

which gave the Blue Grotto its name. The cause for it is

the fact that the only entrance to the cavern is far more

extensive below the water than above. Hence, almost all

the light comes indirectly through the intensely blue water.

The rock walls, being naturally of a neutral shade, reflect

the blue color perfectly, and give the impression of being

made of semi-transparent, silvery-blue sapphires. The

water, since the light comes through it, is almost the same

shade; and the gentle swells which get past the entrance

fail to disturb its gleaming clearness.

The most impressive moment comes when a boy clad

only in trunks dives into the water. His body catches the

light as it streams upward; he becomes a swimming silver

statue in a turquoise ocean. When the boatman starts to

pull again for the entrance, the oars turn miraculously

to silver and shower drops, that coruscate like pale fire

against their background.

After the Blue Grotto the rest of Capri might seem, at

first glance, to be an anti-climax. But soon the island

takes hold of the feelings and later calls to mind even more

pleasant memories than the Grotto itself.

The three main characteristics of the island are the sea,

the sun, and the cliffs. The sea gives it beauty, the sun

cheers it, and the cliffs give it dignity. The town is in-

significant, having a couple of foreign hotels, several

tourists' shops, and numerous churches, like many another

Italian town. But it is unblessed with the good water

which most of them possess. In fact, there is not a mouth-

ful of pure water on the island. The deficiency is partly

remedied by two excellent Birrerii (beer shops) which cater

to the large number of Germans who visit the island an-

nually, and several Italian wine shops where light liquors

of mediocre quality are sold. The people of the island do

not resemble the proud Umbrians or Romans; they have

no great traditions; their language seems outlandish to a
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Northern Italian; yet they have these three blessings:

the sea, the sun, and the mountains, from which they have

made their living.

Towering high over the town on one lofty, brown cliff

looking as inaccessible as Everest is the castle of Tiberius.

Ghastly stories are told of this man's cruelty and licen-

tiousness. The places where he is said to have been accus-

tomed to have people thrown down into the sea are shown
with great gusto by the local ciceroni who, like all guides,

prefer the melodramatic. Incidentally, one of the finest

views on earth can be obtained from the castle. The whole

island is spread out below, a harmonious patchwork in

brown and green, bathed by the golden sunlight and

framed by the vast blue sea. Far away the blue is edged

with deep purple; it is the atmosphere that makes the

brown cliffs of the main shore take on that deep shade of

amethyst.

Certainly I prefer to agree with the more modern his-

torians in thinking that Tiberius, who chose such a glori-

ous site for his castle-dwelling, was a harmless, slandered

old man, harassed by family squabbles and political fac-

tions, rather than a vicious and savage tyrant.

It was on this island that the Sirens sang and would

have attracted Ulysses and his men to them had it not

been for Ulysses' ingenuity. Perhaps, and it is easy to

believe, the Sirens merely were used by the poets to sym-

bolize the beauty of the island which would have attracted

men from their missions and made them settle there, had

not duty compelled them to go on.

But neither is it hard to believe in the Sirens' existence,

when moonlight makes the whole island a Blue Grotto;

everything is again silver and blue and black. The eye

wearies and the mind balks at receiving so much beauty.

One feels, sometimes, a fear of it, and a desire to get back

to ordinary, everyday things. The stars and the moon in a

clear sky outline the cliffs, and silver the rolling Medi-
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terranean. Where there are shadows, mystery and silence

lie; where there are not, the moonlight, so different from

the robustly golden sunlight of day, picks out ordinary

objects along the shore and makes them works of art.

Those little points of rock sticking out of the sea, the

Faraglioni, become things of wonder; they seem to have

come out of a book of fantasy and intrigue the attention.

Indeed, a night spent in that clear air under the stars is

worth a lifetime of pleasurable remembrance.

When it is time to return to Naples or Sorrento a little

reflection on the place of this island in experience is valu-

able. Reflection will show that its appeal is to the heart

rather than the brain or soul; and that the Sirens still live

in its caverns and on its peaks. From Rome we carry away
a sense of awe; from Florence astounded admiration; but

we come back to Capri.

William E. Miller.

B. C.

Te rappelles-tu la nuit d'avril.

quand fleurissait tafraiche beaute?

—Mon dme depuis nest pas tranquille.

Te rappelles-tu la nuit de mai,

quand murmuraient les noirs sapins

au clair de lune,—nos doux baisers?

Te rappelles-tu la nuit de juin:

parfums, extases, ct promesses millc?

Ou ne t'en sourviens-tu point?

J. M. de G. et G. de W.



Truth at Morning

Two birds fought on a low branch of a tree,

With a dark hill behind them and one cloud,

And all the buried anguish rose in me,

And the old, clutching bitterness cried aloud.

I saw one sway upon a Upmost twig,

And flutter, faint, and drop stone-like to the ground,

And how the other tore him as he fell

And swooped into the winds without a sound.

And beyond the tree and the hill the huge white cloud

Opened upon the morning quietly,

And beauty came through to mock the bitter cry:

That even a little bird bled in a tree.

Heap the cool sod upon him! the earth has,

Better than all the quiet-passing winds,

Healing for pain, and dark forgetfulness,

And warmth when the freezing of the sky begins.

And much that we call beauty, that looks on pain

With empty eyes, that cannot speak,

Must yield to deeper beauty like the earth's,

Whose coolness heals, whose depths receive the weak-

H. J. Nichol.
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Aliphat

THE warm breath of the moisture-laden Sirocco lifted

the flowing toga of Rhaetius, and gave him the ap-

pearance of a purple-tinctured bird of ill-omen. The
cruel curve of his beak-like nose added to the illusion.

Standing before the ramshackle tent of untanned oxhide

he seemed a second Ozymandias, "ruler of the world".

On every side, as far as the horizon, stretched monotonous

plains of grass save where in the west the land fell off

abruptly at the edge of mighty cliffs. Over these, from

time to time, the wind blew great clouds of spray that

rolled on towards the tent and disappeared, leaving a trail

of brown and withered grass. The first impression was one

of utter desolation, but here and there the high grass bent,

revealing grazing cows. The only other sign of life was

about the tent where Aliphat, a Syrian slave, crouched

at the feet of his Roman master, mute now in the face of a

cruel fate, like the insignificant weasel which the vulture

has marked out for his prey.

"Dog, how dare you deny that you have killed the very

best of the herd when I say you did. Nor do I lack evi-

dence."

"Master, I may not convince you, but I still say I am
innocent. I have not been unfaithful."

"Take that, servile thief, you have stirred my wrath.

What are you to tell me that I lie?"

As the weighted thongs descended on his bare flesh, the

wretch cringed to the dust, his loin cloth no more protect-

ing him from its sting than from the pestilential wind. His

eye now fell on the only witness to this scene, a swarthy

Numidian. An evil grin was on his face and white eye-

balls rolled in his head as the lash rose and fell.
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"Mastabal, did you not see this wretch throw the bones

and skin over the cliff?"

"Master, I saw, and heard him boast, when his fellows

from the ranches had slept off their midnight feast, that

many another such revel they would have while he was

keeper of your herds."

"Cozening liar, may sorrow visit you and your fathers

and the land of your birth; may the dry crow leave no

bone of your ancestors untouched. You shall drive the

herds in my place—for well I know my fate by now—but

your end shall be ten thousand times more terrible than

mine."

As these curses flowed from the mouth of the dying

Syrian, great beads of sweat rolled down the gaunt black's

face and the fixed grin mocked the tremors of his body and

the grey fear in his eye.

"Finish him!" The eye of Rhaetius and the threatening

scourge recalled the African to his duty. "Throw this

carcass over the cliffs; and take his loin cloth for your

own."

The rigid corpse was ruthlessly dragged to the cliff's

edge and as Mastabal lifted it to hurl it from him, the

lifeless hands seemed to twine about his throat. With a

cry of terror, he hurled the body from him.

It took the whip to recall him to his senses this time,

and he followed his master to the tent lately occupied by

the luckless herdsman from across the sea.

Another year has turned about and, aside from a few

visits from Rhaetius, the Numidian has lived a lonely life

on the wide plains. He is no stranger to the whip, but its

advent brings the comfort of a human presence. A skele-

ton of bones and startled nerves, he no longer grins. He
wears a loin-covering made of hide cut from the tent-flap.

Aliphat's loin-cloth lies buried above the cliffs beneath a

mound of meal and meat and strange propitiatory offer-
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ings, but his nights are black hours of torment. Strange

wailings on windless nights have broken the hours of

silence and once the cliff-tops glowed with a ghostly light,

though the moon was not yet up.

"Rhaetius comes today. I will ask him to remove me.

The grass here is all but fed out and I dare not go on a

half-day's journey with the cattle, lest the night find me
away from shelter. O Baal, merciful son of the mother of

men, is my torment to have no end?'* A sound of running

feet announces a slave who precedes the master, and the

miserable negro arouses himself to prepare a favorable im-

pression. A light of hope drives the despair from his eyes

and he resolves to bear anything rather than another

night at the mercy of the spirit of the man whom he had

wronged.
He £ af: $ $

Night once more—unheeded prayers to man and god—

a

howling southwind that drives the clouds across the moon.

A screech-owl shrills its call from the hollow of an old oak-

tree. Mastabal awakes in a bath of sweat from a moment's

frightful dream; the tent door flaps loudly as the Sirocco

tears across the plain, and again the owl calls from the

brakes. A narrow column of white spray rises on the

margin of the cliffs and the hurrying wind wafts it over the

land.

For a few moments, the unwilling moon lights up the

scene. A tiny cloud of vapor moves silently across the

moor towards the tent, which stands there like a for-

gotten monument in a land of dreams. Mastabal springs

up, then doubles up fearfully in a corner; for fear and

guilt have transformed the mist into a long expected

avenger. In place of wind-driven spray, he conceives a

disembodied spirit which moves towards the tent with

baleful purpose. A rattling in his throat, a tumult in his

brain resolve into a mumbled prayer—half cry, half groan:

"Elyssa,—great one, merciful sister of the Avenger, save
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me now, I beseech thee." Still the vapor glides on and the

negro cannot move to lift the tent flap and slip away. The
ghostly figure now blocks the entrance and the moon dis-

appears.

Unspeakable agony stiffens the limbs of the miserable

slave. He seems to have no longer any soul, any mind, any

will. His body is but a bunch of nerves that sends one

message only to his brain, now a central battery vibrant

with fear, boundless and unthinkable. For those few in-

stants he is immortal—a Fear in every faculty; and his

body and sense are sacrificed to the deity, his brain. He
no longer prays, no longer thinks, no longer sees or feels.

He only knows that his end has come. Release from the

spell would bring but madness. All around burns a bluish

light, and in that light, besides himself, there is another

—

a creature of madness. Aliphat stands over him with arm
upraised, and in his hand a weighted thong which comes

down with a power more than mortal and wraps itself

about his neck. His body relaxes. The spell is shattered

and the silence of the night is broken by a howl that marks

the eruption of all the pent-up energies and vitality of a

human being. The final furious gesture of the raging wind

has left the tent a ruin in the lonely waste . . .

Last night the southwind tore across the sea in the wake

of the Sirocco and half of Rhaetius' herds lie rigid on the

plains. The herdsman's tent is a mass of twisted hide and

ropes, but no herdsman is to be seen. The slaves sent out

to estimate the damage have come upon the ruined tent.

A sharp cry of horror from one draws all eyes to an object

at his feet. A black head bruised and unsightly—mouth
and nose and eyes agape—protrudes from under the tent.

One of the ropes is tightly knotted around the shrunken

throat—evidence of the force of the terrible southwind.

Aliphat is avenged.

C. A. Fitter.



Sifting Sands

Atlantic City

In our meandering of yesterday we met three

fellow beings who are in a unique business. Every cent

that they get is clear profit, or as we say, "found money."

They themselves, feel that it is the best business in the

world for they don't work for their money—they just find

it.

It was on our morning boardwalk that we spied these

fellows wandering along the water line of the beach.

All were bent forward and they peered about intently as

they walked. Two were equipped with boots and they

walked on the edge of the water. The third could survey

the washed sands only as the water receded; with every

incoming wave he was forced to jump back to the dry

sand. I've been in Atlantic City enough to know that

no shells of any value are found on the beach. Perhaps

they were searching for clams. But we brushed conjecture

aside and approached them.

The first plover we spoke to was a gouty, rheumy fellow,

somewhere between fifty and eighty. What little of his

face was exposed was of a lovely dun color. Shaggy hair

all but concealed his watering yes and as he spoke slobber

drolled through his moustache. His only identifiable

garment was a grimy cap pulled down to his eyebrows.

His clothes were draped around him. We inquired in a

mild manner after the object of his search.

"Money and jewelry," he replied with a leering grin

and a grinning leer. "Y'see the bathers last summer lost

their money and jewelry on the sand, and waves coming

in now, wash it up."
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"Do you get much?"
"Quite a bit," answered the smeary one. "Only the

salt water works on it bad." And with these words he

fumbled in the recesses of his scalloped trousers—some-

where in the region of the knee, and brought forth a dozen

or more corroded coins, rusted and green from the salt

water, and of low denominations—pennies, nickels, dimes

—a quarter.

"Found money—every cent of it," boasted bleary eyes,

as he wiped his dripping moustache with one hand and

with the the other lowered the coins to their subway home.

With the pride of a beagle he resumed the treasure hunt.

We walked away wondering.

"Capitalist or laborer," we mused. "Employed or

unemployed; producer or consumer."

But he called after us. "Just found another cent."

Walter M. Teller



-fV VBOOK
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE

H. G. Wells, Julian S. Huxley, G. P. Wells

THE emotions appropriate to an instructor, upon

reviewing for an undergraduate periodical a piece of

"required reading," are sufficiently singular and not

at all necessary to describe. At the risk, therefore, of

adding insult to injury, let us carefully and prayerfully

consider the most recent revelation of a modern Major

Prophet.

It takes the imposing shape of two large volumes, into

which are bound 1478 pages (not counting the index), il-

lustrated by 359 figures, and divided into nine "books".

The elder Wells apparently considers this work the

second volume of a trilogy, the first member of which

was the "Outline of History," and the third, as yet only in

contemplation, will be "an adequate review of" mankind's

"economic developments". At any rate, the inevitable

comparison between "The Science of Life" and "The
Outline of History" must be made.

Irrespective of the historical merits of the "Outline"

("the largest political pamphlet ever written" as it has

unsympathetically been termed), its reputation suffers

from the fact that so ambitious a work appears from the

hand of a single author, and that one by no means a

recognized historian. The present treatise suffers from no

such disadvantage. Although the fact has largely been
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lost sight of, H. G. Wells has been a professional and recog-

nized biologist, and the author of a text on the subject. His

qualifications are therefore superficially sounder than in

the former case. But he has still further bettered the situa-

tion by enlisting the co-authorship of Julian Huxley, the

foremost biologist in England today, and of his own son,

G. P. Wells, actively engaged in physiological research.

The trio, therefore, speak as men having authority, an

authority at which no one can cavil.

As a slight illustration of the accuracy, I adduce two

errors, all that I have been able to discover in three careful

readings. On page 775 there is a statement that the Ko-

modo "dragon" reaches a length of fifteen feet and that

its recently extinct Australian relative reached a length of

fifty feet, an exaggeration which I consider myself to have

disproved, especially as concerns the Australian form.

On page 405 is the statement that the four-fingered

hand of frogs lacks the thumb, whereas recent work on

amphibians by various men has shown that the little finger,

not the thumb, is the missing digit.

The extraordinarily unimportant nature of these errors,

will, I think, be evident.

Perhaps a survey of the various "books," with appro-

priate comment will be the best approach to an evalua-

tion.

The Introduction actually introduces the authors, who
"are jointly and severally responsible for the entire ar-

rangement and text". This is indeed true, and the blend-

ing of authorship has been very well done, but occasion-

ally the voice is the voice of Esau, and certain sections

can be detected by the cunning, and one may say, "now
Huxley speaks," or "this is Wells himself".

This section also delimits the scope of the book, the

method and history of biological work, and the boundaries

of living things in space.

Book 1 , "The Living Body", is under the great handicap
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of discussing physiology without the use of technical

physics and chemistry, and while this handicap is, as far

as is humanly possible, overcome, nevertheless the section

seems a trifle like high school physiology, with its refer-

ences to Mr. Everyman, and to Mr. Everymouse.

Book 2, "The Chief Patterns of Life", is a very skilful

survey of the Plant and Animal Kingdoms, with an exciting

and largely new account of the smallest living things, the

ultra-microscopic, filterable viruses, only known to us as

being the cause of disease.

Book 3, "The Incontrovertible Fact of Evolution," is a

summary of the proofs that such a thing as evolution of

living organisms has occurred, the more controversial re-

marks as to method being left until a later portion. This

arrangement has great merit.

Book 4, "The How and the Why of Development and
Evoution," gives the various theories as to the method of

evolution, then takes up what is now known concerning

the development of the individual and the manner in which

individual characters are derived or inherited, and then

(and not until then) returns to scrutinize the standing of

the three principal theories of evolutionary method in the

light of this modern knowledge. The three authors do not

differ from the majority opinion in their conclusions:

"the broad propositions of Darwinism re-emerge from a

scrutiny of the most exacting sort, essentially unchanged".

"What has three-quarters of a century of subsequent

criticism done to modify" the view "that in general the

evolution of species was due to the Natural Selection of

Variations?" "Our answer is 'Practically nothing'."

These two books are written and arranged with consum-

mate skill.

Book 5, "The History and Adventures of Life", takes up

the origin of the solar system, the probable age of the earth,

the probable origin of life (in the form of the filterable virus

or of the single unit of heredity, the gene; which are of the
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same size and probable nature), and the geological history

of living things.

Book 6, "The Spectacle of Life", is a review of the inter-

relationships between living things and their environ-

ments, and with each other. Julian Huxley's hand appears

most clearly in this section, wherein a most important

topic, usually entirely omitted from biological texts, is

treated extraordinarily well.

Book 7, "Health and Disease", while sound enough, is

again a little high-schoolish.

Book 8, "Behavior, Feeling and Thought", is the best

treatment of Animal and Human mentality that it has

ever been my pleasure to read. Here is the work of Pavlov,

Watson, Jung, Adler and Freud, clearly and cleverly pre-

sented. The section is far and away the finest of them all.

It deals also with various more controversial matters of

behaviour and conduct, especially as regards sex, in a

manner at once courageous and sane. There is an amusing

series of passages on tabletapping, telepathy and the

materialization of spirits. The famous "Marjorie" is

dealt with in a manner surprisingly lenient to one who has

heard the somewhat scandalous facts of the case.

Book 9, "Biology of the Human Race", reviews Pre-

history, touches on the possibilities of Eugenics, and

descends to Prophecy. Here the hand of the elder Wells is

most apparent.

The work as a whole has my great admiration. It is

not just "another outline of something," it is a careful and

accurate and authoritative summary of biological knowl-

edge for the use of educated persons who are not specialists

in biology. Even a specialist in biology may well find here-

in an excellent compendium of modern knowledge in

branches of the subject remote from his own particular

specialty.

The style is clear and readable, and enlivened with

occasional flashes of humor. I gag slightly at the use of the
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word "blob" and at "Mr. Everyman and Mr. Every-

mouse" but these are minor defects, as is the sad fact that

the excellent drawings are not well reproduced.

This is far and away the best imaginable book on such

a vast field.

Doubleday Doran. E. R. D.

APHRODITE IN AULIS

George Moore

ALTHOUGH generally considered a Victorian

novelist, George Moore has always seemed to us to

be pleasantly separated, both in manner and sub-

ject matter, from that list of writers headed by Dickens,

Thackeray and Hardy. He is undoubtedly one of the fore-

most stylists in all of English literature, and is rivalled,

among contemporary novelists, only by James Branch

Cabell for smoothness and sheer beauty of diction. Dis-

tinctly and fundamentally Irish, the virtue of the Blarney

Stone seems inextricably connected with his career.

This, his first full-length novel since "Heloise and Abe-

lard," is a distinct let-down both from that work and from

his recent revisions of early short stories. It is fairly

typical of Moore's manner, though hardly so of his best.

The story, briefly, concerns a young student of Homer,

living in Greece in the Golden Age, who receives a chance

call to Aulis. There he marries the daughter of a wealthy

ship-owner, who bears him two sons. These sons, become,

respectively, the architect and the sculptor of a temple to

Aphrodite, and the second half of the book tells of their

lives and marriages and particularly of the sculptor in

connection with his search for a model for a statue of

Aphrodite. This latter half of the book is far superior to

the rest, and in it we find some flashes of his best writing,
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notably so in the last few pages. It is a genuine pleasure

to read such beautiful English, and despite its many
shortcomings, the book stands out as one of the finer

modern novels, perhaps, even, as one of the finest novels

of the past decade.

William Heinemann, Ltd., London

L. L. K.

THE WINDING WAY
Philip Gibbs

SOME years ago we were delighted with Sir Philip

Gibbs' clear-cut study of his own times in the ap-

pearance of the "Age of Reason". But his books

since then have been to this reviewer's mind rather poorer

than that decidedly fine achievement. But in the Wind-

ing Way, the author has hit his former stride; in fact one

would be tempted to say that he has exceeded it. A story

of quiet country lanes, the peace of the Surrey villages,

and the slightly timid soul of a genuinely likable young

novelist, this new novel treats the reader to a fine contrast

with the introduction of such disturbing elements as the

life of artistic London, the erotic selfishness of a young lady

named Pearl Jerningham, and the occasional midnight

appearance of Lydia who is one of these people who insist

on staying all evening.

Francis Brandon, who is the principal character of the

novel, is an instinctively quiet individual. He has been

brought up in the East end of London where for many
years his father has maintained a medical practice. The
opportunity for a stay in the peaceful country-side of

Harley Green, a tiny Surrey village, is welcome both to

him and to his mother—to her in a lesser degree, for one is

led to believe that she misses the noise of the friendly trams
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passing in the night. It might be suspected that Francis is

genuinely afraid of life but for the kindly understanding of

it which has shown itself in his novels and the sense of

humor with which Sir Philip Gibbs relieves his otherwise

sombre character. Francis manages to avoid the friendly

advances of Audrey Avenel, a fresh young thing who
fairly reeks of the Surrey sunlight, but he is caught in the

clutches of the Jerningham, becomes a best seller, is taken

to the Riviera, and conceives an overwhelming desire, for

a return to home and mother. Nor can one blame him for

his wife is a Pearl of great price but Francis has to foot the

bills. Perhaps the weakest point in the story is the suicide

of the butter-and-egg tycoon whom Pearl has intended

marrying; but then Sir Philip had to get rid of him some-

how, and everybody was much happier with him out of

the way.

It is the subtle side of the story which makes it worth

reading. The pathos of existence, particularly that of so

really a likable young man as Brandon, is exquisitely

portrayed. We cannot but wonder whether there is not a

strong tinge of autobiography in the tale. Sir Philip is

already a best seller, but after reading the Winding Way,

we sincerely hope that that condition has not brought nor

will not bring him the misfortunes of the equally gifted

Francis.

Doubleday Doran

L. D. A. L.
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Tom Thorpe

ALL exterior influences upon humankind are effective

only in that their roots have become entangled at

some time or other with Messrs. Heredity or Envi-

ronment, those two sturdy, young sons of that venerable,

Victorian gentleman, Psychology. To bring the tenor of

this down to something like a sane level we shall say, for

example, that one is attracted by the fair sex in order

that the specie may be perpetuated—teaching seems un-

necessary— ; on the other hand one has learned from

countless damnable reiterations that a moon plus a girl

ought to have certain connotations. In time they do; in

fact many of the younger male species have been known
to find themselves at a loss when a planet some hundreds

of thousands of miles away fails to appear in the offing.

I have often wondered, then, which of these two pro-

duces the "row-bottom" spirit of our college days. Despite

evidence to the contrary—see College Humor or College

Life—a. number of young gentlemen go to college for an

education. Yet even the most serious among them, the

greasiest of the midnight-oil burning grinds have tem-

porary mental relapses when a little first-class devilment

is about to be engaged in. Place one studious, bespec-

tacled, tense young undergraduate over a German exam
review paper; light one lamp; furnish a desk—according

to formula the young man will study. Introduce another

youngster who shouts, "LiT hell-raising this evening,"

and character of the first appearance abandons German.

Some day one of our great psychologists is going to

delve into the matter. I suggest that he meet here at

667
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Haverford one of the best informed authorities. Tom
Thorpe has been night-watchman since August, 1913. He
has, so to speak, watched the rare development of the

characteristic young man through a period of almost two

decades. In 1913 the young men amused themselves by

putting carriages in rather odd but none the less con-

spicuous places; today Tom sees a young man with a

totally different cast of mind, one of higher development

—

he puts automobiles in odd but none the less conspicuous

places.

My personal acquaintanceship with Tom developed with

and still blooms only when the "row-bottom" spirit is rife.

It is true that I had previously seen him about the campus

a number of times. He presents a rather quaint figure but

hardly one that would draw a second glance. In order of

"noticeability", he is old, bow-legged and of a distinctly

Irish type. His face, moreover, is decidedly wrinkled;

rather with the kindly scars of the passing years than with

the tell-tale marks of worry and trouble. To the casual

observer it will indicate almost nothing, to one who speaks

with him it becomes almost an opened book.

It was during the course of a North-Barclaian riot that

with a friend of mine I left the dormitory for some purpose

or other. When the purpose— I believe to throw rocks

through the open window of the bedroom of one of our

slumbering classmates—was satisfied we prepared to

return. By that time, however, every window and door

was guarded by determined young men armed with

buckets of water and fire-extinguishers—ingress was tem-

porarily impossible. Something relentless had gotten into

the boys that night and at one o'clock they were still at

their posts. Bill and I decided upon a counter-attack a la

garden-hose method and set out in search of the neces-

sary materials. We met Tom, then. That finished the

evening's festivities, for by the time we reached Barclay

again, our opponents were in bed.
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That first night we naturally talked of the student out-

bursts of which Tom had seen so many. He believed them

to be one of the manifestations of the universal desire in

man to fight. Put a man in the happiest of homes, in the

happiest of circumstances and he will find something to

fight about. "Why 'way back before the war," said Tom,
"they fought and they fit and they scratched and they bit

just like a pack of Kilkarney cats. Used to see the beds

coming out the windows at three o'clock of the coldest

nights in winter—they didn't care, not much." The rising

inflection indicated that the paragraph was about to end

and a laugh to ensue. There were other stories, too, back

in Uncle Ike's day when the boys did not have dances,

but ; Doggie Collins turned off the lights at ten

o'clock, but

His voice contains an even mixture of the tonal qualities

produced by a nail drawn over a glass surface and a car

sliding with locked brakes at thirty-five miles an hour.

He uses it at length but at least has the kindness to indi-

cate the end of one story and the beginning of another

by a cackling laugh three notes above the high "C" that

he uses in ordinary conversation. He always has a joke,

obscure or otherwise, in mind, and hence the "paragraph"

endings that are concluded in universal merriment. His

little eyes twinkle as he talks and his face seems to possess,

shall we say, a sort of childlike happiness and a feeling

that all is right with the world. Tom lives in the present.

He is a remarkable antidote for the "blues" that hate the

past and worry about the future.

I have talked to him several times this year: when a

smudge fire was being built in the ventilating system;

when South Barclay was in the throes of a water fight.

I tried to draw him out, to get away from the present and

hear a little personal history but it was difficult to do.

He is, contrary to outward Irish appearance, a native

farmer from down the Chester Pike. Quaker by birth and
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member of the Middletown Meeting he at one time

attended school with Uncle Isaac Sharpless. (Tom doesn't

believe that there are any real Quakers left now.) His life

on the farm was a quiet one and he traveled but little.

In 1913 someone with capitalistic tendencies and with a

great deal of money
—"He had," according to the report

that Tom saw in the newspapers, "some five or six million

dollars"—wiped out the smaller farmers of the district.

That occurred during the late spring and early summer;

in August he was here at Haverford.

Tom's policy is: to wander around the campus, "every

once in a while when he is not asleep"' never to interfere

with the boys, "for what they do is their own business,"

and finally, not to bother much about apprehending crim-

inals. Six or seven years ago he did find a drunk in the

shed that is now the garage back of Lloyd Hall. He sug-

gested that the man leave, as he, Tom, "was supposed to

be the watchman around these hyar parts." Our inebriate

friend could see Tom's point of view but he "would like

to have the chance to mash in the head of the guy that

gave the orders." He was escorted down to the Philadel-

phia and Western, regaling our night watchman on the

way with many interesting tales of what went on here

thirty years ago. "See that bridge down there," said he

to Tom, "well on that bank on the left side ..."

This is now Tom's favorite of favorite stories. Meet
him on his campus rounds some night and he will give you

the unexpurgated version. At times he feels his business

to be a hard one and he is only too glad of company. It is

cold and very lonely in winter, and the little "32" which

he carries offers small consolation. He has outgrown that,

and then, too, it is tucked away so far that it would be

of little use. The wide expanses of lawn, the great bare

oaks and maples that rustle in the winter wind, the um-
brella-like, stinking Gingkos, great cold grey buildings

casting dark shadows in the moonlight, the almost boister-
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ous silence of late night are beautiful to us (environment)

but bleak and desolate for old Tom. When you reach the

dear old campus late some winter night and meet the little

muffled figure with swinging club, go with him the rounds.

If but once it will light up another facet of that diamond,

life at Haverford (apologies): water fights, Uncle Ike,

Doggie Collins, during the war, when "Lady Grey" was

here, the Union, collegiate deviltry. The last-mentioned

will furnish the old night watchman an opportunity to

tell many an old anecdote. But do not ask him whether

it is heredity or environment.

F. G. Rudge.



The Haverford Program

Address delivered at the Pre-Centenary Convocation

TO THOSE of us whose existence is wrapped up in

Haverford, this is a great day. In spite of many
commencements, anniversaries and reunions, there

has never been here such a gathering as this. That so

many alumni, colleagues, neighbors and friends have come
to share with us in the significance of the day makes us

very glad. I welcome you to all that the College can offer

you of profit and entertainment. Before asking two of

our distinguished guests to speak, I should state why we
have set apart a day to speak of matters which touch all

those who are concerned with higher education. Is it

possible that this small college has anything to contribute

to the development of effective education in America?

For nearly a hundred years this College has been moving

towards its present state. The oldest of the ten Quaker

colleges in America, it is also one of the oldest of the

many educational institutions in Pennsylvania. The boys

who came here in 1833 could have seen their sons, grand-

sons, and great-grandsons finish their studies here ere this.

An undergraduate of the sixties who is still living recalls

the gracious salute of Abraham Lincoln to the college boys

as they gathered on the old Railroad Avenue to see the

President's train pass by the College grounds. The farm

land and orchards and woodlots bought for $18,000 in

1830 have been developed into part of a suburban com-

munity with an academic nucleus. What the stabilizing

672
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existence of the College here has meant all these years

can be realized by many of our neighbors. Old Founders

Hall, long our only college building, is now the center of

sixteen buildings.

All through the nineteenth century the College was

building up its resources, its reputation and its good will.

It was a slow process, requiring much patience, devotion

and faith. But at the end of the last century when the student

body stood at only one hundred, better days began to

dawn. Knowledge of the munificent legacy of Jacob P.

Jones put heart into everyone even before the bequest

became available. President Isaac Sharpless lived long

enough to enjoy the happiness of building up the College

with this large addition to the endowment. The College

has nearly trebled in size since 1900. Next year there will

be forty-three names on our active Faculty as against

twenty in 1900. The Faculty salary list has grown from

$35,000 to $180,000. During these thirty years over

$400,000 has been dispensed by the Corporation in free

scholarships, for the most part, as Jacob P. Jones said in

an inspired phrase, to "deserving young men of slender

patrimony." The portion of this sum given to youth of

this neighborhood alone is considerable.

It is becoming to remember the labors of our fathers for

the welfare of this institution. It is they who have made
it possible for us to gather here today united in the desire

to give a better sequel to an honorable past. We should

be but unworthy descendants, did we not gird ourselves

to be better forebears. Against this simple background of

the past which has been but inadequately sketched, it is

fitting to picture the future. It is fitt'ng today with the

memories of past mercies to pause on the threshold of a

second century, to turn our eyes to the future and see what

contribution this college can make to the future manhood
of our people.

Compared with our day, the nineteenth century was
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peaceful in academic circles: there were few causes, organ-

izations, surveys, investigations or activities—little self-

consciousness—to interfere with the pleasant life of a

country club. The scholars attended to their studies and

were as well educated in my judgment as are our best

products today; the more frivolous were allowed to waste

their time as they pleased except for the required disci-

plines to which all were impartially subjected. As to the

value of these disciplines there is no consensus of opinion.

They have their loyal defenders to this day, but on the

whole their defenders preach in the desert. Young America

does not take kindly to discipline, and our public school

system has opened up to our youth green pastures for

self-expression of which our forefathers knew nothing.

Some of us regret the elimination of the classics and mathe-

matics from the requirements of the college curriculum,

because we believe they have proven over some centuries

their value as nutrition for two very necessary parts of

human nature: gray matter and backbone. But America

has decided otherwise. Perhaps there are other ways of

securing the same result. Let us see what the problem

before us is.

It is a coincidence that our centenary is contemporary

with the deepest heart-searching that American education

has undergone. There are now said to be upwards of a

million students in our colleges and universities. The
task of educating such numbers as individuals has proved

impossible with current resources. Everything has been

done to encourage numbers: entrance has been made easy,

inducements have been extended, material and social ad-

vantage has been emphasized. College life has become

attractive, if not for educational reasons, at least for

many other reasons. True education has been seriously

jeopardized. As a result, our institutions of higher learning

have been overwhelmed, not with scholars but with

amiable bipeds, undergraduates have been taught in
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droves, they have been quartered all about the town, they

have been allowed to study what they please, they have

grown independent of authority and have developed a

great vaiiety of their own diversions which have cut deep

into the serious purpose for which the colleges exist. The
campus has proven a veritable Land of Cockaigne where

the Rabelaisian motto, "Fay ce que vouldras," has again

met with favor. In all this the most serious loss has been

the passing of the precious intimate relation which might

exist between teacher and pupil in the little denominational

College of the last century. A determined effort is being

made in some institutions to recapture the lost individual

instruction and renew social homogeneity. In the state

universities many low-paid section-hands are being as-

signed to the former task; elsewhere new and smaller social

units are planned to accomplish the latter result. Enor-

mous expense is required to recapture the advantage of

small numbers. At Haverford we have not yet surrendered

this advantage. We have no intention of doing so. The
number is not sacred, but we are convinced that three

hundred is not far from the right limit for us to observe.

All our plans and our plant are predicated upon this figure

as our limit. We believe that the country needs an

exhibit of quality rather than quantity in education, and

that it is in keeping with Haverford's traditions and des-

tiny to make our contribution by bringing the best educa-

tional forces to bear upon a small number of carefully

selected students. Haverford is in an almost unique posi-

tion to create an exhibit of national significance. Its past

accomplishment, its resources, its established patronage,

its geographical position, its strictly limited ambition

combine to give color to our hope.

We have based our Centenary program, which I am
about to announce, on the best judgment of our own
faculty and on the advice of some thirty educators at other

institutions who were sufficiently interested in Haverford
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of the past and present to desire to help in the formation

of our future plans. We are deeply indebted to these

college presidents and deans for assistance that insures us

of a breadth of educational objectives that might other-

wise have been lost. To the Haverford Faculty which,

under the capable leadership of Professor Frederic Palmer,

Jr., has charted our course for our second century of work,

all of us pay tribute, for it is upon such spirit, skill and

extra effort that the success of our program is dependent.

As you listen to a mere outline of this program, the sum-

marized details of which are available in printed form,

many of you may feel that it proposes nothing more than

any college should decently undertake to accomplish for

its students. But our colleagues will be the first to admit

how much yet remains to be done before the possibilities

of college education in this country are realized, and they

will watch with interest any college which feels itself in a

position to pursue with energy the development of its

individual students.

Most boys have sufficient brains to do the college work

we are planning for them, if they are interested in intel-

lectual tasks. We propose to employ every reasonable

means to detect those who have the ability, the ambition

and the character to make useful men. The breed of college

men can be improved by a selective process. Personality

and social poise must also figure in our choice ; for although

men may develop their individual talents in unrelated

fields, they are in a world where co-operation and social

forbearance are conditions of an effective life. We are

not seeking for intellectual prodigies at the age of eighteen,

but for well-balanced youths who have some idea of what

they want and are willing to work for it. The simplest

way to put it is that we are looking for the kind of boys

whom we should like to have for our own sons. Personal

interviews including a study of background by one or

more experienced judges of personality, the school record
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scanned to see if the candidate is growing or weakening in

capacity and in a sense of responsibility, a few College

Board entrance examinations as a formal test of specific

information in subjects to be continued in college,—these

will form the basis of our selection of raw material upon

which to expend our efforts to be now described.

During Freshman year, which will not be actually very

different from our present practice, a personal adviser will

assist in making an individual program after learning the

candidate's general intentions.

Before the end of Freshman year the student should be

led to choose intelligently the general field in which he

expects to exercise his major concentration, and through-

out the Sophomore year one professor in the general divi-

sion of his contemplated major concentration should guide

the student in developing scholarly interests and habits.

There will thus be arranged for Sophomores introductory

courses in such fields as Economics, the natural sciences,

English and foreign literature, etc., in which the student

may test himself and prepare for the more exacting de-

mands of the last two years. We propose to lay upon each

student such a concentrated barrage of skilled teaching

that some ingenuity will be required to escape its effects.

But if, as is probable, some students feel that they have

exhausted their stock of scholarly ambition at the end of

the Sophomore year, they will be kindly encouraged to

seek dist nction in some other sphere of activity. Our
colleagues in large institutions will understand how much
easier it is for us to keep an eye on the progress of the

individual where such small numbers are concerned, and

to give advice which will be really helpful.

Throughout the Junior and Senior years we propose to

provide in the fields of major concentration facilities for

all students equal to those usually offered elsewhere only

to Honor students. Individual treatment will replace lock-

step methods. This we believe will be a novelty in a
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college of our type. It is the nucleus of our undergraduate

plan. In effect, all upper classmen will be potential Honor

students without special declaration on their part, and will

be treated as such. Honors may be awarded at com-

mencement to any student who has done distinguished

work in his field of concentration as revealed in the gen-

eral written and oral examinations to which he will sub-

mit at the end of his Senior year. This plan obligates the

College to offer a large number of conference-group

courses, comprising about five students each, in all our

departments, and provides that each student shall carry

to a conclusion some independent study or elementary

research under the personal guidance of his Major Super-

visor and exposed to the comment and criticism of his

fellows. This plan for upper class concentration comes

near to making each student an individual responsibility

of some highly trained professor, and will restore, we
hope, as a reality the familiar conception associated with

Mark Hopkins and a thirsty but unidentified youth at

opposite ends of a log, and the log must be short.

For a quarter of a century we have had provisions for

our students to take special work in the Junior and

Senior years and a special exam to qualify for honors in a

single department at graduation. For a quarter of a cen-

tury also individual Freshmen and Sophomores have been

voluntarily working to secure honorable mention in an

individual course of their own choice by deserving an A
in the regular work of the class and in addition doing a

large amount of extra work upon which they were sepa-

rately examined. The habit of doing extra work is thus

not strange to our students, and it is certain that this

practice has been valuable in determining our better stu-

dents to put forth their best efforts and to go the second

mile. To it we may attribute much of the success our

undergraduates have recently had in comparative tests of

their intelligence with the students of many other colleges
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and universities. The novelty in our new plan is that while

offering opportunities through distribution for a liberal

education, we shall in future insure a considerable mas-

tery of one field, with all students treated as potential

Honor students. In this sense our last two years will

train men for Honors which perhaps most will not obtain.

All, however, will have the benefit of a specialized train-

ing and thus escape the dissipation of a free elective

system. This is an expensive system and we shall need

much help to make it a success. But education is an indi-

vidual business, and each individual is different from the

rest. Each student holds his own candle which must be

separately lighted. It is not enough to turn on the flood-

lights of lectures and other facilities. The student is not

really concerned personally in all the display until his

candle is lighted. If any discipline is lost through the

elimination of required courses, we count on recapturing

it in the stricter accounting to which the student will be

held in the field of his own choice. There is every reason

to believe that our students will embrace with enthusiasm

the opportunity to work hard under their own steam. Our
small numbers are greatly in our favor when facing such

an ambitious future. Indeed, the method proposed is

already in force in some departments which have happily

found themselves equipped to apply it, but before it is

fully installed, we must wait until larger funds and better

personnel are found. For every man on our Faculty should

possess the qualities and the desire to lead individual stu-

dents as far as is possible in four years. Enough success

has already met our efforts and enough encouragement

from other quarters has come to us to warrant the belief

that with support we can show something new in educa-

tional quality. "Non doctior, sed meliore doctrina im-

butus" is the college motto: we do not seek to produce

intellectual prigs, but to imbue our students with more

solid doctrine.
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The physical development of our youth must receive

careful provision. Our program of athletics is an integral

part of our educational program. "Mens sana in corpore

sano" is good Latin and better doctrine. Little change is

required in our practice, but it must be extended and more

carefully applied to individuals. We wish every student

in college to be engaged in three sports, which we may
describe for him as a major and two minor sports. One of

these should be a sport in which he can continue to engage

in mature life, such as tennis, golf, cricket or swimming.

Each open season should see our fields covered with young

men getting exercise and recreation, learning co-operation

from their fellows and certain skills from coaches chosen

for their moral influence as well as for their technical dex-

terity. In this plan, those who make a team may be said

to take Honors in that branch of sport, and as the phrase

has it, they will be given their letters as indication of the

honor they have won. The fallacy that the value of educa-

tional institutions is determined by victories of their teams

need not to be exploded before such an intelligent audi-

ence as this. But we will take our chance in winning vic-

tories under this plan of sports for recreation instead of

for business, and we seek relations with colleges of our type

whose similar ideals will make them congenial competitors.

We are not interested in a stadium but in the physical

education of our students.

Haverford College in its second century should hold

fast to the spiritual ideals of its founders who were mem-
bers of the Society of Friends. It should continue to keep

free from narrow sectarian bounds. It should cherish those

religious standards which have made Haverford's work

unique by continuing to emphasize religion as a way of

life and by endeavoring to inspire in its students uncom-

promising loyalty to moral principles. Religion should

not be something apart from life, something injected from

the outside, but rather a complete spiritual health, involv-
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ing a simple pervasive spirit of reverence, of sincerity and

of aspiration for the highest values of personality. Haver-

ford seeks to stress those universal aspects of religion

which underlie the faith of all sects and communions.

Many young people fail to adapt themselves readily to

college life. Earlier life in the home, inherited inhibitions,

exaggerated ideas of importance are among the influences

which place many individuals Under a social handicap.

Such cases often yield readily to the interested care of

one who is skilled in analysis of personality and who pos-

sesses the tact to win the confidence of those who need

special attention. It is our purpose to make adequate pro-

vision for the help of such cases in order that they may
gain a full development of their social natures and make
their contribution to our community life.

Our undergraduates have contributed to the Centenary

program a valuable study of campus conditions which

deserves careful consideration. Without encouraging inap-

propriate luxury, we desire to provide such conditions in

our dormitories and commons, and take such advantage

of our open fields as shall be conducive to our students'

health and result in the improvement of their conduct and

deportment. Alongside of equipment for the intellectual

requirements of the individual as already set forth, there

must be provision for the gregarious instincts of our youth

when at play or at leisure. So that beside the new library

facilities we require for our intellectual power house, we
shall need another modern dormitory and a large building

for indoor games and swimming.

Never before in the history of Haverford has the interest

of the Alumni been so aroused. In reply to our request

for their ideas on what the College should do in the future,

considerably more than a thousand graduates have sent

in constructive suggestions. The final analysis of these is

almost completed,—it is sufficiently far advanced for us

to know that the Alumni favor the essential features of
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the Centenary program. And in the administration of

these plans, we are now assured of the mature judgment

and constant assistance of those who know best the work

of Haverford.

A word now must be said in behalf of the Faculty. We
feel at Haverford that the encouragement of research

within appropriate limits is an essential condition for the

maintenance of efficient collegiate teaching. Every man
on our Faculty should feel the obligation to teach with

inspiring power and also to maintain a modest program

of research or other creative thinking which may express

itself in divers ways. In cases where a contribution of

notable value to the advancement of knowledge is prom-

ised, we expect to make adequate provision for the comple-

tion of such work under favorable circumstances. The
kind of work expected from our Faculty and students

under the new plan will necessitate a larger expenditure

for books, for scientific apparatus and for proper accom-

modations in the library.

In conclusion, we have quite definite ideas concerning

the future development of higher education in America,

and with this development we wish to associate ourselves.

They are as follows:

More care must be taken in the selection of human
material for such a delicate, important and expensive

process as higher education.

More thought must be given to the individual require-

ments of those who are once admitted and who prove

themselves worthy. They must be exposed to the inspired

teaching and example of strong men who are lovers of

youth and dedicated to their profession.

Physical education must be reclaimed as part of the

general educational plan, and college sport, far from being

a mercantile excrescence, must be restored to Faculty

control.

And finally, greater insistence must be laid upon the
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inculcation of spiritual values. Our education is seeking

its satisfaction too exclusively in material triumphs, in

clever techniques and skills rather than in those spiritual

and moral values which, though not seen in the outward,

are the eternal foundation of personal happiness and

national righteousness and survival. If for the moment
the ancient channels of religious influence are clogged

with irrelevant dogmas and rites, the insistent demand of

youth for the Christian virtues is unimpaired. Against

certain virtues there is no law, either in the heart of youth

or anywhere else. If the result cannot be obtained else-

where, then in the example of good men on the campus, in

the daily touch of older and younger brothers, in the com-

mon life we live here must succeeding generations of Haver-

fordians learn where to look for the way, the truth, and

the life.

W. W. Comfort.



The Sea

From the Norwegian of Nils Collett Vogt

Thou billow blue that bore my mind

In sun and wind!

Thou billow blue that was my mind!

Now silent fades the light of day.

Vanish, my billow, heavy and gray.

Into the night.

Break into foam!

The great sea closes o'er each wave,

Tight as the grave,

And mirrors the night and the bright stars' home.

Sink now, my billow, heavy and gray

Into the depths of loneliness;

With the other small ones, melt away,

Break '"'o nothingness!

I, too, was a billow, young and gay,

In sun and wind.

Soon we are sea in the light of the stars.

They shine down

From eternity

And cradle their cold flames

In the empty sea.

Vanish, my billow, heavy and gray,

Into eternity.

F. G. N.
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Logan Circle Fountain

PHILADELPHIA'S Parkway has been during these

four years my favorite strolling ground. From the

Broad Street Station, past the Suburban Station,

where it has its real beginning, past the Fountain, the

Library, and the Rodin Museum, on to its end at the

impressive Art Museum, it is a walk which is extremely

beautiful in places and rich with possibilities in others. I

cannot help feeling as I go down the green-lined boulevard

how much finer and fuller of meaning it would be had it

been designed as a whole by such an architect as Bertram

Goodhue or Louis Sullivan, an architect imbued, perhaps,

with the athletic Americanism of Walt Whitman. The
Library is a fine building in its way, and the Art Museum
is one of the most archeologically perfect buildings in the

country. But I have come to think that it is rather a

bitter irony that Americanism in art, a new, living archi-

tecture, should not have arisen here, and that thus again

and again we are offered copies of a dead civilization in

the very city in which America was born. I think I can

see Walt himself striding down the walk, stopping some

unfortunate wayfarer to ask him if he knows why we
must put up with all this over-sea stuff.

But I am getting off the track of the subject I intended

to talk about. The City Architect may line both sides of

the Parkway with pseudo-Greek temples, if he likes, but

one thing of a consummate and original beauty there is

685
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which he will never be able to spoil—the fountain in Logan

Circle.

I never believed Keats' "A thing of beauty is a joy for-

ever" before I made the acquaintance of this superb

thing. The exhilarating, heady effect I had felt in the pres-

ence of some particular object of beauty would gradually

diminish until its loveliness no longer awoke any emotion

in me. It was still admirable perhaps, but no longer satis-

fying. I thought Keats an incorrigible sentimentalist.

I know now that he is right. Not often, to be sure, for his

is a rule which is proven only by infrequent exceptions.

"Its loveliness increases." In fact the Logan Circle

fountain never seems the same. It is a thing of as many
moods and caprices as the wind. In the morning it is often

a laughing girl, flaunting its mirthful, sun-tinted mist into

the faces of passersby. Toward evening it takes on a

more mature outlook upon the life about it. Still joyous,

still singing, it has a kinder tone in its voice that is the

result of its day's experiences. After dark the falling of

its waters is the voice of an old poet who still sings of past

loves. Later, its voice is quieted, and it lies there silent,

gentle, strong, and understanding.

Such are its springtime phases. During the winter it is

ever changeful with the coming and going of snow and

rain and frost. Sometimes it is a huge mass of white like

a piece of marble barely worked by a sculptor. At others

it is thinly glazed with a coat of crystal clear ice, and from

the arms and faces of the figures hang tiny icicles like

carven diamonds. Before that, in the fall, it has joined to

nature's mournful chant of the departing a note of hope

and a promise. In summer it is more sympathetic. Hot,

tired Philadelphians know it for one of the coolest places

in town. The whole neighborhood turns out of an evening,

the very young to dabble and splash each other, the not-

so-young to make love, and the older people to listen to

what the fountain has to tell them. It must have some-
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thing to tell everyone, for it has told me something dif-

ferent every time I have seen it.

Though a loyal Pittsburgher, I found myself detained

(shall we say on business?) for half the summer last year

in Philadelphia. Terribly hot weather, uncongenial land-

ladies, lunches at Liggett's, and a general lack of people

interested in my particular line of business often brought

me to a state in which I was no fit companion for any

human being. So, in hours when I should have been work-

ing, I would hie me off to my friend, the fountain. She

knew what was wrong, and soothed my weariness and bad

temper just as she did to everyone who came to her; and,

grateful for her consoling influence, I would go back to

work.

Sometimes the fountain does not speak to me, but shows

herself in various lovely arrays. One November night,

after having worked all day in the Library, I came out and

walked across to it. From the sky there fell what was

neither rain nor mist. It fell thickly, so that the yellow

lamps were blurred. The fountain loomed black before

me except where a shiny bronze knee or breast would

cast a glimmering blue reflexion. It was a wonderful thing,

not to be felt at all, but just to be looked at. Later in

the year, one mild Friday afternoon of January, I hap-

pened to walk past after an orchestra concert at the

Academy. The sun was just setting, and its oblique rays

made the green figures look almost pink. The water

itself seemed liquid gold, and the thin layer of ice which

had frozen as the spray fell was crazily uneven and grey-

ish-white in color. The concert I had heard had been an

unusual one, somewhat gay—majors predominating and

minors relegated, for once, to the background—and the

brilliantly lit and decorated fountain seemed to be the

very thing the music had been trying to express.

These are some of the fountain's moods. Whether it is

communicative or attractive in a purely sensuous way, it
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always repays you for your trouble in walking out to it.

It is never sad nor depressing, because it is a thing of gen-

uine beauty. For the same reason it never has a negative

effect. You cannot go by it oblivious to what it has to offer

you for the moment. Its infinite variety is due, I think,

to the fact that in itself it means nothing in particular.

The moods of the fountain I like best to remember are

those, when, of an evening, as I have walked out past it,

blaming myself for stupidities and mistakes, it has called

to me. Things begin to look not so bad after all. Then I

walk up to old-fashioned Brandywine Street where a talk

with a charming friend and a glass of his own delicious

grape wine complete the metamorphosis, and the world is

different. Back on the Parkway the fountain, as I go by,

calls out, "You see}"

Donald Clements.



Lacrimae Dona Sola Mea

Tears are the only gift I have

To pour upon my passion's grave—
A sighing breath the only poor perfume

To spill upon the silence of that tomb.

Let the World pass and sing

And Watch another spring

Bring bright buds and light leaves;

The earth that never grieves

Cannot be clad in black for my
Dull melancholy symphony.

But oh, the bitterness within

My heart. Ah, that I might have been

Permitted but an instant of thine eyes!

But by a sad and cynic fate, betwixt

Us two a permanent great gulf is fixed.

I am as one whose spirit in him dies.

(Let the wind weep, a sullen sleep

Has come upon my passion;

Another lord holds thee adored

And loves thee in his fashion.)

Send one bright comet moaning past the moon:

My spirit dies; my memories are strewn

Across a vasty void of numbing pain—
My heart has left me, but my tears remain.

Lochhart Amerman.
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Not Haverford

WHEN young Pelham entered the small apartment,

he dropped noisily into the big arm chair that

seemed to have known a larger room.

"You're late tonight, Jimmy," his mother's voice came

from the kitchenette.

"Yes, that old buyer made us all stay. I had to re-

ticket every shirt—twenty cents more to cover the sale

they're running tomorrow. And that means I'll be late

again tomorrow night, putting the reductions down to

normal. I hate that rotten store, hate all department

stores."

"Well, dear, you'll soon be where I long to see you,

out on the lovely, green campus. Just three months more

till your exams. You see, I count the days as well as you."

"Gee, Mother, it makes me sick when I think of those

College Boards; I'll have to take the week off, too. And
that old rat is sure to make me stay late the night before

if I want to hold my job."

"Then you mustn't! That's all I live for now, to see

you out of here and in college. And you won't get there

if you don't pass your exams."

"And I won't get there if I don't keep my job till Sep-

tember either. You know I haven't even got the first

year's money yet."

"Now don't be crabby. You'll have it, I feel sure you'll

have it, if I have to get work myself. You always get

where you want to if you try. I wish that fool of a father

of yours would get on his feet again."
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"Didn't he get a job today?"

"He isn't home yet."

Then two sighs mingled with the steam from the kettle.

When Jimmy arrived home the next night, the tired

frown was lifted from his mother's face. These two never

had to speak on some subjects. He started right in getting

details. His father was to begin work next Monday. But

Mrs. Pelham explained with forced optimism that he had

to go to Ohio where the agency was sending a gang of

trained mechanics for a government job. She had to take

two hundred of Jim's money to start him. "Oh, but don't

you worry now," she added hastily when she read his

thoughts, "you'll have it all back and interest, too. You
know how I can save when the old boy's got work. He's

not a bad stick—just no sense, he was fine when he was

young; too fond of helping others instead of himself. If

he hadn't let his poor cousin take the house he built, we
wouldn't have to live in this hole now, with dirty foreigners

all around. I'm sick of this life. I'll be glad—oh, there's a

letter on the ice-box from Haverford. It's in Harold's

writing. Hurry. I must see what he has to say."

Jim read with eagerness. "He wants me to go out for

the closing exercises. That's next month—on a Tuesday.

Guess I'll have to sprain an ankle Monday, to get the day

off. Imagine, he'll be a Sophomore next year. Won't it

be funny, being hazed by my best friend?"

A week passed in rare joy, until one night Robert Pel-

ham was at the table when Jim came in. He was reading

the paper. They didn't speak. There was only one thought

and neither cared to discuss it. Although the boy felt

that his father, under his roughness, loved him, and only

by his extreme timidity and self-condemnation dared not

show it, yet neither the father himself nor the son could

forgive the great parental crime, the crime of failure.

The elder sank beneath it: the younger climbed upon it.

There were tears in the mother's eyes. Jim went to play
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the piano, but it was sadly out of tune. All the big fur-

niture in the little room annoyed him. Very soon Pelham

went to bed. Jim began as soon as he and his mother

were alone.

"Couldn't he hold it?"

"Oh I don't know what's the matter with the man.

Sometines I wish he were dead. But I suppose he tries.

The whole bunch of them were laid off. He said it was

politics. The agency ships a gang to a job. They work a

week and the job boss fires them all and gets a new gang.

Then he and the agency split the employment fees."

No more was said but both had the same thoughts. Jim
went to his books where he was wont to spend the night

cramming. He couldn't look up from his book for little

tears of vexation ran down his nose. He wished his mother

would go to bed. But she went for a walk. When she

returned he had his head in his arms on the table.

"Why don't you go to bed?" she asked.

"I'm concentrating."

But she knew he wasn't.
* H* *

Jim and Harold were jammed in the auditorium of Bar-

clay Hall (that was before the time of Roberts). President

Sharpless was receiving the class gift and the class presi-

dent was delivering a lovely speech about how noble was

the work of the Alma Mater as she turned out "the

world's most jeweled ornament—loyal and worthy sons

of a great cause"—and so on and so on, finally presenting

a handsome bronze tablet commemorating their appre-

ciation.

"That's some ornament itself," Harold commented with

enthusiasm.

"I'll bet it's worth every bit of two hundred," and Jim

estimated the height of the huge slab.

"There you go again, always money! What makes you

so mercenary?"
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"I'm sorry. But money is important sometimes."

After a short pause which brought the boys to the steps

of Founders, Jim burst out eagerly, "Harold, I've got a

new experiment. I have two blades of grass in two flower

pots. One I keep on the window-sill in the sun and water

it every night regularly. The other I have on the floor

below the window and keep making it grow toward the

light and water it only when it is actually raining outside.

Once a month I cut them and measure the growth. You'd

be surprised how much faster the one with attention grows.

They're almost like human beings to me. I call them the

prince and the pauper, after that show we saw two years

ago."

Jim stayed to supper. They had ham, corn, baked

potatoes, milk, bread and butter and sliced peaches. He
thought it was an awfully good meal.

* * *

June had come and gone. College Boards were over.

The little family waited for the report. Perhaps,—Jim
was very bright in high school, except just at the bad spot

where he had to work in the afternoons,—perhaps he would

win a scholarship. That would carry him through the

first year and then—nothing to the rest—lots of loan

funds open after the first year, work around the campus,

and surely more scholarships and literary prizes.

Jim took his mother to see the bronze tablet hanging

in the north wing of the library, in the darkness of the

first alcove to the left.

"I'll swear there's a hundred and fifty dollars worth of

metal there, Mother, and certainly fifty dollars worth of

work. A swell bit of casting, isn't it?"

She just nodded assent, then they wandered down to

the farm.

"Some day, Mother, we'll have a home again. If I

only get a scholarship for the first year, then, when I

graduate, I can teach and we'll get a big garden like this
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and you can spend all day weeding it. That'll reduce you

faster than worrying does now."

The report came. Nothing over eighty with a sixty in

English. Plain nervousness, he said. English of all sub-

jects. Editor of the school paper; never less than ninety

for four years' work and then this—too nervous to recog-

nize a passage from his favorite poet!

The college sent a little charity scholarship. It and

what was left of his savings—well, at least he was ac-

cepted in the college; another year of work and he could

get the full sum. Two hundred dollars in twelve months,

about four dollars a week to save. And perhaps the old

man would get work.
* * *

Easter came and the store asked all the males to work

an extra night shift during the rush season. There would

probably be a bonus. Eight hours a day, plus three hours

for the evening business, plus anywhere from two to four

hours after the rabble left, straightening the goods and

changing the tickets. But thirteen hours is illegal for a

minor. Well better let a man do a man's job then. No
that won't do, not when there's nothing else to do. Besides

he was getting fifty cents for his supper.

Jim grew thinner and thinner. College or no college

—

that was a year off—he couldn't stand it any longer. One
morning Jim's mother found a note on the table. Jimmy
had gone south with another boy from the store. Health

is youth's own right.

* * *

In a tavern just across the Mexican border young Pel-

ham was playing the piano. Old "Beaknose" was fiddling

for him. When they stopped to let the wenches drag their

sailors to the bar, Pelham swung round on the stool.

"Say, Beak," he said, "didn't you ever want to amount

to something, like—well, be educated, an' wear a stiff

shirt, you know?"
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"Aw yeh," the old fiddler scratched his head with the

end of the bow.

"You know, Beak, when I was young I wanted to go to

college. They say a good man will get there. Guess I'm

not much good."

"Laws, son, you're only thirty now, aincha?"

"Yes, Beak, thirty's young to you when you're twice

thirty, but, you know a fellow wants to marry and it got

pretty lonely without Ma to prod me on. Anyway, you
can't remember Latin while you play for these greasers."

"I know, I know," and the old man stroked his cello

with fondness, "I wanted to go myself once, but I never

quite got there. I'd be all ready and something would turn

up at the last minute and take a hundred or so and I'd

have to wait another year and there weren't all them fancy

loan funds in my day either. Anyway, people don't loan

money on hope. Yeh, yeh, I wasn't always the old cuss I

am now. I saved my pile but it took a lot of it to put my
boy through. He'll be a lawyer up in Boston soon. Smart

boy he is. Yeh, I often wonder what I'd of been if I

"

"Yep, Beak, you know there's a lot of money spent for

things like, well, like bronze tablets for instance, that

could have put a lot of fellows through the first year.

Look at this, Beak." Pelham opened his shirt. Tattooed

in red across his chest was HARD KNOCKS UNIVER-
SITY, '98. "I graduated from this place in '98," he

continued, looking the old man squarely in the eye.

"This is my diploma—living parchment we use. Oh, I

did it in full style, too, commencement speech, class gift

and everything. You know what I gave my Alma Mater ?

Two hundred bucks for an orphan kid that couldn't quite

make the first year. And I want to tell you, he's the pret-

tiest picture anybody ever hung on the walls of his old

school."

5. A. Hunt.
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THE MYSTERIOUS UNIVERSE

Sir James Jeans

F)RMERLY the task of popularizing science was left

almost entirely to amateurs, whose enthusiasm was

evident, and whose literary skill was often consid-

erable, but whose lack of technical training in the subject

led frequently to misstatements, sometimes of major

importance, especially in expounding the most recent

developments. Of late, the situation has changed greatly

for the better; many of our front rank scientists have

found time to put forth very readable treatises for the

intelligent layman, greatly to the intellectual profit of the

latter, and—we may hope—also to the financial profit of

the former. Astronomy has been peculiarly fortunate in

the number of its leaders who have been inspired to do

this: Eddington, Jeans, and Smart, in England; Shapley,

Luyten, and Stetson in this country, to mention only those

who write in English.

Of all those mentioned, Jeans has been perhaps the

most prolific. Within two years the following have ap-

peared from his pen: The Universe Around Us (a second

edition, brought strictly up to date, has just been issued),

The Mysterious Universe, and 7 he Stars in Their Courses.

The first of these is the largest; it presents a very careful,

and easily understandable, exposition of most of the recent

developments in astronomy. The third volume is the re-

696
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suit of a series of radio talks; it is addressed to a popular

audience, is profusely illustrated, and could with profit

be put into the hands of an intelligent child of twelve or

thirteen years.

Jeans has a quite different purpose in mind in writing

the book under review here. It was intended as a sequel

to The Universe Around Us, and its purpose is to present

certain philosophical interpretations of the facts and

hypotheses of recent science which have occurred to the

author. He confesses that he is a rank amateur at that

business; "many will disagree with it," says he, "it was

written to that end!"

The first four chapters are devoted to a review of those

scientific theories which seem to him to have some philo-

sophic implication. In the first chapter, entitled "The
Dying Sun," he describes, in a brief paragraph, the breath-

taking cosmic cataclysm which resulted in the birth of

our own planetary system. He points out that such occur-

rences must be extremely rare; it is probable that not more

than one star in 1 00,000 possesses a train of planets. Next

he shows that a planet which can support life must revolve

within a narrow "temperate" zone around its sun; nearer

to the sun the temperature would be too high, farther

away it would be too low. Moreover, every sun is dying,

and in the course of time any such planet would find

itself outside the temperate zone and all life on it would

be destroyed. Again, the entire universe is, according to

the physicists, moving inevitably towards the ultimate

"heat death," when life would be nowhere possible. Is

this, the author asks, all that life amounts to? To stum-

ble, almost by mistake, into a universe clearly not designed

for it, even hostile to it, only to flicker out in time, leaving

the universe as though it had never been?

Seeking for more light on this question, we turn to the

second chapter, on "The New World of Modern Physics."

In this and the succeeding chapter on "Matter and Radia-
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tion" Jeans traces rapidly the startling changes in physi-

cal concepts which have taken place in the last forty years.

The laws of conservation which were the bulwarks of the

old physics have undergone profound modification; new
and startling forms of radiant energy have been discov-

ered; matter has lost completely its substantiality, so that

energy is no longer a property of matter, but matter itself

is nothing but a form of energy. In fact, matter can be

and is being transformed into radiant energy under proper

conditions. The stars radiate enormously because their

masses are being so transformed; our own sun is melting

away at the rate of 250,000,000 tons per second! All sub-

stances now appear to consist merely of charges of positive

and negative electricity, and even these seem to resolve

themselves into nothing but trains of waves. Truly, mod-
ern science is anything but materialistic.

Most disturbing of all (or most thrilling, according to

your temperament) is the fact that the old reliable law of

causation is tottering on its throne. It used to be under-

stood that a given set of circumstances, with a given set

of causes acting, would result inevitably in a given effect,

predictable if all the circumstances and causes were known.

Now, through the development of Heisenberg's "Princi-

ple of Uncertainty," and other considerations, it seems as

if things may happen without any cause whatever. At

any rate, it seems to be definitely impossible to procure

the necessary data in certain circumstances.

In the fourth chapter, on "Relativity and the Ether,"

Jeans traces once more the now familiar story of rela-

tivity. The treatment here is very clear, and might well

be read with profit even by those already more or less

familiar with the subject. The summing up is worth quot-

ing: "A soap-bubble with irregularities and corrugations

on its surface is perhaps the best representation of the new
universe. The universe is not the interior of the soap-

bubble but its surface, and we must always remember that,
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while the surface of the soap-bubble has only two dimen-

sions, the universe-bubble has four—three dimensions of

space and one of time. And the substance out of which

this bubble is blown, the soap-film, is empty space welded

onto empty time."

The final chapter, "Into Deep Waters," completes the

picture of the universe-bubble; after this the author pro-

ceeds to set down some of his own reflections upon that

picture. He points out that the day of models of the

atom, or of trains of waves, or of any other useful physical

concepts, is past. All advanced thinking must be done in

terms of the abstract symbols of mathematics. "No one

except a mathematician," says he, "need ever hope fully

to understand those branches of science which try to un-

ravel the fundamental nature of the universe." He then

remarks that, while mathematics had its origin in certain

practical needs, most of its advanced branches are the

result of pure thought, wholly unrelated to every-day

experience. Now we behold these same abstract concepts

and disciplines coming forward as furnishing the only

possible way of understanding the universe. Recurring

to Plato's likening of humanity to men seated in the

entrance to a cave, with their backs forever turned to the

sunlight outside, watching the play of the shadows of the

real actors upon the rear wall, he imagines these men to

have invented the game of chess to while away the hours

of darkness. Now suddenly they behold the shadows play-

ing chess, and, marvelous to relate, they are evidently

playing according to the same rules devised long years

before by the cave-dwellers. "The universe," says Jeans,

"appears to have been designed by a pure mathematician."

However this may be, the conclusions to which Jeans is

led may be summed up as follows: First, in searching for

certainty, science has come upon an inevitable uncertainty;

there are realms of human experience from which science,

as such, is completely barred. Second, thought, abstract
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thought, evidently rules the universe; mind seems to be

the ultimate reality. Third, there is an evident kinship

between the cave-dwellers and the free actors outside.

These conclusions are not new, of course, but the mode of

approach is, and it is in agreement with that of some

others of our scientific leaders.

The last chapter is, of course, the raison d'etre of the

entire book; however, it is possible that it will be most

valued for the brilliant brief exposition of modern scien-

tific thought in the first four chapters.

Macmillan and Co.

h. v. a

JOHN MISTLETOE
Christopher Morley

IT
IS always a pleasant task to review the work of an

alumnus, but seldom is it possible to put forth the

case of a book which, like John Mistletoe, must neces-

sarily recommend itself to every Haverfordian, past and

present. As one of Haverford's most distinguished gradu-

ates, Christopher Morley would naturally obtain a favor-

able hearing for his work, but when, as here, there is so

much that is of prime interest to all friends of the college,

he is doubly sure of the verdict.

In John Mistletoe, Mr. Morley has done a charming piece

of autobiography. Starting with a description of Haver-

ford life of twenty or more years ago, he traces his career

(always under the name of the alleged Mistletoe, and with

delightful excursions and circumambulations) through the

years at Oxford, as a budding "columyist", in and about

the Rialto Theatre adventure at Hoboken, and back again

to Haverford in the fall of last year. Through it all gleams

his keen and appreciative feeling for the zest of life and

literature, a feeling that often makes more apparent the

meaning and value of both than can many heaps of learned
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and scholarly tomes. He not only knows himself how to

appreciate, but can in some degree impart the same to

his readers.

His attitude toward literature is excellently shown in

his remarks on Shakespeare. "We can only use Shake-

speare as a symbol of a certain kind of spirit, of the art-

ist's infuriated gaze at life. It is not Shakespeare himself

who is important now; but ourselves. What can he do to

make us more awareV What we need, he says, is a

"grammar of Feeling".

Beyond a doubt he himself has found such a grammar.

Nothing could well be more charmingly refreshing than

his musings, poignant, but never sentimental, about Hav-
erford—the beauties of the campus, Isaac Sharpless, the

tally-ho parties, excursions to forbidden taverns, the occa-

sional escapades. At times his style becomes almost that

of a prose poem, as in a soliloquy upon Night. At others,

he writes in a spirit of fantasy (I dare not use the word

whimsy, as he tells us that John Mistletoe particularly

resents the word).

The book rambles on for some four hundred pages, inter-

rupting the main thread, if there is one, with countless

anecdotes and reflections. The pedestrian style is pecu-

liarly fitting, allowing, as it does, the numerous facets of

Mistletoe's personality to show themselves. Incidentally

this book, like others of Mr. Morley's, is eminently suit-

able as a guide for suggesting worth-while reading; a cen-

sus of the books mentioned is almost certain to prove to

the reader his comparative illiteracy.

THE HAVERFORDIAN cannot congratulate Mr.

Morley too highly on his latest "escape into print", nor

urge too strongly the imperative duty of every graduate

and undergraduate to read and enjoy John Mistletoe.

Doubleday Doran F. R. W

.
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NOTES OF A VAGABOND
Waldemar Bonsels

Translated by

J. B. Mussey

THERE is no necessity for introducing Waldemar
Bonsels' Notizen eines Vagabunden though this marks

the first appearance of the book in English. Bonsels

is internationally known and admired as the author of

Maya the Bee and if his subsequent work has never quite

touched the heights he achieved in that book, his writings

are almost uniformly excellent. Notes of a Vagabond has

been tremendously popular in Germany and should have

great success here. It is not a novel but it has all the

interest of good fiction. It is an intimate autobiographical

study of the influences that have shaped the author's life

and character—a study that holds the reader's sympathy

and interest.

THE HAVERFORDIAN recommends this book to its

readers without further delay because we now want to

say a few words about the translation by one of our

alumni. J. B. Mussey, known to many of the under-

graduates, has done an admirable piece of work. Mussey's

claims to a knowledge of the German language are not to

be disputed. His command of English is good. And more

important yet, he has the sprachgefuehl necessary to make
idiomatic German, idiomatic English. With very few

exceptions Mussey's choice of English is fortunate; his

translation is accurate.

We do not choose to take Mr. Mussey's letter—the

letter that accompanied the review copy—seriously. If

we did we should not quite agree with him. He writes:

"... Notes of a Vagabond, translated by J. B. Mussey,

Haverford, ex-'30, who modestly admits that he did a

damn fine job, even to the extent of actually improving
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on the book as it was written. If you don't believe it,

compare it with the original ..."

We, too, admit that "he did a damn fine job of it."

However, we didn't believe he had improved the text so

we compared it with the original. We believe the palm is

retained by Mr. Bonsels. Bonsels' style is not sufficiently

poor to be improved by translation—even a good one.

Notes of a Vagabond, read in English, still feels like a

translation. Notizen eines Vagabunden, read in German,

does not feel like a translation from the English. The
intangible quality of style cannot leap the gap between

the two languages.

After some devious searching about we have stumbled

upon two small points in which we take exception to Mr.

Mussey's translation. "You twaddler" does not convey

to us the meaning of "du Schwaetzer" nor does "a mere

morning hour" appear as good English idiom for "eine

Morgenstunde." But these are small matters and the

translator must be allowed some latitude. We believe that

our Mussey is an excellent translator. We hope he will

give us further translations of the best modern German
literature. In both choice of original and in quality of

translation, Mussey has set himself and us a high standard.

W. M. T.

SAVAGE MESSIAH
J. A. Ede

THIS is an account of the lives of Henri Gaudier, the

sculptor, and Sophie Breszka. Their life together is

almost Russian in its vehemence and its poverty.

Nobody understood them (they lived largely in England)

and they had difficulty in understanding each other. The
book contains many of Gaudier's letters. Like most art-

ists he was an individualist and knew his own mind on

the vexed question of "What is Art?" The letters also
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disclose a man of culture and of kindliness and tolerance.

Miss Breszka was much older than he was, less gifted,

somewhat neurotic and successful in scaring off the few

friends that Gaudier had, including Middleton Murry and

Katharine Mansfield. But they loved each other and stuck

it out till Gaudier died.

Now that he is dead, of course, his work is greatly appre-

ciated and admired. If you are a genius you will want to

read this very fascinating book to find out what will

(approximately) happen to you.

Literary Guild

/. B. A.

1066 AND ALL THAT
A Memorable History of England

COMPRISING ALL THE PARTS YOU CAN
REMEMBER INCLUDING ONE HUNDRED
AND THREE GOOD THINGS, FIVE BAD

KINGS, AND TWO GENUINE DATES.

by

W. C. Sellars, Aegrot: Oxon:

and

R. J. Yeatman, Failed M. A. Oxon: etc.

IN
SPITE of its imposing title page, we cannot recom-

mend "1066" as an entirely reliable historical work,

but as a piece of interpretative history, it will stand,

we feel, quite unequalled. Its purpose is certainly unique.

The authors, in a "compulsory preface (this means you)",

point out that their work is the first history ever written

with the intention of consoling the reader. We agree that

no other history does this, and if in the writing of such a

philanthropic tome, a few errors have crept in, it is dis-

tinctly the authors' fault. (God bless them!)

Seriously though, "1066" is about the most inspiredly
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funny thing we've read in many a moon. It out-Leacocks

Leacock, and puts even Bob Benchley to shame. It is

the sort of thing that makes you absolutely unbearable

to have about, for you can't keep it to yourself. The result

is that you are continually cornering innocent bystanders

and reading them choice bits from it, that is, if you still

have any voice left.

Messrs. Yeatman and Sellars have taken every oppor-

tunity of burlesquing modern historical methods. Each

chapter is followed by a series of test questions calculated

to make members of the College Entrance Board writhe

in agony. There is something almost dangerously familiar

about such a question as this:

3. The end of the closing of the 2nd stage of the

treaty of Bretigny marks the opening of a new phase in

the 1 st stage of the termination of the Hundred Years'

War. (Confute)

We forbear to quote more, but if your historical penchant

has been piqued, do come around and let us give you

selected readings.

Dutton and Co.

J. T. G.

FATAL INTERVIEW
Edna St. Vincent Millay

THIS latest interview with Miss Millay is all but

fatal. Miss Millay has attained high rank among
American poets and we do not believe that Fatal

Interview will jeopardize her position. Likewise we do not

believe that this work will enhance her standing.

Love poetry by women in this man-made world, to be

convincing, is at a handicap. Better poets than Miss

Millay have overcome this handicap; on occasion Miss

Millay has also been successful. In these instances, how-

ever, the outstanding feature of her work has been genuine
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spontaneity. Fatal Interview lacks this very necessary

quality.

It would be most extraordinary if fifty-two sonnets on

one phase of love, and that an unusual and not altogether

romantic phase, could attain this characteristic. Suffice

it to say that this charming quality is lacking in this sonnet

sequence. The sequence is forced, obscure in many places,

and long before the concluding sonnet is reached the sub-

ject is worn threadbare. Miss Millay shows some facility

at writing verse but this facility is quite lost in the be-

laboured sonnet form. Nothing in Fatal Interview stands

out as really great. The impression that it leaves is that

of a versifier grinding out fifty-two sonnets on a given

subject.

If you are an admirer of Miss Millay, Fatal Interview

will disappoint you. If you dislike Millay you will have the

satisfaction, after reading Fatal Interview, of realizing that

Millay never was any good anyhow—which isn't so.

Harper's

W. M. T.
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